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Abstract 

 

Cricket fast bowling, a highly complex and dynamic skill, is considered an integral part 

of the game. A combination of factors can contribute to the effectiveness of a fast 

bowler; however the key that determines success for many bowlers is the final ball 

release velocity. Understanding what mechanisms underlie the development of ball 

velocity has immense implications not only for cricket, but other sports that involve 

overhand throwing movements.     

 

The relative contributions of body segments to ball release velocity has received some 

exposure in the literature, while the coverage of other influences such as 

anthropometry and body segment sequencing have been limited. A new area of 

research is the study of joint kinetics and how the development of joint moments and 

powers influence kinematics and ball release velocity. Additionally, the literature to date 

has used linear statistics to assess associations between mechanical variables and ball 

release velocity, relationships that are inherently non-linear. While this approach has 

been used in early papers in this thesis, the forward kinematic modelling method of 

Chapter 8 employs a non-linear approach to better understand the development of ball 

velocity. Therefore the aim of this thesis was to improve the understanding of the 

anthropometrical, kinematic and kinetic influences on ball release velocity in cricket fast 

bowlers. 

 

The use of inverse dynamics to approximate joint moments has been successfully 

applied to many overhand activities. However, while the International Society of 

Biomechanics has recently outlined standards in the calculation and reporting of upper 

limb joint kinematics, historically it has been the prerogative of individual researchers to 

determine how best joint kinetics should be calculated and expressed. This may 

include using an orthogonal axis coordinate system located in either the distal or less 

commonly proximal segment, of the joint that is being analysed. The aims of the first 

study were to quantify the effect of calculating and reporting joint moments in different 

coordinate systems and to quantify the difference in joint moments when large axis 

rotations occur. The results indicated that joint moments reported in a kinematic 

equivalent joint coordinate system (Grood and Suntay, 1983) minimised cross-talk with 

changes in axis alignments between proximal and distal segments, and was more 

consistent in the reporting of joint moments for tasks that were assumed to have similar 

principle axes of motion. This method of reporting upper limb kinetics was then adopted 

throughout the thesis.  
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With a standardised reporting method established, a comparison of the different 

strategies, high performance and amateur fast bowlers use to develop ball velocity was 

undertaken (Study 2). Participants were required to bowl five six-ball overs that 

consisted of four ‗match intensity‘ deliveries, one ‗maximal effort‘ delivery and one 

slower delivery. Spatial, kinematic, temporal and kinetic parameters of both the lower 

and upper limbs were compared between groups for the match intensity deliveries 

(n=20), as well as their associations with ball release velocity. It was found that high 

performance bowlers were able to bowl faster than their amateur counterparts but 

generally displayed similar discrete joint angles. Both groups also displayed proximal-

to-distal sequencing of peak joint linear and segment angular velocities. It was 

concluded that the likely factors that resulted in the higher ball velocities of the high 

performance group were the higher peak joint linear and segment angular velocities. 

Finally, only peak left positive hip power and the peak bowling wrist flexion moment 

and power were different between groups. Overall, the results supported the notion that 

between group analyses do not account for physiological differences between groups 

and individuals.  

 

Study 3 took a within-group approach to compare kinematic, temporal and kinetic data 

for amateur and high performance fast bowlers, using the three delivery categories 

previously defined. If changes occurred in bowling kinematics and kinetics across 

intensity levels and additional mechanical variables correlated to ball release velocity 

were identified, this may lead to a better understanding of the important biomechanical 

determinants of ball release velocity. The results showed that in an attempt to slow ball 

release velocity, bowlers increased maximum knee flexion and consequently reduced 

their ability to use the front leg as an effective lever. It was concluded that, irrespective 

or skill level, bowlers tended to increase joint linear and segment angular velocities and 

joint moments when bowling at maximal effort. No interruption to temporal sequencing 

occurred when bowling at maximal effort. Additionally, trends indicated that when 

participants bowl at maximal effort, they can alter those technique parameters which 

have previously been linked to lower back injury. Numerous mechanical variables were 

associated with increased ball release velocity; however the bulk of these were not 

statistically significant which can be attributed to the large inter-subject variation. 

 

Study 4 sought to quantify the within subject variability of the fast bowling technique, 

and as such, build on the conclusions of the previous studies and the need for input 

parameters for the model in Study 5. A comparison of the execution and outcome 

variability between groups of different skill levels, over the 20 ‗match intensity‘ 

deliveries previously collected, was performed and the relationship between execution 
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and outcome variability assessed. The homogenous nature of execution and outcome 

variability was revealed, irrespective of skill level. Faster bowlers were found to have 

more consistent run-up velocities at back foot impact and knee flexion angles at front 

foot impact. Negative correlations were found between ball release velocity and 

variation in the timing of peak linear and angular velocities for amateur bowlers, 

suggesting that less skilled bowlers should practice to reduce this timing variation if 

they wish to increase ball release velocity. A relationship between increased variation 

of medial-lateral ball position and elbow flexion-extension angle variability at ball 

release for the amateur group was inferred to have been a consequence of trunk and 

upper arm posture. This supported the suggestion made in Study 3 that a synergistic 

relationship exists between the trunk and upper limb. It was suggested by this research 

that this synergistic relationship is not as highly developed in amateur bowlers when 

compared to their highly skilled, faster bowling counterparts to decrease the variability 

in the position of the hand at ball release.  

 

Finally, Study 5 introduced a novel approach to examining the relationship between 

joint kinematics and segment anthropometrics on ball release velocity, while also 

assessing the sensitivity of ball release velocity to systematic manipulations of 

empirical kinematic profiles. Due to the relatively small with-in participant variations 

reported in Study 4 and the exploratory nature of this study, manipulation ranges were 

expanded beyond individual‘s between-trial variation. The results substantiated the 

claim that linear statistics are not always appropriate for assessing relationships 

between rotational execution variables and outcome variables. Non-linear relationships 

were found between all joint angular offsets and resultant ball release velocity. 

However, linear relationships were found between radial length and the majority of 

range of motion / angular velocity manipulations, suggesting the use of linear statistics 

may be acceptable in some circumstances.  

 

The positive influence of a more extended knee and abnormal elbow morphology was 

commensurate with previous research. Contrary to popular coaching philosophy, 

increased trunk rotation was revealed to have minimal impact on ball release velocity. 

Increased joint ranges of motion and segment angular velocities were shown to have 

substantial effects on ball release velocity, particularly at the knee and shoulder. 

Surprisingly, a positive relationship between increased elbow flexion and ball release 

velocity and a negative relationship between increased elbow extension and ball 

release velocity was found. The causal effect on increased ball release velocity is 

multifaceted and includes, but is not limited to, the direction of movement of the elbow 
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joint angle immediately prior to ball release (flexion or extension) and the orientation of 

the humerus at the time of ball release.  

 

In summary, this series of studies advances the understanding of the mechanical 

strategies cricket fast bowlers use to develop ball release velocity. First, it indicates that 

using non-orthogonal joint coordinate systems is a consistent and comprehensive 

method for the reporting of three-dimensional upper limb joint kinematic and kinetics. 

Secondly, the research found that high performance fast bowlers, who bowl 

significantly faster than their amateur counterparts, do so by producing higher joint 

linear and segment angular velocities resulting from higher joint kinetics, without 

observing significant differences in discrete joint kinematics. It also revealed that there 

is high inter-subject variability of execution variables used by fast bowlers.  To increase 

ball release velocity, bowlers increase joint linear and segment angular velocities, as 

well as joint kinetics. A broader range of associations between ball release velocity and 

kinetic measures are identified in this analysis when compared with the between 

subject analysis, supporting the need for repeated measure statistical designs. 

Amateur and high performance bowlers are revealed to have similar execution and 

outcome variability and it is suggested that synergistic relationships exist between the 

trunk and upper limb during cricket bowling. Finally, this research also reveals that 

many kinematic execution variables display non-linear relationships with ball release 

velocity and when modelled appropriately, better estimates can be made about the 

potential ball release velocity gains with respect to manipulated execution variables. 

For the first time, the substantial influence of elbow morphology, the role of the front 

knee joint flexion-extension angle and the bowling shoulder horizontal adduction range 

of motion and angular velocity are identified.  
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CHAPTER 1  

 

INTRODUCTION  

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

 

Cricket is a popular sport with 105 member countries comprising its international 

governing body, the International Cricket Council (ICC). It is a team sport that 

encompasses two opposing teams of 12 players, with one team batting and the other 

fielding, similar to baseball, with four positions: batters, bowlers, all-rounders and a 

wicket-keeper. There are three variations of cricket played at the international level: 

Twenty20, One Day International and the ‗pinnacle‘ form of the game - Test cricket, 

which is played over five days with each team having two innings each (two batting and 

two fielding opportunities). To be successful generally the winning team must 

accumulate more runs than the opposing team. However, Test cricket also requires 

that the fielding team dismisses the batting team twice (in both innings), otherwise a 

draw results. In pursuit of victory, the fielding team relies heavily on bowlers to dismiss 

the opposing batsmen. There are two general types of bowlers, fast and spin. The art 

of spin bowling has received much attention in Australia; however, fast bowlers have 

historically been the drawcard for cricket administrators and teams, as the sheer speed 

at which they release the ball and the ‗war‘ like spectacle between the bowler and 

batsman, will continue to fascinate spectators of the game for as long as it is played.  

 

Given that the distance covered by fast bowlers in one-day matches can be up to 

seven times more than batsmen, and the distance accumulated in different movement 

intensities is more than in any other category of player (Petersen, Pyne, Dorman & 

Portus, 2007), it is not unreasonable to suggest that fast bowling is the most physically 

demanding activity in cricket. In addition, bowling may be regarded as the most 

important discipline, given that a winning team in a Test-match is required to bowl the 

opposition out twice. It is not surprising then, that the vast majority of cricket research 

to date has concentrated on bowling mechanics.  

 

Much of the cricket bowling research performed over the last 10 years has 

concentrated on the legality of the bowling action (e.g. Goonetilleke, 1999; Lloyd, 

Alderson & Elliott, 2000; Marshall & Ferdinands, 2003; Roca, Elliott, Alderson & Foster, 

2006). Prior to this, the majority of published work focussed on bowling technique 

classification and the aetiology of back injury (e.g. Bartlett, Stockill, Elliott & Burnett, 

1996a; Foster, John, Elliott, Ackland & Fitch, 1989; Elliott, Davis, Khangure, Hardcastle 
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& Foster, 1993). However, it is surprising with the advances in motion analysis 

technology over the past decade, that there is a paucity of research exploring body 

segment dynamics, particularly with respect to performance enhancement in fast 

bowling.  

 

There is also limited fast bowling research investigating the question - ‗why the body 

moves the way it does‘ - in the production of the high release velocities. Measuring joint 

kinetics (moments and power) can help to elucidate such a question and give an 

indication of 1) what body segments are important in the development of ball release 

velocity and 2) how the segments responsible for this velocity development interact. Do 

some bowlers bowl faster than others simply because they can produce higher joint 

moments of some magnitude at individual joints? Or is it that some bowlers have a 

‗smoother‘ bowling action and the temporal sequencing of their technique is more 

efficient? Kinetic analyses of the bowling delivery that establish how bowlers generate 

velocity would be invaluable for performance enhancement.  

 

Due to aforementioned technological advances, kinetic measures can now be derived 

from kinematic data. One such recent example is research by Ferdinands, Marshall, 

Round and Broughan (2003), who, using a previously developed model of Ferdinands, 

Marshall, Round and Broughan (2002), calculated trunk and shoulder powers for a 

group of elite fast bowlers. However, the majority of bowling research to date has 

exclusively examined segment kinematics, without considering the important input 

parameter of joint kinetics. The availability of new technologies now allows for the 

examination of cricket relevant, upper limb joint moments and powers. 

 

Many factor combinations contribute to the success of a fast bowler. These factors 

include those that result from the complex interaction of execution variables that are 

sensitive to all joint angles and velocities in the kinematic chain (e.g. line and length), 

and other phenomena that result from external factors such as the movement of the 

ball though the air and off the pitch. Another, if not the crucial element that determines 

success for a fast bowler is the ball release velocity (Bartlett et al., 1996a). Releasing 

the ball at a high velocity is necessary to reduce the amount of time a batsman has to 

pick up the flight path of the incoming ball (Bartlett et al., 1996a), make a decision as to 

which shot to play, and finally execute the shot effectively (Abernethy, 1981). Junior 

bowlers are often instructed by coaches to ‗bend the back‘ in order to achieve greater 

ball release velocity, however there is no evidence that ‗bending one‘s back‘ improves 

performance. Conversely, recent research suggests that the lower torso acts passively 

during the bowling action, providing reactive support to the positive work generated by 
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the upper trunk (Ferdinands et al., 2003). Therefore, investigating body segment 

dynamics that significantly contribute to increased ball release velocity has clear 

implications for performance enhancement, as well as injury reduction. 

 

A number of cricket specific studies have attempted to quantify the influence of body 

kinematics and technique on ball release velocity. These studies have endeavoured to 

answer the question as to how the body moves during the bowling action, though as 

yet have proffered further advice as to how the bowling technique should be changed 

to elicit ball velocity improvement. Subsequently, research exploring what technique 

changes bowlers should make to gain increased ball velocity is warranted. To date, the 

majority of technique modifications are undertaken following subjective advice of 

coaches, who are guided by anecdotal evidence that may not reflect sound 

biomechanical theory. There is a need for an evidence based model to aid coaches 

when modifying the techniques of fast bowlers. 

 

A recent research recommendation of Salter and colleagues (2007) was for increased 

use of a within-bowler design in the investigation of cricket bowling technique 

relationships. It was suggested to negate the inability of the between-bowlers 

methodology to control parameters external to technique, which may lead to erroneous 

associations being reported. However this methodology relies on the use of linear 

statistics to assess relationships between non-linear execution variables and ball 

release velocity, relationships that are inherently non-linear (Craig, 1989). 

 

In order to gain an accurate understanding of the relationship between joint and 

segmental kinematics and ball release velocity, a non-linear model is required. As with 

all multi-joint movements, the position of the endpoint of a multi-joint kinematic chain is 

a direct function of the location and orientation of the initial point within the chain, the 

dimensions of the segments within the chain and the intermediate joint angles between 

the initial segment and the endpoint of the chain (Zatsiorsky, 1998). The linear velocity 

of the endpoint can then be obtained through numerical differentiation of these 

variables. Such a model, termed a ‗forward kinematic model‘ (FKM), is well suited to 

assessing the relationships between individual or composite execution variables and 

ball release velocity, as the non-linearity of the system is modelled appropriately. 

Furthermore, the use of an FKM allows for the effect of spatial alterations of a bowler‘s 

joint kinematics on ball release velocity, to be determined. 
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1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

 

Relationships between bowler mechanical variables and ball release velocity have 

been previously reported. However, the use of linear statistics to quantify these 

relationships (between execution variables and outcome variables) is questionable and 

previous findings must be viewed as approximations of this relationship only. Indeed, a 

more appropriate non-linear approach to the investigation of these relationships is 

required as a linear increase in specific measures may not be followed by a requisite 

increase in linear ball release velocity. This approach will facilitate identification of 

variables which must be manipulated (and by what magnitude) to provide a better 

understanding of fast bowling joint kinematics. The outputs of this type of approach will 

provide a greater depth of analysis than that which is currently reported by the 

traditional descriptive research, and will allow for deeper insight surrounding the 

technique-ball release velocity relationship. 

 

1.3 AIMS AND HYPOTHESES 

 

The research project has been divided into five interrelated and coherent studies. The 

aims and hypotheses of each study are outlined below. 

 

Study 1: A non-orthogonal joint coordinate system: A consistent method for 

reporting elbow kinematics and kinetics 

 

Aims 

 Develop a consistent, comprehensive and clear method for describing joint 

kinematics and kinetics in three dimensions (3D) 

 Quantify the difference in joint moments when reporting in different coordinate 

systems (CS) 

 Quantify the difference in joint moments when large axis rotations occur 

 

Hypotheses 

 Axis misalignment will lead to more cross-talk being introduced when 

represented in an orthogonal axis CS compared with a non-orthogonal CS 

 Elbow joint moments represented in a joint coordinate system (JCS) will display 

more repeatability across motor tasks when compared with representation in an 

orthogonal CS 
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Study 2: Mechanical correlates of ball velocity in cricket fast bowling: A 

comparison of high-performance and amateur competitors 

 

Aims 

 To establish foundation knowledge of the joint kinematics and kinetics of cricket 

fast bowlers 

 To compare the joint kinematics and kinetics of high performance and amateur 

cricket fast bowlers 

 

Hypotheses 

 For both groups, ball release velocity will be positively correlated with: 

i. Run-up velocity 

ii. Peak linear velocity of the elbow joint 

iii. Peak linear velocity of the wrist joint 

iv. Peak left knee extension moment  

and negatively correlated with 

v. Left knee flexion angle at ball release 

 Compared with amateur bowlers, high performance bowlers will generate 

higher linear velocities at the following joints:  

i. Right hip 

ii. Right shoulder 

iii. Left elbow 

iv. Right elbow 

v. Right wrist 

 Compared with amateur bowlers, high performance bowlers will generate 

higher angular velocities of the following segments:  

i. Pelvis 

ii. Thorax 

iii. Upper arm 

iv. Forearm 

v. Hand  

 Compared with amateur bowlers, high performance bowlers will generate 

higher peak joint moments of the: 

i. Left knee 

ii. Left hip 

iii. Right shoulder  

iv. Right wrist 
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Study 3: Mechanical correlates of ball velocity in cricket fast bowling: Within 

group contrasts across deliveries of varying effort 

 

Aims 

 To compare the joint kinematics and kinetics used by high performance and 

amateur cricket fast bowlers when bowling deliveries of varying intensities 

 

Hypotheses 

 The following variables will be greater for participants‘ maximal effort deliveries 

when compared with their standard match intensity deliveries: 

i. Ball release velocity 

ii. Run-up velocity 

iii. Hip-shoulder separation angle at BFI 

iv. Peak right shoulder internal rotation moment 

v. Peak right wrist flexion moment 

 The following variables will be lower for participants‘ slower deliveries when 

compared with their match intensity deliveries: 

i. Ball release velocity 

ii. Peak right shoulder internal rotation moment 

iii. Peak right wrist flexion moment 

iv. Peak vertical GRF 

 and higher: 

v. Maximum left knee flexion 

vi. Left knee flexion at ball release 

 The peak linear velocities of the following joints will be greater for participants‘ 

maximal effort delivery when compared with their match intensity deliveries: 

i. Right hip 

ii. Right shoulder 

iii. Left elbow 

iv. Right elbow 

v. Right wrist 

 The peak angular velocities of the following segments will be greater for 

participants‘ maximal effort delivery when compared with their match intensity 

deliveries: 

i. Pelvis 

ii. Thorax 

iii. Upper arm 

iv. Forearm 
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v. Hand  

 The timing of at least one peak joint linear velocity will differ between a normal 

and maximal effort delivery 

 The timing of at least one peak segment angular velocity will differ between a 

normal and maximal effort delivery 

 

Study 4: Performance variability among amateur and high performance cricket 

fast bowlers 

 

Aims 

 To explore the execution and outcome variability displayed by cricket fast 

bowlers 

 To compare the execution and outcome variability of high performance and 

amateur cricket fast bowlers 

 

Hypotheses 

 Amateur bowlers will be significantly more variable than high performance 

bowlers in: 

i. Ball release velocity 

ii. Ball accuracy 

iii. Run-up velocity 

iv. Left knee flexion at ball release 

v. Timing of peak joint linear and segment angular velocities 

 There will be no positive correlations between ball release velocity and variation 

of mechanical variables for either the high performance or amateur group 

 Ball release velocity will be negatively correlated with variation in: 

i. Run-up velocity 

ii. Left knee flexion at ball release 

iii. Timing of peak joint linear and segment angular velocities 

 There will be no negative correlations between ball accuracy error and variation 

of mechanical variables for either group 

 Ball accuracy error will be positively correlated with variation in: 

i. Ball accuracy error 

ii. Medial-lateral ball position at ball release 

iii. Trunk lateral flexion at ball release 

iv. Shoulder abduction at ball release 
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Study 5: The relationship between segment anthropometrics and joint 

kinematics on ball release velocity: A forward kinematic approach 

 

Aims 

 To assess the sensitivity of ball release velocity to systematic spatial 

manipulations of empirical kinematic profiles 

 To describe the relationships between joint kinematics and segment 

anthropometrics on ball release velocity 

 

Hypotheses 

 There will be a positive linear relationship between ball release velocity and: 

i. Radial length 

ii. Knee flexion-extension amplification 

iii. Thorax rotation amplification 

iv. Shoulder horizontal adduction amplification 

v. Shoulder internal rotation amplification 

vi. Elbow flexion-extension amplification 

vii. Wrist flexion-extension amplification 

 There will be a non-linear relationship between ball release velocity and: 

i. Elbow flexion-extension and abduction set angle 

ii. Wrist flexion-extension set angle 

iii. Knee flexion-extension offset 

iv. Trunk lateral flexion offset 

v. Trunk rotation offset 

vi. Elbow flexion-extension offset 

vii. Wrist flexion-extension offset 

 There will be a negative relationship between elbow abduction and flexion or 

hyperextension and ball release velocity  

 There will be a positive relationship between ball release velocity and joint 

angular offset of: 

i. Trunk rotation 

ii. Wrist flexion-extension 

and negative relationship with: 

iii. Knee flexion-extension 

iv. Trunk lateral flexion 

v. Elbow flexion-extension 

 There will be a positive relationship between ball release velocity and 

amplification factor for all mechanical variables analysed. 
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1.4 LIMITATIONS 

 

 It is assumed the sample is representative of high performance and amateur 

cricket bowlers. 

 It is assumed that bowlers will use the same technique during testing (in a 

laboratory) as they would during a match (on a field).   

 Forces acting between the hand and the ball cannot be directly measured; 

therefore assumptions are made in the calculation of upper limb joint kinetics. 

 All testing is conducted in the Australian spring months and concurrent with 

district club pre-season training, not following a season of bowling. 

 

1.5 DELIMITATIONS 

 

 Thirty players, who are identified by their respective coaches as specialist 

bowlers or bowling all-rounders will act as participants. 

 All participants will use the same set of six Kookaburra regulation 4-piece 

cricket ball (mass = 0.156 kg).   

 A modified version of The University of Western Australia‘s School of Sport 

Science, Exercise and Health‘s marker set and model will be used (Chin, Elliott, 

Alderson, Lloyd & Foster, 2009). 

 A cricket pitch will be replicated inside the laboratory. 

 Results will pertain only to pace bowlers and are not intended to be generalised 

to spin bowlers. 

 

1.6 DEFINITION OF TERMS 

 

Kinematics 

 

‘Carry’ angle: Deviation of the forearm from the line of the upper arm when the elbow 

is in full extension, i.e. forearm abduction. 

Separation angle: The difference between the alignment of the hips and shoulders in 

a transverse plane. 
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Events 

 

Back-foot impact (BFI; Figure 1.1): Is the second last foot contact event before the 

bowler releases the ball. It occurs at the beginning of the delivery stride when the 

bowler‘s right foot (right-arm bowler) makes contact with the ground. 

 

 

        Figure 1.1 Back-foot impact 

 

Front-foot impact (FFI; Figure 1.2): Is the last foot contact event before the bowler 

releases the ball. It occurs when the bowler‘s left foot (right-arm bowler) makes contact 

with, and is flat on, the ground. 

 

 

        Figure 1.2 Front-foot impact 
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Upper arm horizontal (UAH; Figure 1.3): When the upper arm is parallel with the 

ground in the delivery swing (International Cricket Council, 2003). 

 

 

        Figure 1.3 Upper arm horizontal 

 

Ball release (BR; Figure 1.4): When the ball breaks contact with the bowling hand. 

 

 

        Figure 1.4 Ball release 
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Technique 

 

Side-on (Figure 1.5): The side-on bowling technique is generally characterised by a 

relatively lower run-up velocity when compared with other bowling techniques. For a 

side-on bowling technique, a bowler would be required to have their hip and shoulder 

alignments almost perpendicular to the bowling crease, such that the angle between 

the wickets and the line joining the hips/shoulders is < 210° at BFI. 

 

 

Figure 1.5 Transverse drawing (with ranges identified) of the typical shoulder alignment (red) of 

side-on bowlers at BFI. Red dots represent the stumps with direction of travel from 

bottom to top. L = left shoulder and R = right shoulder 

 

Front-on (Figure 1.6): The front-on bowling technique is generally characterised by a 

relatively higher run-up velocity when compared with the side-on bowling technique. 

For the front-on bowling technique, a bowler would be required to have their hip and 

shoulder alignment almost parallel to the bowling crease such that the angle between 

the wickets and the line joining the hips/shoulders is > 240°.  

 

 

Figure 1.6 Transverse drawing (with ranges identified) of the typical shoulder alignment (red) of 

front-on bowlers at BFI. Red dots represent the stumps with direction of travel from 

bottom to top. L = left shoulder and R = right shoulder 

 

L 

R 

L 
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Semi-open (Figure 1.7): More recently, a semi-open bowling technique has been 

suggested (Portus, Mason, Elliott, Pfitzner and Done, 2004). For the semi-open 

bowling technique, a bowler would be required to have their hips and shoulders aligned 

such that the angle between the wickets and the line joining the hips/shoulders is 

between 210° and 240°. 

 

 

Figure 1.7 Transverse drawing (with ranges identified) of the typical shoulder alignment (red) of 

semi-open bowlers at BFI. Red dots represent the stumps with direction of travel 

from bottom to top. L = left shoulder and R = right shoulder 

 

Mixed (Figure 1.8): The mixed bowling technique typically has a mixture of 

characteristics from the side- and front-on bowling techniques. Generally at BFI, a 

bowler with a mixed technique will adopt a lower body alignment similar to the side-on 

technique and a shoulder alignment similar to the front-on technique. At some instance 

between BFI and FFI the shoulders realign to a side-on position. Typically, this 

‗counter-rotation‘ will occur as the hips begin their forward rotation towards the 

batsman. This has been identified previously to predispose a bowler to a lower back 

injury (Elliott, 2000). 

 

Figure 1.8 Transverse drawing (with ranges identified) of the typical shoulder (red) and hip 

(blue) alignments of mixed action bowlers at BFI. Arrows show typical rotation from 

BFI to FFI. Red dots represent the stumps with direction of travel from bottom to top. 

L = left shoulder/hip and R = right shoulder/hip  

 

L 

R 

L 

R 
L 
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Additionally, the separation angle between the hips and shoulders at BFI and the 

amount of counter-rotation between BFI and ball release aids in the classification of all 

bowling techniques as summarised in Table 1.1 below. 

 

Table 1.1  Criteria for the classification of fast bowling techniques (adapted from Portus et al., 

2004) 

Technique Shoulder angle Hip-shoulder separation angle Counter-rotation 

Side-on < 210° < 30° < 30° 

Semi-open 210° -  240° < 30° < 30° 

Front-on > 240° < 30° < 30° 

Mixed > 210° ≥ 30° ≥ 30° 

 

Cricket specific 

 

Popping crease: The line perpendicular to the pitch that some portion of the bowler‘s 

front foot must be behind upon FFI for it to be deemed a legal delivery.  
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CHAPTER 2  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

2.1 OVERVIEW 

 

The very essence of fast bowling is contained in its name. Bowlers attempt to launch a 

cork and leather ball toward a set of wooden stumps in a coordinated fashion, so that 

the ball is released at a high velocity. Not only does bowling at high velocities increase 

the chance of a bowler getting the opposing batsman out but it adds excitement to a 

game that can last up to 30 hours, and still result in a draw.  

 

A spate of research to date has focused on identifying what factors contribute to the 

velocity that the ball is released (Davis and Blanksby, 1976; Glazier, Paradisis and 

Cooper 2000; Phillips, Portus, Davids, Brown & Renshaw, 2010a), with varied and 

conflicting conclusions. The vast majority of this research has investigated kinematic 

links to ball release velocity without kinetic measures being taken (Glazier, et al., 2000; 

Portus, Sinclair, Burke, Moore and Farhart, 2000; Salter et al., 2007). A kinetic analysis 

of fast bowling would give some insight into the muscular force required to produce 

these kinematics. Additionally, the trend in previous literature has been to compare 

groups according to bowling technique category, as it has been shown that bowlers 

generate ball velocity differently according to their bowling technique (Bartlett et al., 

1996a). However, this approach does not account for all the variation between bowlers, 

as it does not control for factors external to technique. Additionally, as variations 

external to technique are accounted for, the notion of technique variation within a 

participant still exists. Only recently have biomechanists realised the importance of 

performance variability in skilled activities (Bartlett, Wheat & Robins, 2007) and cricket 

fast bowling is no exception. 

 

The following is a review of the literature pertinent to the research topic. Far from 

exhaustive, it encompasses the research relevant to cricket fast bowling with particular 

emphasis on the relationship between technique and ball release velocity. This is 

followed by an outline of variability and its importance in sports biomechanics and the 

evolution of the methodologies used in fast bowling research. The review concludes 

with an overview of the literature related to the modelling method used in this thesis, 

referred to as the forward kinematic model (FKM).  
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2.2 BIOMECHANICS OF CRICKET FAST BOWLING 

 

The beginning of any delivery in cricket, irrespective of bowling type, is the 

commencement of the run-up. Most cricket coaching manuals suggest that the run-up 

should start slowly and gradually increase in velocity from the top of the bowler‘s mark 

to the end of the run-up, which coincides with the start of the pre-delivery stride. It is 

quite clear that the horizontal velocity of the body during the run-up will directly 

influence the velocity at which the body enters the pre-delivery and delivery strides, 

and in turn, the velocity at which the ball is released.  

 

Significant contributions of the run-up towards ball release velocity have been found 

(19%, Davis & Blanksby, 1976; 15%, Elliott, Foster & Gray, 1986), albeit with a 

simplistic method of determination. Both groups of authors made an assumption that all 

bowlers in their respective studies employed the same technique. However numerous 

studies since have shown that this is untrue, with substantial differences recorded 

between the bowling techniques adopted by various players. Therefore the contribution 

of the run-up to ball release velocity may differ between bowlers in correspondence 

with characteristics of their bowling technique. Using the classification system of Elliott 

Hardcastle, Burnett and Foster (1992), eight of the nine bowlers tested by Glazier, et 

al. (2000) were classed as using a mixed bowling technique and a 16.2% contribution 

of run-up velocity to ball release velocity was reported.  

 

In a study investigating side-on and front-on bowling techniques, Australian fast bowler 

Terry Alderman was asked to bowl with both a side-on and a more open technique 

(Elliott & Foster, 1984). Whilst bowling with a side-on technique, the contribution of run-

up velocity to ball release velocity was 11.5%. Interestingly, the contribution increased 

to 12.8%, when he bowled with a more open technique. The mean contribution of the 

run-up velocity to ball release velocity for the two other side-on bowlers was 1.4% less 

than for the open technique bowlers. This supports the notion that bowlers with an 

open technique are able to approach the crease with more velocity than side-on 

bowlers and therefore can maintain more of the velocity created in the run-up at ball 

release. It is assumed that this is due to side-on bowlers being required to slow down 

prior to BFI in order to get their hips and shoulders perpendicular to the crease (Bartlett 

et al., 1996a). 

 

While it seems that the contribution of run-up velocity is more related to bowling 

technique rather than release velocity, the relationship is still unclear. Brees (1989), as 

cited by Bartlett, et al. (1996a), experimentally manipulated the run-ups of seven 
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collegiate bowlers to investigate the effects of run-up velocity on ball release velocity 

and accuracy, using 2D cinematography and a target designed by Stretch and Goslin 

(1987). Bowlers were asked to bowl with speed and accuracy using slow, medium and 

fast run-ups. The results showed a positive relationship between run up velocity and 

ball release velocity. However the testing methods used required the bowlers to adjust 

their run-ups considerably from what they would normally display under match 

conditions and therefore could not be generalised to competition and had the potential 

to disrupt any temporal patterning that was present, as has been shown to occur in 

javelin (Bartlett, Müller, Lindinger, Brunner & Morriss, 1996b), a mechanically similar 

movement. However, while this may have affected the participant‘s temporal 

sequencing, the results are supported by Ferdinands, Marshall and Kersting (2010), 

who found a positive relationship between run-up velocity and ball release velocity. 

 

The previous findings are confounded by the results of Burden and Bartlett (1990a), 

who reported an inverse relationship, where lower run-up velocities were associated 

with higher ball release velocities. Moreover, Brees (1989), as cited by Bartlett et al. 

(1996a) found a negative correlation between run-up velocity and accuracy, suggesting 

that bowlers adopt a self-regulated run-up velocity that aids in producing optimal ball 

release velocity and accuracy.  

 

Salter et al. (2007) investigated the associations between technique and ball release 

velocity using both a between-participant and within-participant approach, as they 

attributed conflicting results in the literature to parameters external to the respective 

studies, such as anthropometry and strength. Bartlett and colleagues (1996a) 

suggested that using a within-participant approach would negate selected external 

factors, such as anthropometric or physiological differences between bowlers. 

Furthermore, Mullineaux, Bartlett and Bennett (2001) suggested that due to inherent 

variability in the motor system, individuals can use different techniques to achieve the 

same outcome. For the between-bowler analysis, 20 bowlers, who were members of 

the Australian Institute of Sport cricket programme were selected retrospectively, given 

that they had displayed semi-open bowling techniques during a prior testing session, 

so that the techniques used by bowlers in both analyses could be matched (Salter et 

al., 2007). The authors found that there was no relationship between run-up velocity 

and ball release velocity (r = 0.222, P = 0.360).  

 

For the within-bowler approach, 20 match day deliveries from a single bowler (age 23 

years; body mass 87.0 kg; height 1.92 m) that were subjectively deemed to be of a 

―good length‖ by a Level 2 Cricket Australia accredited coach, were used for analysis. 
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All deliveries were captured using two synchronized Motion Scope PCI 1000s cameras 

(Redlake Imaging Corporation, Inc., USA) operating at 250 Hz and analysed using an 

Ariel Performance Analysis System (APAS; Ariel Performance, Inc., USA). The within-

bowler analysis revealed a moderate-strong positive correlation between run-up 

velocity and ball release velocity (r = 0.737, P < 0.001). In addition, a stepwise 

regression analysis showed that the run-up was associated with 54.3% of variance of 

ball release velocity (Salter et al., 2007). Given that the run-up seems to influence ball 

release velocity, being able to maintain the momentum built from this run-up throughout 

the delivery action is paramount, if a bowler is to successfully deliver the ball at a high 

velocity.  

 

The angular displacement of the front knee during the delivery stride not only assists in 

the attenuation of impact force at FFI but also affects linear momentum of the body and 

therefore may have a role in ball release velocity. Three main types of front knee action 

have previously been identified in the literature. The ‗straight leg‘ technique is 

characterised by a straight or close to straight front limb - included knee angle greater 

than 150° (included angle) - at FFI. In this technique the angle is maintained through 

ball release. It has been suggested that use of this technique can maximise ball 

release velocity, as the bowler can use the fixed lower limb as an effective lever (Elliott 

& Foster, 1984; Elliott, et al., 1986). Similarly, Davis and Blanksby (1976) suggested 

that ball release velocity would be reduced if a bowler flexed their front limb at impact, 

as the length of the effective lever would be reduced. 

 

Elliott and Foster (1984) reported on the ‗straight leg‘ technique of two elite Australian 

representative bowlers, who adopted a slightly flexed knee joint (173°) at FFI, which 

then extended to 180° at ball release. Mason, Weissensteiner and Spence (1989) 

reported that 8 of the 15 junior bowlers they analysed bowled with a straight lower limb, 

whereas the other seven bowled with their knees flexed at FFI and continued to flex 

until ball release. Davis and Blanksby (1976) provided some evidence to support the 

relationship between the front knee and ball release velocity in that their six fastest 

bowlers delivered the ball with the front knee 25° more extended than the six slowest 

bowlers.  

 

The second type of knee action is observed when a bowler lands with a flexed knee at 

FFI and either maintains this angle or continues to flex through to ball release. In 

contrast to the ‗straight leg‘ technique, this knee action seems to be beneficial in 

attenuating impact forces, as the flexing action dissipates the vertical force, but does 

not give the same velocity benefits that bowling over a straight limb provides as the 
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length of the lever is reduced. Numerous studies have reported the use of this front 

knee action. Elliott et al. (1986) reported that the mean knee angle at FFI for a group of 

15 fast bowlers was 168° (± 18.4°) and this angle decreased to 159° (± 29.0°) at ball 

release. Portus, et al. (2000) reported that the mean front knee angle of their sample 

from FFI to ball release did not change significantly across an eight over spell. They 

reported that after eight overs, the group as a whole flexed their front knees by 14° 

from FFI (175° ± 5.5°) to ball release (161° ± 22.1°). However, the use of 2D calculated 

knee angles is a limitation to these results, as out-of-plane movement at the knee joint 

is likely to occur from FFI to ball release. A similar result was found by Portus, et al. 

(2004) using 3D motion analysis. They reported a mean knee flexion angular 

displacement of 14° from FFI (164° ± 11°) to ball release (150° ± 20°). 

 

The third type of knee action is observed when a bowler flexes the knee upon FFI thus 

attenuating the impact force, and then extends the knee joint to gain the benefit of 

bowling over a straight or close to straight limb. Although this seems to be the optimal 

front knee action for injury reduction and performance enhancement, it has rarely been 

reported in the literature. Investigations by Burden (1990), as cited in Bartlett et al. 

(1996a) and Stockill and Bartlett (1992) showed that only two participants in each study 

bowled with this type of knee action, out of a combined sample of 26 participants (9 

and 17, respectively). Portus and colleagues (2004) also pointed out the low 

prevalence of bowlers who used this ‗optimal‘ technique, as only four of 42 participants 

analysed in their study were ‗flexor-extenders‘. This type of knee action is more 

profound in the javelin throwing technique, which shares many common elements with 

the fast bowling technique (Bartlett et al., 1996a). An analysis using 2D 

cinematography of five male javelin finalists at the 1984 Olympic Games by Komi and 

Mero (1985) revealed a mean knee flexion angular displacement of 17° following the 

equivalent of the FFI in fast bowling. Following this, a mean extension of 12° was 

reported to give a mean knee angle of 165°, with three of the finalists attaining a knee 

angle in excess of 170° at release. A subsequent study using 3D cinematography at 

the 1992 Olympic Games showed a similar trend (Mero, Komi, Korjus, Navarro & 

Gregor, 1994). An initial knee flexion angular displacement following FFI of 12° was 

reported for 11 male finalists, followed by an extension of 3° to a mean of 168° (± 8°) at 

release.  

 

In terms of skill level, Bartlett et al. (1996b) found no significant difference between elite 

(12.0°), club (17.0°) and novice (18.7°) javelin throwers in relation to the amount of 

knee flexion following FFI, although there was a trend for the more skilled throwers to 

have a lower flexion angular displacement following FFI. The angle of the knee at 
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release and the amount of knee extension was not reported and consequently the true 

action of the knee joint, from FFI to release, cannot be determined. Burden & Bartlett 

(1990b) reported that the greatest difference between the elite and college level 

bowlers in their study was the action of the front knee. The elite bowlers were reported 

to have landed with a near straight knee angle of 173° (± 3.2°), proceeded to flex by 

6.6° and then extend to an angle of 173° (± 11.2°) at ball release. In contrast to the 

elite bowlers, eight of the nine college bowlers flexed at the knee following FFI by a 

mean of 31.8°, and only four were able to then extend the knee joint prior to ball 

release.  It may be plausible that the number of cricket bowlers using this type of knee 

action is under represented in the literature due to the lack of reported data on 

minimum knee angle from FFI to ball release. Equally, it could be a consequence of the 

quality of samples used in previous research. 

 

The hip and shoulder orientations during the delivery stride are largely dependent on 

the technique (side-on, semi-open, front-on, mixed) employed by individual bowlers. 

The side-on technique was traditionally thought of as the correct bowling technique to 

use as it was the only one acknowledged by the Marylebone Cricket Club (MCC; 

Marylebone Cricket Club, 1976). It was some time later that the front-on technique was 

recognized (Lewis, 1994). This publication still did not acknowledge the ‗mixed‘ 

technique even though there was a considerable amount of scientific evidence that it 

not only existed but highlighted its associations with lower back injury (Elliott & Foster, 

1989; Elliott, et al., 1992; Foster, et al., 1989). 

 

As the bowler first impacts the ground with his/her back foot, the muscles of the lower 

trunk and pelvis act to stabilise the trunk so that the bowler does not collapse 

(Ferdinands et al., 2003). Bartlett and colleagues (1996a) claimed that maximum hip-

shoulder separation angle generally occurs after the hips have commenced forward 

rotation towards the batsman and therefore place selected core muscles on stretch. 

They speculated that this stored elastic energy could be used if the subsequent forward 

rotation of the shoulders happens within 120 ms. This hypothesis of stored elastic 

energy is supported to an extent by recent research into the dynamic interaction 

between the trunk and upper limb. Using the inverse solution model of Ferdinands and 

colleagues (2002) it has been suggested that the rotator muscles of the lower trunk act 

as reactive support and do negative work, while they control for the rate of positive 

work done by the flexor and lateral flexor muscles of the trunk (Ferdinands et al., 2003; 

Ferdinands & Kersting, 2007). However it is almost impossible to differentiate between 

energy absorption and energy storage, as they are both characterised by negative 

power. Therefore, the role of shoulder rotation in developing ball velocity is unclear. 
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Portus et al. (2000) reported no change in shoulder counter rotation over an 8-over 

spell for the entire group in the study, however, the  front-on sub-set of bowlers (n=5) 

increased shoulder alignment counter-rotation significantly from the second over when 

compared with the eighth over. These results must be treated with some caution as it 

has been shown that the 2D calculation of shoulder alignment does not accurately 

portray the 3D movement during the fast bowling action (Elliott, Wallis, Sakurai, Lloyd & 

Besier, 2002). Ball velocity remained constant and accuracy showed some insignificant 

variation during the spell. Additionally, it was shown that there was a moderate inverse 

relationship between shoulder counter-rotation and bowling accuracy during over‘s five 

to eight (r = -0.542, P = 0.045). 

 

Skill is not the only factor that determines one‘s area of specialisation. Anthropometric 

measures, particularly height, is an early determinant of what type of player a junior 

cricketer may develop into. Generally it is thought that taller players will become fast 

bowlers. The vast majority of successful test bowlers have been in excess of 1.83m 

(6ft) tall, including: Glenn McGrath (1.96m), Curtly Ambrose (2.01m), Wasim Akram 

(1.88m), Courtney Walsh (1.98m) and Richard Hadlee (1.9m). Even a number of 

international pace bowlers, who have been considered short for their occupation, 

including Malcolm Marshall (1.78m), Darren Gough (1.78m) and Shoaib Ahktar (1.8m), 

are of average height, when compared with population norms (ABS, 1995). An 

investigation into the anthropometric profiles of elite cricket fast bowlers by Stuelcken, 

Pyne and Sinclair (2007) supports this claim that most ‗good‘ fast bowlers are tall. The 

mean height of the 26 participants was 1.88m (± 0.05m), approximately 0.11m taller 

than the 18-44 year old male Australian population mean (Australian Bureau of 

Statistics, 1995). In contrast, the top three run scorers in test cricket history are on 

average 1.74m tall. Pyne, Duthie, Saunders, Peterson and Portus (2006) recorded a 

similar height (1.88± 0.048 m) for their sample of 24 elite fast bowlers.  

 

More specifically, taller players are considered to have more potential to become good 

fast bowlers later on in development because they do, or will, possess longer levers 

that increase the distance between the ball and the axis of rotation (shoulder joint). It 

has been suggested that senior international pace bowlers attain higher ball release 

velocities than junior international pace bowlers due to higher angular velocities of the 

humerus of the bowling arm, coupled with a longer upper limb length (Stockill & 

Bartlett, 1994). Glazier and colleagues (2000) reported a poor relationship between ball 

release velocity and humeral angular velocity, after testing nine collegiate fast-medium 

bowlers. They suggested that the dominant factor that contributed to high correlations 

between ball release velocity and shoulder-wrist length and ball release velocity and 
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total upper limb length was the length of the radius. They calculated that for every 0.1m 

increase in the length of the radius, ball release velocity would increase by 3.3 m·s-1, as 

the linear velocity of the wrist would increase proportionally with the length of the 

radius, given that the upper limb is a rigid segment. Finally, it was stated that by 

maximising the linear velocity at the wrist, a more efficient proximal-to-distal transfer of 

angular velocities between segments could be achieved (Glazier et al., 2000). In 

contrast, Salter and colleagues (2007) empirically found a significant positive 

relationship between ball release velocity and both maximum bowling limb angular 

velocity and vertical velocity of the non-bowling elbow for a senior high performance 

fast bowler (r = 0.472, p = 0.018; r = 0.424, p = 0.031, respectively).  

 

As reflected by recent amendments to the fair delivery law, it is now considered 

acceptable that the bowling arm is generally not straight or rigid during the delivery 

action, as first shown by an investigation of Sri Lankan finger spinner, Muttiah 

Muralitharan and consequent investigations by Portus, Rosemond and Rath (2006). 

Muralitharan was reported to have 37° of elbow flexion at full extension and 18° of 

forearm abduction (Lloyd, et al., 2000). A 2004 investigation of Muralitharan‘s ‗doosra‘ 

by the Biomechanics Group at The University of Western Australia reported that he 

bowled this delivery with a maximum 14° of elbow extension (Elliott, Alderson, Reid & 

Lloyd, 2005).  

 

Hypothetically, as increasing the lever length of the bowling limb can increase ball 

velocity as mentioned previously; an increase in ball velocity can also be achieved by 

bowling with a flexed elbow (Marshall & Ferdinands, 2003). In this flexed posture, the 

angular velocity of the upper limb, which has a smaller moment of inertia value about 

the shoulder in the somersault and cartwheel axes than when fully extended, would 

increase for a given torque. This rotation would also be assisted by greater activation of 

the shoulder internal rotator muscles. Marshall & Elliott (2000) suggested that this 

internal rotation is an important component of many throwing and striking activities. The 

importance of internal rotation in the development of racquet-head velocity in both 

tennis (Elliott, Marshall & Noffal, 1995) and squash (Elliott, Marshall & Noffal, 1996) 

has been clearly shown. The importance has also been identified for cricket fast 

bowling with Marshall & Ferdinands (2003) suggesting that any loss of velocity due to 

decreased bowling arm length, caused by active flexion or by a structural abnormality 

of the upper limb, as seen in some international bowlers (Lloyd, et al., 2000), is far 

outweighed by velocity gained due to the increased contribution from internal rotation 

velocity. 
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Additionally, the results of Roca and colleagues (2006) support the notion that there is 

an advantage of bowling with a flexed elbow, as ball release velocity was shown to be 

significantly greater for bowlers who flexed more than 8.2° and extended more than 

5.9° during the delivery phase of the bowling action. Additionally, Portus, Mason, Rath 

and Rosemond (2003) also found a significant increase in ball release velocity for 

bowlers who extended by more than 15°, when compared with bowlers who extended 

less than 15°. However, it has been suggested that while there seems to be a 

relationship between elbow extension angular displacement and ball release velocity, 

the cause-effect relationship may be in reverse (Roca et al., 2006). That is, bowlers 

who bowl at higher velocities may have increased elbow extension due to inertial 

loading of the forearm/hand/ball and higher angular velocity of the distal upper arm 

segment.  

 

Prior to 1835, bowling was performed underarm, much similar to Trevor Chappell‘s 

infamous underarm delivery ("Underarm bowling incident of 1981," 2010). In 1835, 

sidearm bowling was legalised and by 1864 the laws governing the bowling delivery 

were similar to the current laws. However, continual refinement of the fair delivery law, 

Law 24.3, has occurred over the years with the current edition stating that,  

 

“A ball is fairly delivered in respect of the arm if, once the bowler's arm has reached the 

level of the shoulder in the delivery swing, the elbow joint is not straightened partially or 

completely from that point until the ball has left the hand. This definition shall not debar 

a bowler from flexing or rotating the wrist in the delivery swing.” (Marylebone Cricket 

Club, 2008, p. 59) 

 

This modification was presumably made to stop bowlers, who extended the elbow joint 

during the delivery phase from gaining an unfair advantage in the form of increased ball 

velocity. In May 2004, the ICC once again made a technical modification to the law to 

allow partial straightening of the elbow joint. This change was based on limited fast 

bowling research (Portus et al., 2003) and again, an assumption that the amount of 

elbow extension present was correlated to ball release velocity. Spin bowlers were 

allowed 5° of extension, medium paced bowlers 7.5° of extension and fast bowlers 10° 

of extension. 

 

In late 2004, the ICC commissioned a bowling research programme at the Champions 

Trophy tournament to expand the scientific data set on bowling actions. These findings 

coupled with a larger volume of scientific data on all types of bowlers (i.e. Portus et al., 

2003; Ferdinands & Kersting, 2004) influenced the ICC‘s executive board and their 
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Bowling Review Group (BRG) to make an amendment to the regulations for the review 

of bowlers reported for an illegal bowling action and currently states that, 

 

―This should be set at a maximum of 15 degrees „Elbow [sic] extension‟ for all bowlers 

and types of deliveries. This specifically refers to extension of the forearm relative to 

the upper arm to the straight position. Elbow hyperextension or adduction is not 

included in the 15- degree tolerance threshold. It should be noted that in order for the 

action to be classified as a legal action, the degree of „elbow extension‟ recorded for 

each delivery should be within the 15 degree limit.” (International Cricket Council, 2010, 

p. 363) 

 

Although there is conjecture throughout the cricket literature regarding important 

segment rotations in fast bowling performance, the sequencing of these segment 

rotations are widely acknowledged as being of utmost importance for both bowling 

velocity and accuracy (Burden & Bartlett, 1989; Glazier et al., 2000; Portus, 2001; 

Portus et al., 2004; Stockill & Bartlett, 1993, 1994). The sequencing of segmental 

movements has been identified using various methods throughout the literature. 

Having noted that there was conjecture as to the relative contribution of certain body 

segments to fast bowling, Davis and Blanksby (1976) attempted to isolate various 

segments in an effort to measure their importance and in doing so calculated the 

contribution of the hips, shoulders, bowling arm and hand towards ball release velocity. 

They systematically applied physical restraints to inhibit the development of muscular 

force in either individual or collective segments. They reported significant contributions 

to ball release velocity from the run-up (19%), trunk (11%), bowling arm (41%) and 

hand (5%). However by isolating segments, an assumption was made that the 

segments acted independently and were unaffected by more proximal or distal 

segments, therefore implying that the movement of these segments could be explained 

by muscle activity alone (Bartlett et al., 1996a). 

 

Stockill and Bartlett (1993, 1994) investigated the peak linear velocities of important 

joints from the right hip to the right hand of two groups of international bowlers with 

significantly different ball release velocities (juniors, 32.1 ± 1.9 ms-1; seniors, 38.1 ± 1.4 

ms-1; P < 0.005). They reported significantly higher peak linear velocities for the senior 

group than the junior group and that the senior group‘s peak velocities, with the 

exception of the right hip velocity, occurred significantly closer to the time of ball 

release. However, when these times were normalised for the duration of the delivery 

stride, these temporal parameters became non-significant. 
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Penrose, Foster and Blanksby (1976) reported one elite fast bowler had agreed to 

nominate his fastest delivery during a specific over using a prearranged signal. The 

results showed that it was actually the slowest delivery of the over, suggesting that the 

extra effort in the run-up and delivery stride may have disrupted the joint coordination 

of his bowling action, which could have potentially lead to optimal ball release velocity 

not being attained.  

 

Therefore as with the spatial parameters mentioned previously, it is rather intuitive that 

these temporal parameters must be reproduced repetitively for consistent outcomes in 

terms of ball release velocity and accuracy. It is of great importance to a bowler to be 

able to reproduce these movements and the timing of which they occur, as a reduction 

in execution variability will allow any conscious variation in line and length to be more 

effective. However, as stated by Bartlett (2007, p. 119), ―…outcome consistency does 

not imply or require movement consistency.‖ 

 

2.3 COORDINATION AND VARIABILITY 

 

Coordination has been defined as bringing together the components of the movement 

system in proper relation to each other (Turvey, 1990). Furthermore, Sparrow (1992) 

defined coordination as either the relationship between the movements of limb 

segments of the same limb, termed ―intra-limb coordination‖, or the relationship 

between movements of two different limbs, termed ―inter-limb coordination‖. Given that 

bowling in general is a whole body activity, some degree of movement coordination will 

presumably play a part in the successful execution of the skill, as the inter-limb and/or 

intra-limb coordination of the upper and lower limbs define the spatial and temporal 

relationships required to bowl (Irwin & Kerwin, 2007). This approach is supported by 

Temprado, Della-Grast, Farrell and Laurent (1997), who suggested that a common 

coordination pattern exists in performance, irrespective of skill level.   

 

The stability of coordination patterns is reliant on coordination variability (Hamill, Van 

Emmerick, Heiderscheit & Li, 1999), which has been identified to be innate within all 

biological systems (Newell & Corcos, 1993; Wheat, Mullineaux, Bartlett & Milner, 

2002). Although some have suggested that variability has a negative effect in such 

activities as gait (Hausdorff, Edelberg, Mitchell, Goldberger & Wei, 1997), some 

evidence has suggested that it in fact has a functional role (Best, Bartlett & Sawyer, 

1995; Robins, Wheat, Irwin & Bartlett, 2006). It was the traditional view of variability 

from engineering and cybernetics that deemed it detrimental and requiring elimination 

or at least reduction (Davids, Glazier, Araujo, & Bartlett, 2003). However, 
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developments in chaos theory and non-linear dynamics suggested that variability was 

functional in nature in the area of, among others, pattern formation (Van Emmerick & 

Van Wegen, 2000). Kelso (1995) and Hamill and colleagues (1999) identified the 

pivotal role variability has in the coordination of body segments, especially in 

movements that require transitions from one coordination pattern to another. Cricket 

fast bowling is typical of this type of movement, as the bowler must transition between 

clear coordinative patterns in the delivery action (Figure 2.1). 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Transition of coordinative patterns during the cricket delivery 

 

Movement variability in humans has largely been ignored by biomechanists, as they 

have assumed that it is simply ‗noise‘ (Bartlett, et al., 2007). A fundamental assumption 

made by many researchers is that specialist performers are able to accurately replicate 

movements and that human motor performance is characterised by invariance in the 

motor system (Schmidt, 1985). However, specialist performers do not replicate 

movements but instead find multiple movement solutions to execute a skill (Bartlett et 

al., 2007). Salter and colleagues (2007) suggested that cricket pace-bowlers have 

enough variability in their action to investigate how these relate to the development of 

ball release velocity. Additionally, pooled group data has been suggested to mask 

performer-to-performer variability (Davids, Bennett & Newell, 2006).  

 

The role of variability in human motor performance is unclear. There have been 

opposing views as to the role of variability in gait, dependent upon whether the 

assessment is made from a task-outcome or joint coordination viewpoint. There is 

evidence to suggest that, from a task-outcome viewpoint, both spatial and temporal 

movement variability is related to reduced gait stability and risk of injury (Hausdorff et 

al., 1997; Nakamura, Meguro & Sasaki, 1996). However, it has also been suggested 

that movement variability in joint coordination is essential for adaptation to 

environmental factors (Clark & Phillips, 1993; Holt, Jeng, Radcliffe & Hamill, 1995) and 

flexibility to successfully execute a task (van Emmerik, Wagenaar, Winogrodzka & 

Wolters, 1999).  

 

Run up 
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stride 
Delivery 
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follow-
through 
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Queen, Gross and Liu (2006) found that within day variability was less than between 

day variability for selected gait variables, such as peak knee extension. Additionally, 

they found that variability of kinematic and kinetic measures did not change between a 

self-selected running velocity and a standardised running velocity for the majority of 

participants. This suggests that participants can adapt their running technique in light of 

external influences and still produce repeatable kinematic and kinetic data. In terms of 

performance, Bradshaw, Maulder and Keogh (2007) set out to investigate whether 

biological movement variability is a hindrance or can be used to enhance performance 

during a 10 m sprint start. They concluded that the consistent generation of high 

horizontal velocity out of the blocks led to more stable and most importantly, faster 

starting strides. 

 

Recently, the question has been raised as to whether movement variability is important 

for sports biomechanists (Bartlett et al., 2007). The majority of sports variability 

research that has been published of late suggests that it is. Bartlett and colleagues 

(2007) advocated that variability is beneficial to athletes in terms of both increased 

performance, as well as reducing the risk of injury. They suggested that variability gives 

an athlete flexibility to adapt to certain environmental influences, such as the presence 

of defenders in team sports. Phillips, Portus, Davids, Brown and Renshaw (2010b) 

showed that technique variability, as measured by the standard deviations of technique 

variables, was equal between a group of national senior cricket bowlers and junior 

squad bowlers. However, the senior bowlers (48.5% ± 8.2) were significantly more 

accurate than their junior counterparts (37.7% ± 11.3), suggesting that senior bowlers 

may have a larger range of movement solutions to successfully execute the skill. 

James (2004) presented a variability and overuse injury hypothesis where low stress 

variability is associated with a greater likelihood of overuse injury. Although this 

hypothesis is speculative, results by James, Dufek & Bates (2000) and Hamill, et al. 

(1999) suggested that overuse injuries are a consequence of low variability in involved 

joints. As the previous findings are plausible, so is the possibility that the low variability 

is actually a consequence of the injury and/or associated pain itself (Hamill et al., 1999; 

Heiderscheit, Hamill & Van Emmerick, 2002).  

 

Numerous studies have examined the mechanics of pitchers, who have some common 

traits with cricket fast bowlers, to gain an understanding of what influences ball release 

velocity in baseball (Elliott, Grove, & Gibson, 1988; Escamilla, Fleisig, Barrentine, 

Zheng, & Andrews, 1998; Matsuo, Escamilla, Fleisig, Barrentine, & Andrews, 2001) but 

only recently have researchers begun focussing on the relationship between with-in 

pitcher mechanical variability and ball release velocity. Fleisig, Chu, Weber and 
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Andrews (2009) compared the intra-individual variability of baseball pitching mechanics 

across youth, high school, college, Minor League and Major League performance 

levels. Standard deviations of 11 kinematic, four temporal and six kinetic parameters 

were used for analysis. Results showed a significant decrease in variability for six of 

the 11 kinematic parameters (front foot placement, front knee flexion, maximum upper 

torso angular velocity, maximum elbow flexion, maximum shoulder external rotation 

and trunk forward tilt) with an increase in performance level. No variability differences 

were found for temporal or kinetic parameters. The authors speculated that this 

decrease in variability was a result of a higher level of experience and physical 

development. Therefore, to attempt to account for the experience and development 

variables of the higher performance levels (college, Minor League, Major League) and 

ascertain the true performance level-variability relationship, these three groups must be 

analysed independent from the other two groups. By doing so, this study showed that 

only maximum upper torso angular velocity and maximum elbow flexion of the 11 

kinematic parameters, showed a decreased in variability with an increase in 

performance level. Whether this finding is sufficient to conclude that a relationship 

between kinematic variability and performance level exists in baseball pitching is 

questionable.  

 

Stodden, Fleisig, McLean and Andrews (2005) similarly reported variability in three 

kinematic, three kinetic and two temporal parameters correlated with ball release 

velocity. Escamilla et al. (2007) found that the kinematic and kinetic variability for a 

pitcher throughout a game was low, compared with the high kinematic and kinetic 

variability between pitchers. Although not an initial aim of the study, Matsuo et al. 

(2001) found that while the standard deviations of temporal parameters were fairly 

consistent between low- and high-velocity pitching groups, these standard deviations 

were higher for the earlier when compared with the later parts of the pitch. They 

concluded that leg and trunk movements differed amongst participants, while arm 

movements were the most consistent. The authors speculated that the key to 

increasing ball release velocity may be to modify the earlier part of the pitching 

movement, especially the legs and trunk. 

 

Therefore it is conceivable that for open skills such as baseball hitting and cricket 

batting, high variability is desired to adapt to external factors such as the trajectory of 

the ball. Conversely for the closed skills of baseball pitching and cricket fast bowling, 

low variability may be desired for a consistent end result. However by doing so, 

pitchers and bowlers may put their bodies under stress and increase the likelihood of 

sustaining an overuse injury (James et al., 2000). 
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2.4 DEFINITION AND INTERPRETATION OF 3D JOINT KINETICS 

 

Definitions of moment and power 

 

A moment can be described as the ability of a force to make a rigid body rotate and 

measures the turning effect of that force about a point. Moments are therefore vital in 

the kinetic analysis of high-velocity segment rotations evident in dynamic sports skills, 

such as cricket fast bowling. The moment of a force about a point is calculated by 

multiplying the net force acting on a body by the perpendicular distance from the point 

(i.e. joint centre) to the line of action (i.e. segment centre of mass) of the force. 

 

Joint power, the dot product of joint moment (M) of force and angular velocity (ω), 

describes the function of muscles, as they shorten and lengthen (Winter, 1987). Joint 

angular velocity and joint moment of force can then be used to distinguish active and 

passive movement, given that joint power is their dot product as shown by 

 

P = [Mx,My,Mz] • [ωx, ωy, ωz] 

 

 = [Mx • ωx + My • ωy + Mz • ωz] 

 

Joint power will be positive if the polarity of the angular velocity and moment are the 

same (concentric contraction). If the polarity of the angular velocity and moment are 

opposite (eccentric contraction), the resultant joint power is negative. 

 

Functional interpretation of moments and powers 

 

Mathematically speaking, power is a scalar quantity and has been used to describe the 

rate of change of mechanical energy around a joint. Recently, debate has arisen  

 (Rubenson, 2004), as to whether it would be more functionally relevant to separate 

each power term in the dot product equation to determine changes in kinetic energy for 

motion along its respective reference axis. Although still subject to some contention 

(Baker, 2004), there is growing support for the use of this method to describe and 

interpret joint motion (van den Bogert, 2004; Buczek, 2004).  

 

The most commonly used method of reporting joint moments and powers is to express 

them in an orthogonal axis CS located within the distal segment of the joint that is 

being analysed. However, given that the ISB has recommended a standardisation of 

the reporting of joint angles in a non-orthogonal JCS (Wu et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2005); 
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it is difficult to functionally relate these joint angles and moments/powers. It has clearly 

been shown that the calculation of joint moments and powers are influenced by 

segment orientation, if reported in reference to segment CSs (Schache & Baker, 2007).  

 

2.5 FORWARD SIMULATION 

 

As with all multi-joint movements, the position of the endpoint of a multi-joint kinematic 

chain is a direct function of the location and orientation of the initial point within the 

chain, the dimensions of the segments within the chain and the intermediate joint 

angles between the initial segment and the endpoint of the chain (Figure 2.2; 

Zatsiorsky, 1998).  

 

 

Figure 2.2 Forward kinematic diagram of a 10-link cricket bowler depicting the initial point within 

the initial segment (I1), segments within the chain (I1 – I10), global angle of the initial 

segment (θ1), intermediate joint angles between the initial segment and the endpoint 

of the chain (θ2 – θ10) and end point within the terminal segment (I10) 

 

The linear velocity of the endpoint can then be obtained through numerical 

differentiation of these variables. Such a model, termed in this study a ‗Forward 

Kinematic Model‘ (FKM), is well suited to assessing the relationships between 

individual or composite execution variables and ball release velocity, as the non-
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linearity of the system is modelled appropriately. Furthermore, the use of a FKM would 

enable the effects of spatial alterations of a bowler‘s joint kinematics on ball release 

velocity to be determined.  

 

The first forward solution model for cricket bowling was developed by Ferdinands, 

Kersting and Marshall (2008) and is an example of a forward dynamic model. The 

model employed by Ferdinands and colleagues (2008) used kinetic inputs from an 

inverse solution model developed by Ferdinands et al. (2002) whereby joint moments 

are manipulated to elicit kinematic effects. They found that altering hip and shoulder 

moments changed shoulder-hip separation angle, lateral flexion of the trunk, and 

shoulder counter-rotation. Clear implications for injury reduction and coaching were 

shown, however the implications of this approach for performance enhancement has 

not been established for cricket as it has in other sports such as golf (Sprigings & Neal, 

2000).  
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CHAPTER 3  

 

GENERAL METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter details the methods and procedures that are common to the cricket 

bowling specific studies (Chapters 5-8). Due to the methodological nature of Chapter 4, 

the methods and procedures used will be outlined in the respective chapter. Other 

specific methods and procedures, such as participant details, data collection and 

analysis pertaining to other individual studies will also be addressed in the relevant 

chapters.  

 

Ethics approval was granted (Project # RA/4/3/1310; Appendix A) and written informed 

consent (Appendices B & C) was obtained from each participant prior to the 

commencement of the study, in accordance with the requirements of The University of 

Western Australia Human Research Ethics Committee.  

 

3.2 DATA COLLECTION 

 

Laboratory Equipment 

 

All data collection was performed inside a 40 m x 20 m laboratory with a large roller 

door that opened to allow participants to use their full run-up and follow-through during 

the bowling action. Markers were tracked using a 12-camera (MX-3+) Vicon MX motion 

analysis system (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) operating at 250 Hz. To measure ground 

reaction forces (GRF), a 0.9 m x 0.9 m AMTI force plate (BP900900; AMTI, Watertown, 

MA, USA) sampling at 2000 Hz was embedded flush with the laboratory floor and was 

located such that the popping crease was marked across the midline of the plate. 

 

Laboratory Calibration 

 

Prior to the collection of data, a two-part calibration procedure was undertaken in 

accordance with Vicon (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) standard procedures. A static 

calibration frame (Figure 3.1) with fixed retro-reflective markers at known positions was 

used to define laboratory-based global coordinate system (GCS).  
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For the dynamic calibration, a 380 mm wand (Figure 3.1) with three markers affixed at 

known distances was moved throughout the reconstruction volume required for data 

collection, allowing for the calculation of the relative positions and orientations of the 

cameras with respect to the GCS where 2D coordinates from individual cameras were 

transformed to the GCS using the direct linear transformation algorithm. Camera 

residual errors were output to determine the reconstruction accuracy of each camera. If 

individual camera residuals were ≥ 1.0 mm, the value recommended within the Vicon 

Mx calibration guidelines, all cameras were recalibrated to attain an acceptable 

residual (< 1.0mm). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject Calibration 

 

Upon arrival at the laboratory, participant body height and mass were measured using 

standard anthropometric protocols. The full body marker set, including static markers, 

was attached to the participant‘s body with double sided low-allergenic adhesive tape. 

Markers were then further secured with Fixomull stretch (BSN medical, Hamburg, 

Germany) and ‗Sports‘ Premier adhesive strapping tape (Physio Med Services, 

Derbyshire, UK).  

 

Once all markers were secured, a static subject calibration trial was performed with the 

participant standing in the anatomical position allowing for the definition of joint centre 

(JC) locations and associated segment technical (TCS) and anatomical coordinate 

systems (ACS). A series of pointer trials, to define the lateral and medial knee condyles 

and elbow epicondyles were then performed, in accordance with the calibrated 

anatomical systems technique (CAST; Cappozzo, Catani, Croce & Leardini, 1995). 

Participants were also required to perform dynamic movement trials to allow for the 

calculation of functional joint centres of the hip, knee and elbow (Piazza et al., 2001; 

Leardini et al., 1999; Besier, Sturnieks, Alderson & Lloyd, 2003; Chin, Lloyd, Alderson, 

  
Figure 3.1 Static calibration frame (left) and dynamic calibration 'wand' (right) 
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Elliott & Mills, 2010). The final subject specific calibration trial was performed with the 

participant standing on the foot alignment rig as outlined by Besier and colleagues 

(2003). The participant was instructed to adopt the anatomical position, so that all lower 

limb markers were clearly visible for 3D reconstruction. Foot abduction-adduction and 

inversion-eversion angles were then recorded from measurement devices located on 

the foot alignment rig. A detailed description of the aforementioned procedures and 

their role in the modelling process is provided in forthcoming sections. 

 

Following subject calibration, each participant performed a warm-up that was 

consistent with their standard pre-match preparation. This allowed all participants to 

bowl as close to their individual match intensity as possible. This warm-up also allowed 

for familiarisation with the laboratory environment, as well as the determination of the 

starting position of each participant‘s run-up.   

 

Set-up 

 

As previously stated, all 3D kinematic data were collected inside a laboratory. 

Participants commenced their run-up just outside the laboratory doors and released the 

ball in the middle of the capture volume inside the laboratory. This allowed for the 

tracking of ball displacement/velocity following release. In addition, a bowling and 

popping crease was marked and a set of stumps were positioned 0.77 m behind the 

back edge of the force plate embedded in the runway, to provide a further cricket 

specific reference point. Situated outside the laboratory, 20.12 m away, was another 

set of stumps, behind which was placed a target net. Participants were instructed to 

aim at a cross marked on the target net at a position 0.3 m above, and 0.3 m to the left 

of the top of off stump as viewed from the bowler‘s end (Figure 3.2). A cricket pitch 

made of thick rubber was replicated outside of the laboratory, so that consistent 

bounce was achieved. Ball velocity was calculated in the UWA model and defined as 

the linear velocity of the ball‘s calculated origin (defined as the midpoint of four markers 

attached to the ball; Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.2 Set-up of data collection including target with 'x' marking bowler's target from the 

bowler‘s perspective. The popping crease was marked along the midline of the force 

plate 1.22m anterior to the bowler‘s stumps. The ‗x‘ was located 20.12m from the 

bowler‘s stumps, in line with the batsman‘s stumps 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Ball with markers attached as used for all dynamic trials 

 

Bowling trials 

 

Participants were required to bowl five overs with a short break between each to 

replicate match conditions. Studies have shown that there is no evidence of reduced 

bowling velocity over bowling spells up to 12-overs (Burnett, Elliott & Marshall, 1995; 

Portus et al., 2000). Within each over, participants were required to bowl: 
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a. Four normal deliveries, which were to be their ‗stock-delivery‘ at match-intensity  

 

b. One ‗maximal effort‘ ball, which was to be bowled as fast as they could, and  

 

c. One ‗slower‘ ball, which was to be their ‗change-up‘ ball they would regularly 

bowl 

 

The order of deliveries was allocated using block randomisation, for each over bowled. 

 

3.3 MODELLING 

 

3.3.1 OVERVIEW OF THE UWA MODEL 

 

The UWA model is based on the Calibrated Anatomical Systems Technique (CAST; 

Cappozzo, Catani, Croce & Leardini, 1995). This approach requires the presence of 

segment marker clusters, as well as anatomical landmark (AL) calibration trials (See 

3.3.4 Pointer Method). These two characteristics attempt to minimise the most 

prevalent errors associated with 3D motion analysis; skin movement artefact and the 

misidentification of ALs (Cappozzo et al., 1995). 

 

3.3.2 MARKER SET 

 

The UWA full body marker set consists of 68 retro-reflective markers (12 mm in 

diameter; Figure 3.4), made from plastic spherical beads covered in reflective material. 

The set comprises of 32 single markers, as well as 12 ‗clusters‘, T-bar shaped pieces 

of semi-malleable plastic or rigid moulded lightweight aluminium, with three markers 

attached to each. Each T-bar has varying dimensions determined by the segment they 

are attached to (Table 3.1). During the dynamic bowling trials, 60 markers were affixed 

to each participant, including single T-bar clusters (Figures 3.5-3.6) positioned on the 

thighs, lower legs, forearms, acromion processes and two T-bar clusters located on 

each upper arm. The remaining eight markers were used in subject specific static 

calibration trials to define JC locations of the wrist and ankle. These markers were 

removed for the dynamic bowling trials, once the static calibration had been completed. 

A 6-marker pointer (See 3.3.4 Pointer Method) was used to define the medial and 

lateral humeral epicondyles of the elbow as well as the medial and lateral femoral 

condyles of the knee relative to their respective cluster-based segment TCS. For a 

comprehensive description of the marker placement, see Tables 3.2-3.4. 
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Figure 3.4 Full body UWA marker set 

 

Table 3.1 T-bar cluster dimensions 

Cluster 

Name 

Marker 1 –  

3 (mm) 

Marker 2 – End 

of Bar (mm) 

 

Acromion 60 50 

Lower limb 220 125 

Upper arm 70 50 

Forearm 70 50 
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Figure 3.5 Examples of lower-limb (left) and upper arm (right) triad clusters 

  

 

  

Figure 3.6 Examples of forearm (left) and acromion (right) triad clusters 
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Table 3.2 Upper body marker placements 

Segment Marker Location 

Thorax 

LACR1 Left posterior acromion cluster 

LACR2 Left middle acromion cluster 

LACR3 Left anterior acromion cluster 

RACR1 Right posterior acromion cluster 

RACR2 Right middle acromion cluster 

RACR3 Right anterior acromion cluster 

C7 Spinous process of 7
th 

cervical vertebrae 

T10 
Spinous process of 10

th 
thoracical 

vertebrae 

CLAV Sternal notch 

STRN Xyphoid process of sternum 

Proximal Left Upper arm 

LUA1 Left proximal upper arm cluster 

LUA2 Left middle upper arm cluster 

LUA3 Left distal upper arm cluster 

Distal Left Upper arm 

iLUA1 Left medial upper arm cluster 

iLUA2 Left middle upper arm cluster 

iLUA3 Left lateral upper arm cluster 

Proximal Right Upper arm 

RUA1 Right proximal upper arm cluster 

RUA2 Right middle upper arm cluster 

RUA3 Right distal upper arm cluster 

Distal Right Upper arm 

iRUA1 Right medial upper arm cluster 

iRUA2 Right middle upper arm cluster 

iRUA3 Right lateral upper arm cluster 

Left Forearm 

LFA1 Left medial forearm cluster 

LFA2 Left middle forearm cluster 

LFA3 Left lateral forearm cluster 

Right Forearm 

RFA1 Right medial forearm cluster 

RFA2 Right middle forearm cluster 

RFA3 Right lateral forearm cluster 

Left Hand 

LCAR Left carpal 

LHNR Left hand radius 

LHNU Left hand ulna 

Right Hand 

RCAR Right carpal 

RHNR Right hand radius 

RHNU Right hand ulna 

Ball 

Ball1 Lateral side 1 (@ release) 

Ball2 Lateral side 2 (@ release) 

Ball3 Medial side 1 (@ release) 

Ball4 Medial side 2 (@ release) 
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Table 3.3 Lower body marker placements 

Segment Marker Location 

Pelvis 

LASI Left anterior supra iliac spine 

RASI Right anterior supra iliac spine 

LPSI Left posterior supra iliac spine 

RPSI Left posterior supra iliac spine 

Left Thigh 

LTH1 Left superior thigh 

LTH2 Left mid thigh 

LTH3 Left inferior thigh 

Right Thigh 

RTH1 Right superior thigh 

RTH2 Right mid thigh 

RTH3 Right inferior thigh 

Left Tibia 

LTB1 Left superior tibia 

LTB2 Left mid tibia 

LTB3 Left inferior tibia 

Right Tibia 

RTB1 Right superior tibia 

RTB2 Right mid tibia 

RTB3 Right inferior tibia 

Left Foot 

LCAL Left calcaneous 

LMT1 Head of 1
st
 left metatarsal 

LMT5 Head of 5
th
 left metatarsal 

Right Foot 

RCAL Right calcaneous 

RMT1 Head of 1
st
 right metatarsal 

RMT5 Head of 5
th
 right metatarsal 

 

Table 3.4 Location of static calibration markers 

Segment Marker Location 

Wrist 

LWRR Left wrist (radial side) 

LWRU Left wrist (ulna side) 

RWRR Right wrist (radial side) 

RWRU Right wrist (ulna side) 

Ankle 

LLMAL Left lateral malleolus 

LMMAL Left medial malleolus 

RLMAL Right lateral malleolus 

RMMAL Right medial malleolus 
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3.3.3 JOINT CENTRE DEFINITIONS 

 

JCs were calculated from external anatomical landmarks held relative to TCSs (Table 

3.5).  

 

Table 3.5 Definition of technical reference frames 

Marker Name Marker Location 

Torso  

Origin Midpoint between C7 and CLAV 

Vertical axis (y) Midpoint between T10 and STRN to Origin 

Mediolateral axis (z)  Perpendicular to y axis and vector from C7 to CLAV 

Anterior-posterior axis (x) Orthogonal to the y-z plane 

Acromion  

Origin Midpoint between RACR1 (LACR1) and RACR3 (LACR3) 

Anterior-posterior axis (x) RACR1 (LACR1) to RACR3 (LACR3) 

Mediolateral axis (z)  Perpendicular to x axis and vector from RACR2 (LACR2) to Origin 

Vertical axis (y) Orthogonal to the x-z plane 

Proximal upper arm  

Origin Midpoint between RUA1 (LUA1), RUA2 (LUA2) and RUA3 (LUA3) 

Vertical axis (y) RUA3 (LUA3) to RUA1 (LUA1) 

Mediolateral axis (z)  Perpendicular to y axis and vector from Origin to RUA2 (LUA2) 

Anterior-posterior axis (x) Orthogonal to the y-z plane 

Distal upper arm   

Origin Midpoint between iRUA1 (iLUA1), iRUA2 (iLUA2) and iRUA3 (iLUA3) 

Mediolateral axis (z)  iRUA1 (iLUA3) to iRUA3 (iLUA1) 

Anterior-posterior axis (x) Perpendicular to z axis and vector from Origin to iRUA2 (iLUA2) 

Vertical axis (y) Orthogonal to the z-x plane 

Forearm   

Origin Midpoint between RFA1 (LFA1), RFA2 (LFA2) and RFA3 (LFA3) 

Mediolateral axis (z)  RFA1 (LFA3) to RFA3 (LFA1) 

Anterior-posterior axis (x) Perpendicular to z axis and vector from Origin to RFA2 (LFA2) 

Vertical axis (y) Orthogonal to the z-x plane 

Hand   

Origin Midpoint between RHNR (LHNR), RHNU (LHNU) and RCAR (LCAR) 

Vertical axis (y)  Origin to RWJC (LWJC) 

Anterior-posterior axis (x) 
Perpendicular to y axis and vector from RHNR (LHNU) to RHNU 
(LHNR) 

Mediolateral axis (z) Orthogonal to the y-x plane 

Thorax  

Origin Midpoint between C7 and CLAV 

Anterior-posterior axis (x) C7 to CLAV 

Mediolateral axis (z)  Perpendicular to x axis and vector from CLAV to STRN 
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Vertical axis (y) Orthogonal to the x-z plane 

Femur  

Origin Midpoint between RTH1 (LTH1), RTH2 (LTH2) and RTH3 (LTH3) 

Vertical axis (y) RTH3 (LTH3) to RTH1 (LTH1) 

Mediolateral axis (z)  Perpendicular to y axis and vector from Origin to RTH2 (LTH2) 

Anterior-posterior axis (x) Orthogonal to the y-z plane 

Tibia  

Origin Midpoint between RTB1 (LTB1), RTB2 (LTB2) and RTB3 (LTB3) 

Vertical axis (y) RTB3 (LTB3) to RTB1 (LTB1) 

Mediolateral axis (z)  Perpendicular to y axis and vector from Origin to RTB2 (LTB2) 

Anterior-posterior axis (x) Orthogonal to the y-z plane 

Foot  

Origin RCAL (LCAL) 

Anterior-posterior axis (x) RCAL (LCAL) to midpoint between RMT1 (LMT1) and RMT5 (RMT5) 

Vertical axis (y)  
Perpendicular to x axis and vector from RMT1 (LMT5) to RMT5 
(LMT1) 

Mediolateral axis (z) Orthogonal to the x-y plane 

 

Shoulder 

 

The anatomical structure of the shoulder girdle is simplified by assuming the glenoid 

cavity and humerus interact as a true ball-and-socket joint – the glenohumeral joint 

(GHJ). The GHJ acts as the rotation point of the shoulder and is assumed to be the 

centre of the shoulder. The shoulder joint centre (SJC) was calculated using the 

regression equation established by Campbell, Lloyd, Alderson and Elliott (2009): 

 

Right Shoulder Joint Centre 

 

Left Shoulder Joint Centre 

 

 

where CLAV is the sterna notch, C7 is the 7th cervical vertebrae, height is the subject‘s 

height, mass is the subject‘s mass, AcrLR is the midpoint of the lateral ridge of the 

acromial plateau, and CP is the centre point between the CLAV and C7. 
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The SJC is calculated in a static calibration trial with the subject standing in a relaxed 

anatomical posture. The position of the SJC is held relative to two TCSs; the first 

created from the marker cluster positioned along the lateral ridge of the acromion and 

the second, relative to a TCS created from a marker cluster positioned mid-segment on 

the upper arm. During dynamic trials, the SJC is defined by an average of the SJC 

locations stored relative to the acromion and the upper arm TCSs respectively. This 

combined SJC location has been shown to result in the least amount of JC 

identification error in overhead humeral motion (Campbell, Alderson, Lloyd & Elliott, 

2009). 

 

Elbow 

 

Initially, the elbow joint centre (EJC) was defined as the midpoint of the medial and 

lateral humeral epicondyles, defined from pointer trials (See 3.2.4 Pointer Method). 

During dynamic trials, the virtual markers created from the pointer method are held 

relative to a TCS created from the distal upper arm cluster, with the midpoint between 

the two virtual markers defining the EJC. 

 

The elbow was then modelled as a two-degree-of-freedom joint. A further two motion 

trials were incorporated into the dynamic subject specific calibration. The first trial was 

to determine the elbow flexion-extension mean finite helical axis. Participants were 

required to move the elbow joint through a range of motion (ROM) of approximately 

90°, while keeping the forearm in a neutral position (mid-way between full pronation 

and full supination; Figure 3.7). 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Time-lapse images of one complete flexion-extension elbow 'swinger' trial 

 

A custom MATLAB (Mathworks Inc.; Natick, MA) program was then used to calculate 

instantaneous finite helical axes. Analogous to the method used by Chin et al. (2010), a 

mean finite helical was calculated to define the elbow‘s flexion-extension axis relative 

to the humeral TCS, with orientation components greater than two standard deviations 

from the mean being removed. The EJC was then shifted from its initially calculated 

position midway between the humeral epicondyles and defined relative to the mean 
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finite helical axis, at a point along the helical axis perpendicular to the midpoint of the 

transepicondylar vector. 

 

A second trial, using a similar method to that above determined the mean pronation-

supination finite helical axis. Keeping the elbow in 90° of flexion, participants were 

required to rotate the forearm through its full ROM with the forearm starting in full 

pronation, followed by a rotation into full supination and back again for five cycles 

(Figure 3.8). The mean finite pronation-supination helical axis was calculated as per 

the flexion-extension axis described above, with the axis position held relative to the 

TCS of the forearm.  

 

 

Figure 3.8 Time-lapse images of one complete pronation/supination elbow 'swinger' trial 

 

Wrist 

 

The wrist joint centre (WJC) was identified using two markers placed on the styloid 

processes of the radius and ulna, and defined as the midpoint of these two markers. As 

some bowler‘s wrist ROM is impeded by markers about the wrist, the position of the 

two markers placed on the styloid processes of the radius and ulna were removed for 

dynamic bowing trials and held relative to the TCS of the respective forearm segment. 

Similarly to the static trials, the WJC was defined as the midpoint of these two markers 

following reconstruction of the virtual points.  

 

Hip 

 

The estimated hip joint centre (HJC) position was determined using the Orthotrack 

regression equation (Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA) of Shea and colleagues 

(1997). This method is based upon displacements along the anterior-posterior, medial-

lateral and superior-inferior axes of the pelvic CS. The magnitudes of these 

displacements are based on a scaled percentage of the distance between the two 

anterior superior iliac spines (ASIS) of the pelvis. The fixed percentages are -22% in 

the anterior-posterior direction,  32% in the medial-lateral direction and -34% in the 
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superior-inferior direction. During dynamic trials, the position of the HJC is held relative 

to the pelvic TCS. 

 

Using a method similar to Piazza, Okita and Cavanagh (2001), the bilateral HJC 

locations were estimated using the mean centre of a spatial rotation of the thigh TCS 

relative to the pelvic TCS (Cappozzo, 1984; Leardini et al., 1999; Shea et al., 1997). 

The participant was required to perform a unique dynamic trial, termed a ‗hip swinger‘ 

trial (Figure 3.9), which was incorporated into the dynamic subject calibration. The ‗hip 

swinger trial‘ required the participant to move the hip joint through a range of flexion-

extension, followed by abduction-adduction and finally a circumduction movement. The 

range of motion was approximately 45° in each direction.  

 

 

Figure 3.9 Hip swinger trial showing hip flexion, extension, abduction, adduction and 

circumduction 

 

The reconstructed marker data was then imported into MATLAB (Mathworks Inc.; 

Natick, MA), where an initial HJC location was determined using the regression 

equation by Shea et al. (1997), as described previously. A constrained optimisation 

routine written in MATLAB (Optimization Toolbox, Mathworks Inc.; Natick, MA), was 

then used to fit spheres to each thigh marker and derive the left and right HJC 

locations, relative to the pelvic ACS (Besier, et al., 2003). The optimisation was 

constrained to be within a 100 mm cube surrounding the initial HJC estimation using 

the regression equation. To avoid finding non-global minima, the location of the initial 

estimate of the HJC coordinates was randomly perturbed during six consecutive 

optimisations within the 100 mm cube surrounding the HJC (Besier et al., 2003). This 

‗optimised‘ position was then held relative to the pelvic ACS during dynamic trials. 

 

Knee 

 

Initially, the knee joint centre (KJC) was identified using a pointer (See 3.2.4 Pointer 

Method) to identify the medial and lateral femoral condyles and defined as the midpoint 

between the two condyles. During dynamic trials, the virtual markers created from the 
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pointer method were held relative to the respective femoral TCS, with the midpoint 

between the two virtual markers defining the KJC. 

 

A unique dynamic trial was also required to calculate a mean finite helical axis of each 

knee. In a similar manner to the hip, a special motion trial was incorporated into the 

dynamic subject calibration. However, to replicate joint ROM during cricket pace-

bowling, these trials were performed using a closed weight bearing squat task (Figure 

3.10). This, more practical and relevant weight bearing calibration movement is 

intended to better replicate the displacement between the femur and tibia. Participants 

were required to perform five cycles of a half squat, through a ROM of approximately 

45°.  

 

 

Figure 3.10 Time-lapse images of one complete knee squat trial 

 

A custom MATLAB (Mathworks Inc.; Natick, MA) program was used to express the 

tibia markers in the femoral TCS, with finite helical axes being defined throughout the 

squat range of motion performed when there was more than 5° shift between the thigh 

and lower leg segments using a singular value decomposition method (Spoor & 

Veldpaus, 1980; Reinschmidt & van den Bogert, 1997). Analogous to the method used 

by Besier et al. (2003), a mean finite helical was then calculated to define the knee 

flexion-extension axis relative to the femoral TCS. The KJC was then shifted from its 

initially calculated position midway between the femoral condyles, and defined relative 

to the mean finite helical axis at a point along the helical axis perpendicular to, and 

intersecting the, transcondylar vector. 
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Ankle 

 

The ankle joint centre (AJC) was identified using markers placed on the medial 

malleolus of the tibia and the lateral malleolus of the fibula and defined as the midpoint 

between the two malleoli. During dynamic trials, the position of the two markers placed 

on the medial malleolus of the tibia and the lateral malleolus of the fibula were held 

relative to the respective lower leg TCS, with the midpoint between the two virtual 

markers defining the AJC. The malleoli markers were therefore made redundant and 

were removed for dynamic trials. 

 

3.3.4 POINTER METHOD FOR USE IN CALCULATION OF EJC AND KJC 

 

To more accurately estimate the position of the elbow and knee joint centres, a 

spherical pointer rod with 16 mm retro-reflective markers was used to identify the 

positions of the medial and lateral epicondyles of the humeri and femurs. Two static 

trials were required for each joint to be defined. With the participant standing upright, 

the tip of the pointer was first placed on the most lateral aspect of the lateral humeral 

epicondyles (Figure 3.11). A second trial was then captured with the tip of the pointer 

placed on the most medial aspect of the medial humeral epicondyles. The positions of 

the humeral epicondyles were subsequently stored with reference to the relevant upper 

arm TCS. The same procedure was repeated at the knee joints with the tip of the 

pointer being placed on the medial and lateral aspects of the femoral condyles (Figure 

3.11). The positions of the femoral condyles were subsequently stored with reference 

to the relevant thigh TCS. Successful reconstruction of the five pointer markers and the 

relevant upper arm/thigh cluster was required for virtual humeral-epicondyle/femoral-

condyle marker output.  

 

Figure 3.11 Elbow (left) and knee (right) pointer trial
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To accurately identify the position of these virtual points, pointer markers were labelled 

PNTR1 to PNTR4. These markers were located on a spherical plane positioned 

perpendicular to the pointer shaft (Figure 3.12). The pointer origin position (Op) was 

calculated as the average positions of markers PNTR1 to PNTR4. Three coordinate 

systems with different orientations were created using the calculated pointer origin as 

their origin, along with the remaining markers. Three independent ‗virtual endpoint 

positions‘ were calculated from each of these CSs, with the average of these used as 

the final pointer tip position. This method allowed for the positions of the humeral 

epicondyles and femoral condyles to be held relative to the upper arm and thigh TCSs 

respectively. These positions could then be reconstructed relative to the appropriate 

CS during dynamic trials and used for the calculation of elbow and knee joint centres.  

 

 

Figure 3.12 Spherical pointer rod 
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3.3.5 SEGMENT COORDINATE SYSTEM DEFINITIONS 

 

Once JCs were calculated segmental ACSs were defined as follows: 

 

Head 

The head CS was created with the midpoint between LFHD and RFHD as the origin 

and the z-axis the unit vector travelling from the midpoint between LFHD and LBHD to 

the midpoint between RFHD and RBHD. The y-axis was the cross product of the z-axis 

and the unit vector going from the midpoint between LBHD and RBHD to the origin, 

with the x-axis the unit vector orthogonal to the y-z plane. 

 

Thorax and Torso 

The CLAV, STRN, C7 and T10 markers were used to create two segments, and 

therefore two ACSs, for the trunk.  

 

The thoracic (superior) CS was created with the midpoint between C7 and CLAV, as 

the origin and the x-axis the unit vector travelling from C7 to CLAV. The z-axis was the 

cross product of the x-axis and the unit vector going from CLAV to STRN, with the y-

axis the unit vector orthogonal to the x-z plane. 

 

The torso (inferior) CS was created with the midpoint between T10 and STRN as the 

origin, and the x-axis the unit vector travelling from T10 to STRN. The z-axis was the 

cross product of the x-axis and the unit vector going from C7 to T10, with the y-axis the 

unit vector orthogonal to the x-z plane. 

 

Shoulder wing 

The shoulder wing CS was created with the SJC as the origin and the z-axis the unit 

vector travelling from the thorax origin to the SJC (inverted for left arm). The y-axis was 

the cross product of the z-axis and the unit vector going from the right SJC to the 

acromion, with the x-axis the unit vector orthogonal to the y-z plane.   

 

Upper arm 

The upper arm CS was created with the EJC as the origin and the z-axis the mean 

finite helical axis. The x-axis was the cross product of the z-axis and the unit vector 

going from the EJC to the SJC, with the y-axis the unit vector orthogonal to the x-z 

plane.  
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Forearm 

Three segmental CSs were created for the forearm. The first was to measure flexion-

extension, whilst the second and third were created to measure pronation-supination. 

 

The first forearm CS was created with the WJC as the origin and the z-axis the mean 

flexion-extension finite helical axis. The x-axis was the cross product of the z-axis and 

the unit vector going from the EJC to the WJC, with the y-axis the unit vector 

orthogonal to the x-z plane.  

 

The second forearm CS was created with the WJC as the origin and the y-axis the 

mean pronation-supination finite helical axis. The x-axis was the cross product of the y-

axis and the mean flexion-extension finite helical axis, with the z-axis the unit vector 

orthogonal to the x-y plane.  

 

The third forearm CS was created with the WJC as the origin and the y-axis the mean 

pronation-supination finite helical axis. The x-axis was the cross product of the y-axis 

and the unit vector through the ulna to radius styloid processes (inverted for left arm), 

with the z-axis the unit vector orthogonal to the x-y plane.  

 

Hand  

The hand CS was created with the midpoint of the three hand markers as the origin, 

the y-axis the unit vector going through the origin to WJC, z-axis the unit vector 

travelling through the ulna hand marker to the radial hand marker (inverted for left 

hand), with the x-axis the unit vector orthogonal to the y-z plane. 

 

Pelvis (Figure 3.13) 

The pelvic CS was created with the midpoint between the ASISs as the origin and the 

z-axis the unit vector travelling from the left ASIS to the right ASIS. The x-axis was the 

unit vector going from a virtually created sacrum marker (calculated as the midpoint 

between the PSISs) to the origin, with the x-axis the unit vector orthogonal to the z-y 

plane. 

 

Femur (Figure 3.13) 

The femoral CS was created with the KJC as the origin and the y-axis the unit vector 

travelling from KJC to HJC. The x-axis was the cross product of the y-axis and the unit 

vector going from the medial femoral condyle to the lateral femoral condyle (inverted 

for left leg), with the z-axis the unit vector orthogonal to the x-y plane. 
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Lower leg (Figure 3.13) 

The lower leg CS was created with the AJC as the origin and the y-axis the unit vector 

travelling from AJC to KJC. The x-axis was the cross product of the unit vector going 

from the medial malleolus of the tibia to the lateral malleolus of the fibula (inverted for 

left leg), with the z-axis the unit vector orthogonal to the x-y plane. 

 

Figure 3.13 Lower body segment anatomical coordinate systems 

 

Foot (Figure 3.14) 

To overcome the errors associated with locating and placing markers on relevant 

anatomical landmarks of the foot (Della Croce, Cappozzo, Kerrigan & Lucchetti, 1997), 

a customised foot rig was used to define the orientation of the foot segment. Four 

markers were attached to the rig to create an alignment rig TCS with foot 

measurements being held relative to this coordinate system. Participants were 

instructed to stand on the rig in as natural and comfortable a stance as possible, with 

their heels placed flush against a small metal plate that protruded vertically from the 

rear of the rig. 

 

The long axis (x-axis) of the foot segment was assumed to be parallel to, and rotated 

around, the x-z plane and y-axis of the rig coordinate system, respectively. A 

goniometer that was secured to the alignment rig was used to measure the resultant 

foot abduction-adduction, as defined by the line bisecting the calcaneus and the 
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midpoint between the second and third metatarsal heads. As the foot was rotated in 

inversion-eversion about the x-axis of the foot, a rear-foot angle relative to the x-z 

plane of the rig was measured, perpendicular to the x-axis of the foot, using an 

inclinometer (Dasco Pro Inc., Rochford IL). The foot ACS was defined using these 

sequences of rotations, in accordance with the ISB standard (Wu & Cavanagh, 1995). 

Two virtual markers were created 100 mm along the x- and z-axes of the calibration rig 

CS from the calcaneus marker and held relative to the foot TCS.  These two markers, 

along with the foot TCS‘s origin, which was defined at the calcaneus marker, were 

used to create the foot ACS. 

 

  

Figure 3.14 Foot segment (left) and foot alignment rig (right) coordinate system

Ball 

The ball CS was created with the midpoint of the four ball markers as the origin, the y-

axis the unit vector originating at the origin and terminating at the midpoint between 

Ball1 and Ball2 (see Table 3.2), z-axis the unit vector perpendicular to the unit vector 

originating at Ball1 and terminating at Ball2 and the y-axis, and the x-axis the unit 

vector orthogonal to the z-y plane.  

 

3.3.6 JOINT COORDINATE SYSTEM DEFINITIONS 

 

Once ACS‘s were determined, JCSs were defined to functionally interpret 3D data. All 

joints except the shoulder were expressed using the standard Euler Z-X-Y convention 

as per Grood and Suntay (1983) and Wu et al. (2002; 2005), with the sequence of 

rotations of the child segment CS relative to the parent segment CS adhering to the 

order of flexion-extension, abduction-adduction and internal/external rotation. Flexion-

extension was defined around the z-axis of the fixed segment, pronation-supination 

around the y-axis of the moving segment and abduction-adduction around the floating 

axis perpendicular to the z- and y-axes. For a summary of the sequence and direction 

of joint rotations, refer to Table 3.6 below. 



 
 

5
3
 

 

Axis 
Joint 

 Pelvis Hip Knee Ankle Elbow Wrist 

        

Z 

+ Anterior tilt Flexion Flexion Dorsi-flexion Flexion Flexion 

       

- Posterior tilt Extension Extension Plantar-flexion Extension Extension 

        

        

X 

+ 
Upward  tilt to left Adduction Adduction Adduction 

Adduction 

(Varus) Ulna deviation 

       

- 
Downward  tilt to left Abduction Abduction Abduction 

Abduction 

(Valgus) Radial deviation 

        

        

Y 

+ Forward rotation Internal rotation Internal rotation Inversion Pronation n/a 

       

- Backward rotation External rotation External rotation Eversion Supination n/a 

        

Table 3.6 Sequence and direction of joint rotations for joints with a JCS 
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3.3.7 CALCULATION OF JOINT MOMENTS AND POWER 

 

The bodybuilder software package uses a ‗reaction‘ function that groups a moment and 

force with a moment reference point, around which the force is deemed to act, as a single 

unit. The hard-coded calculations output the force and moment components. The 

calculation adds all of the reactions acting on a given segment and assumes only the 

proximal end reaction is unknown. The proximal end reaction is then calculated as the 

reaction needed for the segment to keep it in dynamic equilibrium. To be functionally 

relevant, all joint moments and powers reported in this thesis, except for the shoulder, are 

reported about a JCS. A macro was written to run inside the model that held joint moments 

and powers, initially calculated relative to the child and parent CSs, respectively, relative to 

the parent and child CSs (order switch). This was repeated to calculate joint moments 

relative to the joint‘s floating axis. Therefore, the flexion-extension moments and powers 

were output relative to the z-axis of the parent segment, the internal-external rotation 

moments and powers relative to the y-axis of the child segment and the abduction-

adduction moments and powers relative to the floating axis.  

 

3.4 DATA PROCESSING 

 

Using Vicon Workstation software (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK), 2D data captured by each 

of the 12 cameras was reconstructed to create 3D marker trajectories. These marker 

trajectories were labelled and any subsequent broken or missing trajectories corrected 

using cubic spline interpolation (< 6 frames) or pattern copied from a marker of the same 

cluster (> 6 frames). All marker and GRF data were then filtered at 20 Hz using a dual-

pass 2nd order low-pass Butterworth filter. This cut-off frequency was determined by visual 

inspection and residual analysis (Winter, 2009) using a custom MATLAB program 

(Mathworks Inc.; Natick, MA). Data was modelled as outlined in Section 3.2 by employing 

the UWA model in the Vicon Workstation pipeline (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK). Segment 

and joint motions were calculated and joint kinetics estimated using a standard inverse 

dynamics approach. Adjusted segment inertial parameters were obtained from de Leva 

(1996). The ball was assumed to have negligible inertia and a point mass, with force 

applied to the ball calculated by a simple F = ma calculation. The ball was deemed to 

apply a force to the hand only when the ball‘s origin within 150 mm of the carpel marker of 

the bowling hand. Subsequently, the ball had no influence on the inverse dynamic 

calculations following ball release.  A custom MATLAB program (Mathworks Inc.; Natick, 

MA) was used to temporally normalise selected pre-determined variables to 101 data 

points, to aid in between participant and delivery comparisons. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

THE NON-ORTHOGONAL JOINT COORDINATE SYSTEM: A CONSISTENT 

METHOD FOR REPORTING ELBOW KINEMATICS AND KINETICS  

 

This paper was prepared for submission to the Journal of Biomechanics 

 

Abstract: The International Society of Biomechanics suggests that joint angles be 

reported in a joint coordinate system. However, no such standard exists for reporting joint 

moments. When moments are reported relative to a segment coordinate system it can be 

difficult to functionally relate joint angles with their associated segment kinetics. This study 

aimed to quantify differences in joint moments when reporting them in segment and joint 

coordinate systems and to quantify the effect of large long axis rotations on joint moments. 

It is hypothesised that elbow joint moments represented in the joint coordinate system 

standardised by the International Society of Biomechanics for the reporting of joint 

kinematics will display more consistency across motor tasks and that axis misalignment 

will lead to erroneous joint moment outputs, when represented in an orthogonal axis CS. 

One male participant performed a series of free weight bicep curls, a throwing trial and a 

bowling trial, and differences in joint moments, when reported in different coordinate 

systems were compared. Results showed that due to upper limb axis misalignment, cross-

talk was evident in moment data when reporting in a segment coordinate system. 

Generally, there was misinterpretation of one axial torque being inappropriately reflected 

as output from another axis. This did not occur when using a joint coordinate system. It is 

recommended that a joint coordinate system approach be used for the reporting of joint 

moments in order to negate any cross-talk arising due to changes in axis alignment, and to 

assist in functionally relating resulting joint angles and kinetic outputs. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Biomechanical assessment of a multi-joint movement often involves calculation and 

interpretation of joint kinematics and kinetics, e.g. joint angles and joint moments. The 

International Society of Biomechanics (ISB) has recommended a standardisation of the 

reporting of joint angles in a non-orthogonal axis joint coordinate system (JCS) (Wu et al., 

2002; Wu et al., 2005) and it is arguably difficult to synthesise kinematic and kinetic data 

due to their expression in different coordinate systems (CS). There is however no 

standardisation in the reporting of joint moments; leaving the decision to the individual 

researcher to determine how they best should be expressed. This may include using an 

orthogonal axis CS located within the distal and sometimes proximal segment of the joint 

that is being analysed. 

  

Baker (2006, p.6) recently suggested that ―a consistent, comprehensive and clear method 

for describing joint kinematics and kinetics in 3D would be of immense benefit for the 

clinical gait analysis community‖. While a consistent method for describing joint kinematics 

and kinetics would certainly be of great benefit to those researchers interested in gait, this 

call for standardisation has wider implications for the biomechanics community in general, 

particularly for those interested in upper limb research. There has always been a problem 

functionally relating joint angles with corresponding joint moments due to the non-

standardisation in the reporting of joint kinetics. This concern has been addressed in the 

lower limb joints (Schache & Baker, 2007), where differences have been found in peak 

moments reported using a distal segment CS versus a JCS. However, it may be argued 

that differences for the lower limb are not large enough in magnitude to have a significant 

impact on functional interpretation. The knee as an example can be easily idealised to a 

one degree of freedom joint (Schache & Baker, 2007), where the change in segment axes 

directions are small. In contrast, the two degree of freedom elbow joint may display 

substantial changes in axis alignment between proximal and distal segments when the 

forearm rotates about its pronation-supination and flexion-extension axes, therefore 

introducing kinematic cross-talk in the measurement. This could potentially be important in 

activities that include large forearm rotations, such as baseball pitching (Fleisig, et al., 

2006; Anz et al., 2010) and cricket bowling (Portus, Rosemond & Rath, 2006; Chin, Elliott, 

Alderson, Lloyd & Foster, 2009). 
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Feltner and Dapena (1986) described a JCS for reporting joint kinetics of baseball 

pitching. This JCS has since been regularly adopted in upper limb motion analysis of 

baseball pitching (Feltner & Dapena, 1989; Fleisig, Andrews, Dillman & Escamilla, 1995; 

Fleisig, Escamilla, Andrews, Matsuo, Satterwhite & Barrentine, 1996; Fleisig, et al., 2006; 

Nissen et al., 2007; Sabick, Torry, Lawton & Hawkins, 2004; Anz et al., 2010). However, 

there are limitations to this method as the flexion-extension axis of the elbow is defined as 

the unit vector perpendicular to the long axes of the upper arm and forearm, therefore 

restricting the practical use of this method to motions that do not involve a fully extended 

elbow joint.  

 

The aims of this study are to assess the effect of CS definition and axis rotation on elbow 

joint moments during bicep curl, pronation-supination, throwing and bowling tasks. The 

study aims to quantify the difference in joint moments when reporting in different CSs and 

to quantify the difference in joint moments when large axis rotations occur. It is 

hypothesised that elbow joint moments represented in a JCS will display more consistency 

across motor tasks and that axis misalignment will lead to cross-talk in joint moment 

outputs, when represented in a typical orthogonal axis CS. 

 

4.2 METHODS 

 

Participants 

 

Due to the exploratory nature of this study, one healthy male (age 25 years, height 176.2 

cm and body mass 75.3 kg), with no upper limb abnormalities participated in the study. 

Testing was conducted at The School of Sport Science, Exercise and Health‘s 

biomechanics laboratory, with the procedures approved by The University of Western 

Australia Human Research Ethics Committee, and the participant giving informed, written 

consent prior to testing.  

 

Data Collection 

 

Elbow joint kinematics of a range of controlled and dynamic tasks were recorded using a 

12-camera Vicon MX motion analysis system (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) operating at 

250 Hz. Prior to the data collection, a 2 m³ capture volume was calibrated in accordance 

with standard Vicon procedures. An abridged version of the UWA upper body marker set 
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and model (Chapter 3) was used with retro-reflective markers being placed on the right 

upper limb of the participant only. The marker set consisted of 17 static and dynamic 

markers (Figure 4.1) which comprised of a number of triad marker clusters positioned on: 

the lateral ridge of the acromion, upper arm (x2), forearm and three markers placed on the 

hand. Additional static calibration markers were placed on the radial and ulna styloid 

processes of the wrist. During dynamic trials, the wrist markers were removed. 

 

Six different trials were performed by the participant. The first trial involved the participant 

performing a bicep curl (flexion/extension) holding a standard dumbbell with two weight 

plates (5kg each) in a neutral  position (Neutral Flexion-Extension) of 0° forearm pronation. 

The second required the participant to repeat the flexion/extension movements with the 

forearm in a pronated (Pronated Flexion-Extension) position of 90°. The third involved the 

participant performing forearm pronation/supination holding a standard dumbbell with one 

weight plate (5 kg) on the radial side in a neutral pronation/supination (Neutral Flexion-

Extension) position of 0° elbow flexion. The fourth required the participant to repeat this in 

a flexed pronation/supination (Flexed Pronation-Supination) position in 90° of elbow 

flexion. Since these four trials were controlled, two dynamic tasks were also recorded. The 

participant executed an overhand throw and cricket bowl to explore how axis misalignment 

may be reflected in common upper limb movement tasks. 

 

 

  Figure 4.1 Location of upper limb marker placements 
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Data Processing 

 

Marker trajectories were used to create single TCSs on the acromion, forearm and hand 

with two TCSs on the upper arm. From the calibration trials, the shoulder joint centre 

(SJC) was defined using the regression method of Campbell, Lloyd, Alderson and Elliott 

(2009). The elbow joint centre (EJC) was calculated using the method described by Chin, 

Lloyd, Alderson, Elliott and Mills (2010), with the epicondyles identified using a pointer 

method (Cappozzo, Catani, Della Croce & Leardini, 1995) during subject static calibration. 

The wrist joint centre (WJC) was calculated as the midpoint between the markers affixed 

to the styloid processes of the wrist. The SJC was defined relative to the acromion and 

proximal upper arm CSs (Campbell, Alderson, Lloyd & Elliott, 2009), the lateral and medial 

epicondyles of the elbow relative to the distal upper arm CS and radial and ulna styloid 

processes relative to the forearm CS, so that these virtual points could be used to create 

the anatomical CSs in any frame of a dynamic trial where the relevant segment cluster 

was present. 

 

The arm anatomical CSs were defined from the joint centres and relevant axes of rotation. 

The upper arm CS was created with the EJC as the origin and the z-axis defined as the 

flexion/extension helical axis. The x-axis was the cross-product of the z-axis vector and 

the vector originating at the EJC and terminating at the SJC, and the y-axis the unit vector 

orthogonal to the x-y plane. The forearm CS was created with the WJC as the origin and 

the y-axis the unit vector originating at the WJC and terminating at the EJC. The x-axis 

was the cross-product of the y-axis and the vector originating at the ulna styloid process 

and terminating at the radial styloid process, and the z-axis the unit vector orthogonal to 

the x-y plane. The hand CS was created with the origin defined at the midpoint of the hand 

triad and the y-axis the unit vector originating at the origin and terminating at the WJC. The 

x-axis was the cross-product of the y-axis and the vector originating at the radial side hand 

marker and terminating at the ulna side hand marker, and the z-axis the unit vector 

orthogonal to the x-y plane.  

 

Two different joint coordinate systems were also defined. The first was defined as per ISB 

standards involving the Cardan coordinate system advocated by Grood and Suntay 

(1983). This Grood and Suntay JCS (xJ, yJ, zJ) was defined with the first rotation about the 

flexion-extension axis that was the z-axis of the upper arm CS (zU). The last rotation axis 

was the longitudinal, or y-axis, of the forearm (yF), representing internal-external rotation. 
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The middle rotation, representing adduction-abduction, was the floating axis perpendicular 

to the first and last rotation axes. 

 

The second JCS was created following the approach developed by Feltner and Dapena 

(1986). An additional upper arm segment was created for the Feltner and Dapena JCS 

with the EJC as the origin, and the y-axis the vector originating at the EJC and terminating 

at the SJC. The z-axis was the cross-product of the vector originating at the WJC and 

terminating at the EJC and the y-axis, and the x-axis the unit vector orthogonal to the z-y 

plane. The Feltner and Dapena JCS (xJ, yJ, zJ) was defined in a similar way to the Grood 

and Suntay JCS, with the first rotation about the flexion-extension axis that was the z-axis 

of the upper arm CS (zU). The last rotation axis was the longitudinal, or y-axis, of the 

forearm (yF), representing internal-external rotation. The middle rotation, representing 

adduction-abduction, was the floating axis perpendicular to the first and last rotation axes, 

i.e. 

xJ = zU  (Eq. 1) 

yJ = (yF × zU) ÷ [(yF × zU)  (yF × zU)]½ (Eq. 2) 

zJ = yF (Eq. 3) 

 

Elbow joint moments were first calculated in the forearm CS (ElMF) and then transferred to 

the global CS (ElMG) then to the upper arm CS (ElMU) and both the Grood and Suntay and 

Feltner and Dapena JCSs (ElMJ), i.e. 
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Joint angles were expressed in the Grood and Suntay JCS.  

 

The participant performed three trials for each anatomical bicep curl condition as well as 

the bowling and throwing tasks. Analyses were performed on the raw elbow joint angles 
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and moments of the middle cycle from each of the Neutral Flexion-Extension, Pronated 

Flexion-Extension, Neutral Flexion-Extension and Flexed Pronation-Supination trials; i.e. 

from maximum flexion to subsequent maximum flexion for the Neutral Flexion-Extension 

and Pronated Flexion-Extension trials and from maximum pronation to subsequent 

maximum pronation for the Neutral Flexion-Extension and Flexed Pronation-Supination 

trials. The trajectories from the throwing and bowling trials were filtered at 20 Hz as 

determined by the residual analysis approach of Winter (1990) and visual inspection. The 

mean elbow joint angles and moments from upper arm horizontal to ball release over three 

throws and bowling deliveries were used for analysis. Coefficients of multiple 

determination (CMD or r2 value) were calculated as a measure of the variation between 

outputs from the different coordinate systems and tasks, the output of which refers to the 

percentage variance accounted for within the data (Kadaba, Ramakrishnan, Wootten, 

Gainey, Gorton & Cochran 1989; Besier, Sturnieks, Alderson & Lloyd, 2003; Chin, et al., 

2009). 

 

4.3 RESULTS 

 

Flexion/extension tasks 

 

The flexion/extension moment profiles for the Grood and Suntay JCS and the upper arm 

CS were identical (r2 = 1) during the Neutral Flexion-Extension and Pronated Flexion-

Extension trials (Figure 4.2). The profile for the forearm CS was similar in the Neutral 

Flexion-Extension task (r2 = 0.96) but was not in the Pronated Flexion-Extension task (red 

arrow; r2 = -0.65) when compared with the output of the Grood and Suntay JCS. The 

pronation/supination moment profiles for the Grood and Suntay JCS, forearm CS and 

Feltner and Dapena JCS were identical (r2 = 1) during the Neutral Flexion-Extension and 

Pronated Flexion-Extension trials (Figure 4.2). The profile for the upper arm CS differed 

when compared with the other CSs in both the Neutral Flexion-Extension task (r2 = -0.69) 

and Pronated Flexion-Extension task (r2 = -0.70).  

 

On close inspection of the Neutral Flexion-Extension trial, the flexion/extension and 

abduction/adduction moment profiles of the Feltner and Dapena JCS diverge from the 

Grood and Suntay JCS when the elbow joint extends to approximately 20° or less of elbow 

flexion, highlighted by the red boxes on figures 4.2B-C. It is during this time that the 

reported output changes functional meaning from a flexion to an extension moment, as 
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well as from an abduction to an adduction moment. On close inspection of the Pronated 

Flexion-Extension trial, it was evident that the Grood and Suntay JCS flexion/extension 

and the forearm CS abduction/adduction moment (black arrow; Figure 4.2G) profiles were 

approximately equal and opposite (r2 = -0.99). The Feltner and Dapena JCS again shows 

divergence, creating a different functional interpretation, when the elbow straightens to 

within 20° of full extension. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Elbow angle and moments for the Neutral Flexion/Extension (A-D) and Pronated 

Flexion/Extension (E-H) bicep curl. Red boxes (B and C) represent Feltner and Dapena JCS 

divergence from the Grood and Suntay JCS. The red arrow (F) highlights the difference between 

the forearm CS output compared with the other CSs. The black arrow (G) highlights the forearm 

CS abduction/adduction moment profile‘s resemblance to the Grood and Suntay JCS 

flexion/extension profile. Grood and Suntay outputs for Flexion/Extension in panels B and F and 

Pronation/Supination in panels D and H are not visible as they are equal to the upper arm and 

forearm/Feltner and Dapena CS outputs, respectively. For panels A & E, flexion is +‘ve. 
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Pronation/supination tasks 

 

While the flexion/extension moment profiles for the Grood and Suntay JCS and upper arm 

CS conventions were identical for the Neutral Flexion-Extension trial (r2 = 1; Figure 4.3A-

D), the forearm CS convention resulted in markedly different flexion/extension moment 

profiles. Similarly, the pronation/supination moment profiles (Figure 4.3D) of the Grood 

and Suntay JCS, Feltner and Dapena JCS and forearm CS outputs for the Neutral 

Flexion-Extension trial were identical (r2 = 1). The Feltner and Dapena outputs follow a 

similar trend to the Grood and Suntay JCS outputs and generally keep the same functional 

meaning, except for the flexion/extension moment (red arrows; Figure 4.3B), which 

changes functional meaning during the first and final 20% of the cycle, displaying a similar 

trend to the forearm CS output (r2 = 0.70).  

 

For the Flexed Pronation-Supination trial (Figure 4.3E-H), the flexion/extension moment 

profiles (Figure 4.3F) of the Grood and Suntay JCS and upper arm CS outputs were 

identical. Likewise, the pronation/supination moment profiles (Figure 4.3H) of the Grood 

and Suntay JCS and forearm CS outputs were identical. On close inspection of the Flexed 

Pronation-Supination trial, it was evident that the Grood and Suntay JCS 

abduction/adduction (black arrow; Figure 4.3G) and the upper arm CS 

pronation/supination (black arrow; Figure 4.3H) moment profiles were equal (r2 = 0.98). 

The Feltner and Dapena JCS outputs follow a similar trend to the Grood and Suntay JCS 

outputs and keep the same functional meaning, as the elbow remains in approximately 

100° of flexion and the flexion/extension axis is in a similar orientation to that of the Grood 

and Suntay JCS flexion/extension axis. 

 

The intra-CS reliability is presented in Table 1 as the CMD and average differences 

between the CS‘s outputs from related moments and tasks. Only the flexion/extension 

moments from the Neutral Flexion-Extension and Pronated Flexion-Extension tasks were 

compared as well as the pronation/supination moments from the Neutral Flexion-

Extension and Flexed Pronation-Supination tasks, as these were assumed to be the 

principle planes of motion of these tasks, respectively. For the FE tasks, the Grood and 

Suntay JCS and upper arm CS had the least variation with r2 values of 0.90 and average 

differences of 1.34 Nm. For the PS tasks, the Grood and Suntay JCS and forearm CS had 

the least variation with r2 values of 0.89 and average differences of 0.69 Nm. 
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Figure 4.3 Elbow angle and moments for the Neutral Pronation/Supination (A-D) and Flexed 

Pronation/Supination (E-H) bicep curl. Red arrows (B) represent Feltner and Dapena 

JCS divergence from the Grood and Suntay JCS and change in functional meaning. The 

black arrows (G and H) highlight similarity between the Grood and Suntay JCS 

abduction/adduction and the upper arm CS pronation/supination profiles. Grood and 

Suntay outputs for Flexion/Extension in panels B and F and Pronation/Supination in 

panels D and H are not visible as they are equal to the upper arm and forearm/Feltner 

and Dapena CS outputs, respectively. For panels A & E, flexion is +‘ve. 
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Table 4.1 Coefficient of Multiple Determination values and average differences (± sd) between 

flexion/extension and pronation/supination moments for the flexion/extension and 

pronation/supination tasks, respectively for all CSs 

Coordinate System 
Flexion/Extension Moments, 

Flexion/Extension Tasks 

Pronation/Supination Moments, 

Pronation/Supination Tasks 

 r
2
 Average Difference (Nm) r

2
 Average Difference (Nm) 

Grood and Suntay JCS 0.90 1.34 (± 1.2) 0.89 0.69 (± 0.4) 

Forearm CS 
-

0.58 
9.09 (± 3.4) 0.89 0.69 (± 0.4) 

Upper arm CS 0.90 1.34 (± 1.2) -0.75 9.10 (± 3.0) 

Feltner and Dapena JCS 0.72 2.00 (± 1.9) 0.89 0.69 (± 0.4) 

 

Dynamic tasks 

 

Data from the throwing trial (Figures 4.4A-D) generally displayed similar patterns to the 

previous task conditions. Identical profiles for the Grood and Suntay JCS flexion/extension 

(Figure 4.4B) and pronation/supination (Figure 4.4D) moments were found when 

compared with moments defined relative to the upper arm and forearm CSs, respectively. 

On closer inspection, it is evident that multiple axis misalignments occurred during the 

throwing task. During the later stages of the motion (red box; Figure 4.4A) the elbow joint 

is undergoing extension coupled with forearm pronation, with a general increase in 

moment magnitude (Figures 4.4B-D). 

 

The joint moment data also showed similar relationships to that of the controlled bicep 

curl. Firstly, the flexion/extension output from the forearm CS (Figure 4.4B) and the 

pronation/supination output from the upper arm CS (Figure 4.4D) resemble the 

abduction/adduction output from the Grood and Suntay JCS (Figure 4.4C; r2 = 0.99) during 

the first 75% of the phase. It is during this time that the elbow is flexed and the forearm 

remains pronated between 70° and 100°. However, during the final 10% of the extension 

phase when the smallest flexion angle occurs, the upper arm CS pronation/supination 

output appears to display good agreement with the Grood and Suntay JCS as the long 

axes of the respective CSs move towards alignment (Figure 4.4D). Additionally, the 

forearm CS flexion/extension moment output starts to once again resemble an inverted 

Grood and Suntay JCS output as the forearm pronates, rotating its z-axis towards an 

inverse of its original direction (black arrow; Figure 4.2B). At approximately 75% through 

the motion, the abduction/adduction outputs from the forearm and upper arm CS‘s (black 
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box; Figure 4.4C) begin to resemble the Grood and Suntay JCS‘s flexion/extension (r2 = -

0.92) and pronation/supination (R2 = -0.73) outputs, respectively, as the elbow is close to 

90° flexion and pronation. 

 

  

Figure 4.4 Elbow angle, flexion/extension moments, abduction/adduction and pronation/supination 

for the throw (A-D respectively) and bowl (E-H respectively). Red box (A) represents extension 

coupled with forearm pronation. The black arrow (B) highlights the forearm CS flexion/extension 

output resembling the Grood and Suntay JCS, although inversed as the forearm pronates. The 

black box (C) highlights the abduction/adduction outputs from the forearm and upper arm CSs 

resembling the Grood and Suntay JCS‘s flexion/extension and pronation/supination outputs, 

respectively. The red arrow (G) highlights the divergence of the forearm CS output from the other 

CSs outputs. Grood and Suntay outputs for Flexion/Extension in panels B and F and 

Pronation/Supination in panels D and H are not visible as they are equal to the upper arm and 

forearm/Feltner and Dapena CS outputs, respectively. 
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The bowling trial (4.4E-H) highlights the effect that a close to straight limb coupled with 

elbow abduction has on the joint kinetics reported by the Feltner and Dapena JCS. As with 

the previous examples, the forearm CS abduction/adduction results (red arrow; Figure 

4.5G) differs from the other CS outputs (r2 = -0.87) as there is a constant increase in elbow 

pronation throughout the motion. There is an observable difference between the upper 

arm CS pronation/supination output and the outputs from the other CSs that increases late 

in the motion when there is slight elbow flexion. However, the largest observable 

difference is in the Feltner and Dapena JCS flexion/extension moment output (r2 = 0.98 

without Feltner and Dapena JCS; R2 = 0.46 with Feltner and Dapena JCS). 

 

4.4 DISCUSSION 

 

The aims of this study were to quantify the effect of reporting joint moments 1) with respect 

to different CSs, and 2) when upper limb long axis rotations occur. It was hypothesised 

that elbow joint moments represented in the Grood and Suntay JCS would display more 

consistency across motor tasks and axis misalignment would lead to erroneous joint 

moment outputs, when represented in an orthogonal axis CS. The results indicated that 

the reporting of elbow joint moments in different CSs can produce varying results as a 

consequence of axis misalignment. The forearm CS was found to reflect the 

flexion/extension moments as abduction/adduction moments when the forearm is pronated 

during a flexion/extension movement. In addition, the upper arm CS will reflect 

pronation/supination moments as abduction/adduction when the elbow is flexed. Both of 

these misinterpretations were also observed in the dynamic throwing task. The empirical 

findings of this research advocates  for the reporting of kinetics in the elbow JCS, whereby 

flexion/extension outputs are always defined about the z-axis of the upper arm CS, and 

pronation/supination kinetics and kinematics are always defined about the y-axis of the 

forearm CS. To ensure the abduction/adduction is reported about an axis that is consistent 

regardless of elbow flexion/extension and pronation/supination the JCS, Cardan angle 

convention is appropriate where abduction/adduction is about the floating axis, defined 

perpendicular to the first (z) and last (y) rotation axes. Finally, reporting joint moments in a 

JCS will provide functional meaning for researchers interpreting joint kinematic and 

kinetics, which is consistent with clinical and anatomical convention and interpretation. 

 

The use of the Feltner and Dapena JCS resulted in different flexion/extension and 

abduction/adduction moments to that of the Grood and Suntay JCS, when the elbow was 
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near full extension. The Feltner and Dapena JCS reports flexion/extension moments about 

an axis that is orthogonal to the plane created from the long axes of the upper arm and 

forearm. Errors occur when this axis is ill defined, such as that which occurs when the long 

axes of the upper arm and forearm are parallel or close to parallel. This is particularly 

relevant if a participant has fixed anatomical elbow abduction, or a ‗carry‘ angle offset, as 

the orthogonal axis to the plane created by the long axes is aligned in the 

anterior/posterior direction, which does not represent flexion-extension of the elbow.  

 

The Grood and Suntay JCS was less variable in reporting joint moments across tasks that 

have the same principle plane of motion, i.e. a flexion/extension task irrespective of 

forearm pronation/supination angle. The Grood and Suntay JCS reported the highest r2 

value (FE 0.90; PS 0.89) when analysing the neutral flexion-extension and pronated 

flexion-extension data sets, as well as the lowest average difference (FE 1.34 Nm; PS 

0.69 Nm) when compared with the other CSs. This supports the hypothesis that elbow 

joint moments represented in the Grood and Suntay JCS will exhibit more consistency 

across motor tasks. 

 

The data from the overarm throwing task indicated negligible differences between the 

outputs from the ISB and Feltner and Dapena JCSs. The largest difference between the 

two was evident when the elbow extended, as the participant reached ball release with 

only a slight over reporting of elbow adduction moments. This finding suggests that using 

a JCS, such as the one proposed by Feltner and Dapena (1986), will provide meaningful 

results however caution must be taken when assessing  tasks that involve a near fully 

extended elbow, similar to that which occurs in the latter stages of baseball pitching, for 

which the method has been used extensively. The reasons for caution are supported by 

the results of the bowling task, which is characterised by a close to fully extended upper 

limb in the presence of a ‗carry‘ angle (Portus et al., 2006; Chin et al., 2010). Due to the 

manner in which the Feltner and Dapena JCS is created, misinterpretation of the joint 

flexion/extension moment may occur as the almost straight limb coupled with a fixed 

‗carry‘ angle, resulted in an incorrectly orientated elbow flexion/extension axis. For upper 

limb motion analyses, the use of the upper arm and forearm CSs, as proposed in this 

paper provides a more robust method of determining an elbow JCS than does the Feltner 

and Dapena (1986) method. Upper limb segment definitions do not become ill-defined 

when the elbow is straight or near straight using this approach, and subsequently the 

kinematics and kinetics expressed using the Grood and Suntay JCS definition provide a 
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more accurate, robust and functionally interpretable alternative than traditional reporting 

methods. 

 

Reporting joint moments in the segment anatomical CSs either side of the elbow can lead 

to misinterpretation of one movement or kinetic action for another when changes in 

segment axis alignments occur. There are substantial implications not only for sport but 

clinical research as well, where the accurate measurement of joint moments is essential 

for the treatment of movement disorders (Rozumalski & Schwartz, 2011). Interestingly, this 

is a far bigger concern for the upper limb than the lower limb joints, where debate 

continues to rage about the standardisation of reference frames (Schache & Baker, 2007).  

 

Finally, musculo-skeletal modelling packages such as SIMM (Software for Interactive 

Musculoskeletal Modeling–MusculoGraphics Inc., Chicago, USA), OpenSim (Delp et al., 

2007), or Any-Body (AnyBody Technology, Aalborg, Denmark) rely upon generalised 

coordinates to represent the function of the muscles about a joint. These are non-

orthogonal JCSs, so reporting kinematics and kinetics from motion analysis trials in a JCS 

also provides consistency with advancing musculoskeletal modelling methods.  

 

In conclusion, elbow joint flexion/extension and pronation/supination moments defined in 

the Grood and Suntay JCS are more repeatable and exhibit smaller average differences 

than those defined in the Feltner and Dapena JCS or segmental CSs across elbow flexion-

extension and pronation-supination tasks and postures. Moments defined in the Feltner 

and Dapena JCS exhibited cross-talk between flexion-extension and adduction/abduction 

moments at extension angles <~20°, while moments defined in the upper arm and forearm 

segmental CSs exhibited cross-talk when the non-rotating axis was offset. We contend 

that the reporting of joint moments in a non-orthogonal JCS will reduce cross-talk via 

changes in axis alignments between proximal and distal segments, and additionally assist 

in functionally relating joint kinematics, kinetics and musculo-skeletal function.   
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CHAPTER 5 

 

MECHANICAL CORRELATES OF BALL VELOCITY IN CRICKET FAST BOWLING: 

A COMPARISON OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE AND AMATEUR COMPETITORS 

 

This paper was prepared for submission to the Journal of Sports Sciences 

 

Abstract: The aim of this study was to compare the strategies of high performance and 

amateur fast bowlers in the development of ball release velocity. Thirty participants were 

classified as either amateur or high performance bowlers and performed 20 match 

intensity deliveries for three-dimensional motion analysis. Spatial, kinematic, temporal and 

kinetic parameters collected in the laboratory environment using a Vicon MX motion 

analysis system were compared between groups, and their associations with ball release 

velocity investigated. Unsurprisingly, it was found that high performance bowlers were able 

to bowl faster than their amateur counterparts; however they did so using similar kinematic 

profiles. Both groups also displayed proximal-to-distal sequencing of peak joint linear and 

segment angular velocities. The high performance group produced higher kinetic 

measures than the amateur group for the front knee and hip as well the bowling elbow, 

wrist and GRFs. It was concluded that the likely factors resulting in the higher ball 

velocities of the high performance group were the generally higher peak joint linear and 

segment angular velocities, as well as the higher moments produced. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

The success of a fast-bowler, as the name implies, is dependent on how fast the bowler 

can release the ball (Bartlett, Stockill, Elliott & Burnett, 1996a). Logically, an increase in 

ball release velocity will reduce the amount of time it takes for the ball to reach the 

batsman. This in turn also reduces the time the batsman has to pick up the flight of the ball 

(Bartlett et al., 1996a), make a decision as to how to play the ball and finally execute the 

decided stroke effectively (Abernethy, 1981).  

 

Although there are many factors that contribute to the bowler‘s ability to bowl fast, such as 

the bowler‘s kinanthropometry (Glazier, Paradisis & Cooper, 2000; Loram et al., 2005; 

Portus, Sinclair, Burke, Moore & Farhart, 2000; Pyne, Duthie, Saunders, Petersen, & 

Portus, 2006; Stockhill & Bartlett, 1994), physiological make-up (Hurrion & Harmer, 2003; 

Loram et al., 2005; Portus, et al., 2000; Pyne et al., 2006) and technical proficiency (Elliott, 

Foster & Gray, 1986; Glazier et al., 2000; Hanley, Lloyd & Bissas, 2005; Loram et al., 

2005; Portus, Mason, Elliott, Pfitzner & Done, 2004; Salter, Sinclair & Portus, 2007; 

Stockill & Bartlett, 1994), it is the latter which has had the most exposure in the literature in 

regards to influences on ball release velocity.  

 

Bartlett and colleagues (1996a) review of the literature exposed few definitive conclusions 

concerning the most important factors surrounding the generation of ball release velocity. 

The action of the front knee between front foot contact and ball release seems to be one of 

the very few variables providing good agreement between researchers, with a more 

extended knee at ball release linked to higher ball release velocities (Burden & Bartlett, 

1990a; Salter et al., 2007; Phillips, Portus, Davids, Brown & Renshaw, 2010). Other 

variables, including run-up velocity (Burden & Bartlett, 1990b; Phillips et al., 2010) and 

upper arm angular velocity (Glazier et al., 2000; Stockill & Bartlett, 1994) have reported 

conflicting results. A common trend in the literature has been to investigate these 

relationships with one homogenous group of bowlers or by comparing groups across 

different developmental stages (Stockill & Bartlett, 1994; Phillips et al., 2010). Very few 

have compared groups of different skill levels to investigate the aforementioned 

relationships (Davis and Blanksby, 1976). 

 

Given there have been numerous kinematic differences between groups of varying ball 

release velocities, the motivation for investigating the relationship between muscle 
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strength and ball release velocity is warranted with the few studies that have investigated 

these relationships doing so by measuring concentric and eccentric isokinetic strength 

(Loram et al., 2005; Wormgoor, Harden & McKinon, 2010). While Wormgoor et al. (2010) 

found a relationship between ball release velocity and shoulder extension strength, Loram 

and colleagues (2005) found no peak isokinetic torque correlated with ball release velocity. 

Therefore the measurement of muscle strength parameters may not be representative of 

the forces that are produced or absorbed during the delivery action. Furthermore 

Woomgoor et al. (2010) suggested that factors associated with ball release velocity may 

not be commensurate between groups of less accomplished and high performance 

bowlers, supporting the need for association comparisons of bowlers of varying skill levels.    

 

Only more recently have kinetic measures been used to describe the dynamic interaction 

between segments (Ferdinands, Marshall, Round & Broughan, 2003), but these have 

been limited to the upper arm and trunk. The rotator muscles of the lower trunk have been 

reported to act as reactive support while the flexor and lateral flexor muscles of the trunk, 

as well as the upper arm, are responsible for producing the angular velocity of the bowling 

arm (Ferdinands et al., 2003). Therefore measuring joint moments of both the upper and 

lower body during the delivery action may shed more light on the important kinetic, as well 

as kinematic determinants of ball release velocity.   

 

Therefore this study consists of two primary aims. The first is to compare key kinematic 

and kinetic variables between high performance (HP) and amateur (AM) fast bowlers. The 

second is to identify those mechanical variables that are significantly associated with ball 

release velocity and to compare and contrast these between the HP and AM groups. It is 

hypothesised that higher ball velocities will be positively correlated to higher joint and 

segment velocities as well as higher joint moments. Additionally, compared with amateurs, 

high performance bowlers will generate higher joint velocities and moments. 

 

5.2 METHODS 

 

Participants 

 

Thirty right handed male pace-bowlers were recruited as participants in either the HP or 

AM bowling group. The HP group consisted of 15 specialist bowlers (age 21.0 ± 2.0 years, 

height 188.4 ± 6.5 cm and mass 80.8 ± 6.6 kg), who were competing at a first grade level 
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within the Western Australian Cricket Association (WACA) competition. The AM group 

consisted of 15 participants (age 19.7± 2.2 years, height 184.5 ± 7.4 cm and mass 79.1 ± 

11.3 kg), who had never competed above third grade level within the WACA competition 

(or its equivalent) but were specialist bowlers at their respective level. Ethics approval was 

granted and written informed consent was obtained from each participant prior to the 

commencement of the study, in accordance with the requirements of The University of 

Western Australia Human Research Ethics Committee (Appendix A).  

 

Camera and laboratory set-up 

 

All data collection was performed inside a 40 m x 20 m laboratory that opened to allow 

participants to use their full run-up and follow-through.  Markers were tracked using a 12-

camera (MX-3+) Vicon MX motion analysis system (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) operating 

at 250 Hz. Ground reaction forces (GRF) were sampled at 2000 Hz from a 0.9 m x 0.9 m 

AMTI force plate (BP900900; AMTI, Watertown, MA, USA) embedded flush with the 

laboratory floor. The popping crease was marked across the midline of the plate (refer to 

Figure 3.2). 

 

Data Collection and Procedures 

 

Sixty-eight spherical (12 mm in diameter) reflective markers were affixed to each 

participant‘s head, pelvis, torso as well as the upper and lower limbs (refer to Figure 3.4). 

The marker set consisted of both dynamic and static markers, similar to the model used by 

Chin, Elliott, Alderson, Lloyd and Foster (2009). The set consisted of numerous single 

markers, as well as ‗clusters‘ of semi-malleable plastic or rigid moulded lightweight 

aluminium with three markers attached, which has been shown to reduce measurement 

error associated with skin movement (Cappozzo, Catani, Della Croce & Leardini, 1995). 

Anatomical landmark positions were determined from a participant specific calibration trial 

with the participant standing in an anatomical position. Joint centres were estimated using 

the methods outlined in Chapter 3. Four additional markers were placed bilaterally on the 

ball, which allowed an accurate ball centre to be calculated, as well as establish a ball CS 

(refer to section 3.3.5). 

 

Following the calibration trials, each participant performed their typical bowling spell warm-

up, which intended to replicate (physiological) match conditions as closely as possible. 
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This warm-up also allowed for familiarisation with the laboratory environment, as well as 

the determination of the start position for the run-up. At the completion of the warm-up, 

each participant was instructed to bowl five sets of four deliveries at ‘match intensity‘. 

Studies have shown that there is no evidence of reduced bowling velocity over bowling 

spells up to 12-overs (Burnett, Elliott & Marshall, 1995; Portus et al., 2000). 

 

Two dimensional data from each of 12-cameras were captured for each marker using 

Vicon Workstation software (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) and 3D marker trajectories 

reconstructed. These marker trajectories were labelled and any subsequent broken or 

missing trajectories corrected using cubic spline interpolation. All marker and GRF data 

were then filtered at 20 Hz using a dual-pass 2nd order low-pass Butterworth filter, 

determined by visual inspection and the residual analysis approach of Winter (1990) using 

a custom MATLAB program (Mathworks Inc.; Natick, MA). Data were modelled as outlined 

in section 3.2 by employing the customised UWA model in the Vicon Workstation pipeline 

(Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK). Demographic data was obtained and anthropometric 

measurements including arm length, fixed elbow flexion and ‗carry‘ angle were measured 

during each participant‘s static trial using the outputs of the UWA model. Kinematic 

measurements were calculated from the dynamic bowling trials, from the period of back 

foot impact (BFI) to ball release (BR). Ball kinematics were calculated at the point of ball 

release.  

 

Joint moments and powers were determined using standard inverse dynamic analysis 

starting from the hand and flowing to the shoulder of the bowling arm with all segment 

inertial characteristics as per de Leva (1996). Lower body moments and powers were 

calculated using GRF data and flowed from the front foot to the hip. All joint moments and 

powers were expressed in a non-orthogonal joint coordinate system as this has been 

reported to reduce the amount of cross-talk caused by large joint rotations (The Non-

orthogonal Joint Coordinate System: A Consistent Method for Reporting Elbow Kinematics 

and Kinetics - Chapter 4). The ball was assumed to have negligible inertia but with a point 

mass, and force applied to the ball determined by a simple F=ma calculation. The ball only 

created a reaction on the hand if the ball‘s origin was less than a distance calculated 

between the ball‘s origin and the right carpal marker recorded in a static trial. Therefore 

the ball had no influence on the inverse dynamic calculations after the ball was released 

from the hand. A mean of 20 trials – which were deemed to be of a ‗good line and length‘ 

by a Level two accredited cricket coach – were used for analyses for each participant.  
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Independent sample t-tests were performed to determine differences between the AM and 

HP groups. Pearson product-moment correlations were used to determine the relationship 

between anthropometric, kinematic and kinetic variables and ball release velocity. An 

amended alpha level of 0.01 was adopted due to the multiple comparisons being made. 

Effect sizes (ES) were calculated to reflect functional differences between groups. An ES 

of ≤0.3 was considered small, 0.5 medium and ≥ 0.8 large. 

 

5.3 RESULTS 

 

Demographics/Anthropometry 

 

No differences were observed between the AM and HP group for any demographic or 

anthropometric parameter. Bowling arm length, radial length and fixed elbow flexion were 

not correlated to ball release velocity for either group. An increase in the forearm carry 

angle reported a significant positive relationship with ball release velocity in the AM group. 

 

Table 5.1 Mean (±sd) demographic and anthropometric variables for the AM and HP groups. 

Pearson‘s product moment correlation coefficients (r) are reported between selected 

demographic/anthropometric parameters and ball release velocity 

Variable AM r HP r p-value 

Age (years) 19.7 (2.2)  21.0(2.0)  0.114 

Height (cm) 184.5 (7.4)  188.4(6.5)  0.141 

Mass (kg) 79.1 (11.3)  80.8 (6.6)  0.631 

Bowling arm length (cm) 56.3 (3.12) 0.308 56.8 (2.12) 0.155 0.612 

Bowling radial length (cm) 26.6 (1.61) 0.298 26.4 (1.79) 0.470 0.779 

Fixed elbow flexion (°) 9.1 (6.98) -0.249 8.8 (10.49) 0.010 0.934 

Carry angle (°) 11.5 (6.30) 0.587* 9.9 (6.19) -0.039 0.469 

* Significant difference/correlation (p<0.01) 

 

Spatial 

 

The HP group (31.1 ± 1.5 m.s-1) bowled significantly faster than the AM group (27.7 ± 1.5 

m.s-1) with a mean difference of 3.4 m.s-1 (Table 5.2).There were no significant differences 

in selected spatial variables between the two groups, with only run-up velocity, at both BFI 

and ball release approaching significance. No spatial variables were correlated to ball 

release velocity for either group with only run-up velocity nearing statistical significance for 

the HP group. However, a large effect size was observed for run-up velocity at BFI (ES = 

0.9).  
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Table 5.2   Group means (± sd) and comparison between selected spatial parameters. Pearson‘s product moment correlation coefficients (r) are reported 

between selected spatial parameters and ball release velocity 

Variable AM r HP r p-value ES 

Ball release velocity (m.s
-1

) 27.7 (1.5)  31.1 (1.5)  <0.001* 2.2 

Ball accuracy error (cm) 49.1 (8.4) .500 44.9 (12.4) .400 0.333 0.4 

Stride length (mm) 1280.3 (186.9) .279 1384.4 (152.0) -.006 0.110 0.6 

Stride length (% of height) 69.1 (8.8) .198 73.5 (7.4) -.121 0.160 0.5 

Centre of mass velocity (@ BFI) (m.s
-1

) 4.5 (0.6) .234 5.1 (0.6) .556 0.024 0.9 

Centre of mass velocity (@ BR) (m.s
-1

) 2.3 (0.6) .019 2.6 (0.4) .407 0.056 0.7 

* Significant difference/correlation (p<0.01) 
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Kinematics 

 

Only one of the measured kinematic variables (Table 5.3) was found to be significantly 

different between the two groups, with the AM group (-38.5° ± 6.7°) exhibiting a more 

laterally flexed trunk at ball release compared with the HP group (-28.8° ± 8.1°). There 

were no differences between the back knee kinematics of the two groups. Differences in 

front knee kinematics between the groups approached significance, along with moderate 

effect sizes observed for the level of maximum knee flexion (AM 45.1° ± 13.0°; HP 35.6° ± 

13.4°; ES = 0.7) and knee flexion angle at ball release (AM 42.1° ± 19.1°; HP 26.4° ± 

22.3°; ES = 0.7). In addition, the angle of the front knee approached a significant 

correlation with ball release for the AM group. No differences in shoulder alignments or 

wrist actions were found between the groups. 

 

Velocity/Temporal 

 

The HP group exhibited higher peak linear velocities (Table 5.4) of their bowling arm SJC 

(HP 9.0 ± 0.6 m.s-1; AM 7.6 ± 0.8 m.s-1), EJC (HP 13.9 ± 0.6 m.s-1; AM 12.8 ± 1.0 m.s-1) 

and WJC (HP 21.1 ± 1.2 m.s-1; AM 19.1 ± 1.2 m.s-1) than the AM group. The correlation 

between these variables and ball release velocity approached significance for both groups 

with the peak linear vertical velocity of the non-bowling elbow during the delivery phase 

significantly correlated (r = .697) to ball release velocity for the HP group. 

 

Statistically, the two groups did not differ in maximum angular velocities of selected 

segments, although the HP group achieved greater magnitudes in all segments except for 

elbow extension and pronation. However, the large effect size (ES = 0.8) found for forward 

pelvic rotation suggests a functional difference between the groups. Surprisingly, no joint 

angular velocity variable was correlated with ball velocity for either group.  
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Table 5.3  Group means (± sd) and comparison between selected kinematic parameters. Pearson‘s product moment correlation coefficients (r) are 

reported between selected kinematic parameters and ball release velocity 

Kinematic Variables (°) AM r HP r p-value ES 

Right knee flexion angle (@ BFI) 41.7 (10.7) -.174 46.8 (11.5) -.093 0.226 0.4 

Max right knee flexion (BFI to FFI) 68.4 (7.5) .346 70.3 (10.4) -.029 0.581 0.2 

Right knee flexion range (Max – BFI) 26.7 (11.2) .399 23.5 (13.6) .056 0.497 0.2 

Left knee flexion angle (@ FFI) 16.2 (6.2) -.028 16.4 (7.0) -.122 0.946 0.0 

Max left knee flexion (FFI to BR) 45.1 (13.0) -.514 35.6 (13.4) .098 0.063 0.7 

Left knee flexion angle (@ BR) 42.1 (19.1) -.609 26.4 (22.3) .154 0.053 0.7 

Shoulder alignment angle (@ BFI) 223.7 (17.1) .416 231.6 (13.4) -.269 0.176 0.5 

Pelvis-shoulder separation angle (@ BFI) 13.2 (11.7) .155 12.7 (11.9) -.005 0.916 0.0 

Minimum shoulder alignment angle (BFI to FFI) 204.5 (11.1) .525 208.3 (8.1) .071 0.304 0.4 

Shoulder counter rotation (BFI to minimum) 19.1 (11.5) .113 23.3 (11.6) -.359 0.343 0.3 

Trunk lateral flexion angle (@ BR) -38.5 (6.7) .003 -28.8 (8.1) .179 0.002* 1.3 

Shoulder abduction angle (@ BR) 105.8 (12.1) -.408 109.5 (9.2) .106 0.370 0.3 

Min wrist flexion (UAH to BR) -59.4 (12.9) -.048 -62.6 (12.6) .071 0.509 0.2 

Wrist flexion angle (@ BR) -30.0 (14.6) .301 -28.8 (6.9) -.317 0.771 0.1 

* Significant difference/correlation (p<0.01) 
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Table 5.4 Group means (± sd) and comparison between selected velocity/temporal parameters. Pearson‘s product moment correlation coefficients (r) are 

reported between selected velocity/temporal parameters and ball release velocity 

Maximum Velocity (BFI to BR) AM r HP r p-value ES 

Linear(m.s
-1

)       

Right hip 5.7 (0.9) .346 6.1 (0.6) .377 0.168 0.5 

% Phase 50.4 (10.2) .118 53.3 (8.4) -.204 0.416 0.3 

Right shoulder 7.6 (0.8) .572 9.0 (0.6) .618 <0.001* 2.0 

% Phase 77.0 (4.7) -.155 80.1 (2.7) -.059 0.051 0.8 

Left elbow 8.2 (1.0) -.024 8.9 (0.8) .697* 0.043 0.8 

% Phase 27.6 (15.1) -.471 29.2 (11.9) .181 0.764 0.1 

Right elbow 12.8 (1.0) .277 13.9 (0.6) .512 0.003* 1.2 

% Phase 89.5 (3.7) -.128 89.3 (3.3) -.477 0.842 0.1 

Right wrist 19.1 (1.2) .597 21.1 (1.2) .624* <0.001* 1.7 

% Phase 98.5 (2.2) -.093 98.5 (2.7) .043 0.939 0.0 

Angular (deg.s
-1

)       

Pelvis forward rotation 593.1 (129.2) .384 681.8 (81.9) .151 0.035 0.8 

% Phase 69.5 (8.3) .093 74.9 (3.7) -.259 0.045 0.8 

Thorax forward rotation 552.9 (125.9) .138 612.2 (141.5) .142 0.245 0.4 

% Phase 74.8 (5.8) .013 77.6 (3.7) .018 0.148 0.6 

Right shoulder internal rotation 448.6 (226.7) -.206 479.5 (169.6) .051 0.680 0.1 

% Phase 75.9 (16.7) .311 70.7 (10.2) -.148 0.335 0.4 

Right elbow extension -501.9 (354.5) -.115 -347.6 (128.8) -.306 0.126 0.6 

% Phase 59.3 (34.0) .147 40.9 (31.2) -.115 0.148 0.5 

Right elbow pronation 1337.1 (541.1) .205 1244.2 (436.9) .361 0.614 0.2 

% Phase 95.1 (5.1) .161 92.8 (8.7) -.012 0.405 0.3 

Right wrist flexion 982.3 (424.7) .273 1190.6 (316.9) .238 0.144 0.5 

% Phase 95.2 (3.3) -.529 93.9 (5.2) -.214 0.435 0.3 

* Significant difference/correlation (p<0.01) 
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No differences were identified in the timing of peak segment angular velocities. The 

maximum vertical linear velocity of the non-bowling elbow occurred at 25-30% of the 

phase from BFI to BR. This was followed by the right hip (50-55%), right shoulder (75-

80%), right elbow (90%) and finally the right wrist (98.5%). The temporal patterning of the 

maximum angular velocities – although not significantly different in magnitude – occurred 

in a marginally different sequence between the two groups. The AM group initiated 

rotations with right elbow extension (≈ 60%) and transverse forward pelvic rotation (≈ 

70%). This was followed by transverse forward thorax rotation and right shoulder internal 

rotation (≈ 75%). Finally, maximum right wrist flexion occurred (≈ 95%). The HP group 

displayed the same sequence except that peak shoulder internal rotation velocity of the 

upper arm occurred prior to transverse forward pelvic rotation. 

 

Kinetics 

 

Apart from bowling shoulder internal rotation power and elbow extension moment, the HP 

group reported higher kinetic measures than the AM group for the front knee and hip, as 

well the bowling elbow, wrist and GRFs (Table 5.5), although many of these findings were 

not statistically significant. The HP group did produce significantly higher concentric power 

at the left hip and bowling wrist, as well as a higher peak flexion moment of the bowling 

wrist.  

 

Significantly higher anterior-posterior (parallel to pitch) and vertical ground reaction forces 

(perpendicular to ground) were also observed for the HP group. Effect sizes for these 

variables also showed large functional differences.  The medial-lateral GRF for the HP 

group was shown to be significantly related to ball release velocity (r = -.651, p < 0.01) 

with no other kinetic measure significantly related to ball release velocity for either group. 
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Table 5.5  Group means (± sd) and comparison between selected kinetic parameters. Pearson‘s product moment correlation coefficients (r) are reported 

between selected kinetic parameters and ball release velocity. All flexion moments are reported as positive. 

Variable (Kinetics - peak) AM r HP r p-value ES 

Left knee extension moment (N.m) -205.7 (63.0) -.238 -226.7 (156.8) -.329 0.645 0.2 

Left knee negative power (W) 3362.5 (1832.8) -.206 3872.5 (3011.4) .368 0.590 0.2 

Left knee positive power (W) 739.0 (849.1) .546 1263.1 (733.7) -.085 0.086 0.6 

Left hip extension moment (N.m) -410.1 (121.3) -.470 -500.6 (164.0) .305 0.104 0.6 

Left hip power (W) 2267.0 (1096.8) .437 3016.9 (1044.7) -.347 0.071 0.7 

Left hip positive power (W) 1908.2 (787.2) .121 3165.0 (1391.2) .000 0.006* 1.1 

Right wrist flexion moment (N.m) 64.5 (16.1) .186 87.2 (24.7) .254 0.007* 1.1 

Right wrist positive power (W) 851.2 (509.7) .441 1656.5 (949.8) .147 0.009* 1.0 

Right elbow flexion moment (N.m) 61.6 (20.3) .474 82.6 (27.2) -.052 0.026 0.8 

Right elbow extension moment (N.m) -16.3 (10.2) -.325 -15.5 (15.3) .038 0.873 0.1 

Right shoulder IR moment (N.m) 71.4 (16.6) .184 91.0 (26.1) .272 0.024 0.9 

Right shoulder IR power (W) 659.7 (564.8) .302 591.6 (263.5) -.122 0.677 0.2 

GRF ML (N.m)^ 0.1 (0.1) .232 0.1 (0.1) -.651* 0.212 0.6 

GRF AP (N.m)^ 2.1 (0.6) .451 2.8 (0.5) .431 0.002* 1.1 

GRF Vert (N.m)^ 3.5 (0.9) .473 4.5 (0.6) .327 0.003* 0.8 

* Significant difference/correlation (p<0.01) 

^ Expressed relative to body weight 
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5.4 DISCUSSION 

 

Cricket fast bowling is a highly dynamic and complex skill. Although individual differences 

exist within each group, this study shows numerous factors that differentiate AM fast 

bowlers from HP fast bowlers. Given that more successful performers are generally able to 

bowl faster (Elliott, Plunkett & Alderson, 2005), the purpose of this study was to compare 

and contrast the key kinematic and kinetic variables between HP and AM fast bowlers, as 

well as the associations between these variables and ball release velocity for the two 

groups.  

 

Anthropometry 

 

Upper limb anthropometry did not differentiate groups (Table 5.1). Both radial and total 

upper limb lengths were similar to that reported by Pyne and colleagues (2006), as well as 

Stuelcken, Pyne and Sinclair (2007). The results of Glazier et al. (2000) suggest that the 

dominant factor contributing to high correlations between ball release velocity and 

shoulder-wrist length and total upper limb length was the length of the radius. However, 

there was no relationship between ball release velocity and radial length or total arm 

length for either group in the current study. The ‗carry‘ angles reported here are typical of 

population norms (Paraskevas et al., 2004 ) but are considerably lower than that reported 

for elite and high performance spin bowlers (Chin et al., 2009). The moderate positive 

correlation between BR velocity and ‗carry‘ angle for the AM group suggests that the faster 

amateur bowlers have larger ‗carry‘ angles. It is possible that this allows the amateur 

bowlers to use internal rotation of the upper arm to generate velocity of the wrist, as they 

were also shown to produce larger internal rotation power at the shoulder (Table 5.5).   

 

Spatial 

 

As expected, the HP group were able to bowl significantly faster than the AM group in a 

laboratory environment. The BR velocity exhibited by the HP group was considerably 

slower than that reported by Stockill & Bartlett (1992) and Salter and colleagues (2007), 

but comparable to the velocities reported by numerous other researchers (Burnett et al., 

1995; Glazier et al., 2000; Portus et al., 2000). The low velocities recorded may have been 

due a number of reasons, including: the unfamiliar laboratory environment, the timing of 

data collection relative to the cricket season or reduced effort from the participants. 
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The run-up velocity of the HP group was similar to that of the AM group both at BFI and 

BR. However, the large effect size suggests that although there was no statistical 

difference, there was a functional difference between the two groups. Run-up velocity was 

not correlated to BR velocity for either group, which supports the findings of Salter and 

colleagues (2007). Previous research leans toward the suggestion that the contribution of 

run-up velocity to ball release velocity may be related to the technique of the bowler (Elliott 

& Foster, 1984) and therefore any associations between these two variables may be 

―washed out‖ when participants of varying technique are included in group classifications.  

 

Kinematics 

 

Some coaching literature (Hurrion & Harmer, 2003) suggests that flexion of the back knee 

after BFI causes a loss of momentum and presumably a loss in the bowler‘s developed 

horizontal linear velocity through to BR. However, no correlation existed between back 

knee flexion range and the change in centre of mass horizontal linear velocity from BFI to 

BR. Both groups landed with a flexed knee at BFI and continued to flex up until front foot 

impact (FFI). The magnitudes of both back knee flexion at BFI, and the total maximum 

back knee flexion achieved by both groups were similar to the values reported by Phillips 

et al. (2010). However, those authors reported significant correlations between the 

aforementioned back knee angles and BR velocity, whereas no associations were evident 

in the current study.  Therefore, the role back knee flexion plays in the generation of ball 

release velocity remains unclear. Surprisingly, there was a moderate correlation between 

knee flexion range and both shoulder alignment at BFI and shoulder counter rotation. 

Therefore, bowlers who flex the back lower limb to a greater level following BFI may 

remain on the back foot for longer, allowing for an increased time to display counter 

rotation. It is plausible that the action of the back knee may have larger implications in 

increasing the risk of injury, rather than increasing BR velocity. 

 

Unlike the back knee, the action of the front knee did show some relationship with ball 

velocity. The front knee angles of the AM and HP groups did not differ at FFI but the action 

of the front knee following impact, although statistically insignificant, did not follow the 

same pattern. The AM group flexed the knee after impact approximately 10° more than the 

HP group and this was followed by only 3° of extension leading to BR, whereas the HP 

group extend by 10° during the same time interval. This ‗ideal‘ front knee action (Portus et 

al., 2004) of the HP group is depicted in Figure 5.1. The range of knee flexion between the 
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two groups (t = 1.995, p = 0.056) after FFI coincides with the findings of Bartlett, Müller, 

Lindinger, Brunner and Morriss (1996b), who reported no differences between elite, club 

and novice javelin throwers in relation to the amount of knee flexion following FFI but a 

trend for the more skilled throwers to flex less following FFI. 

 

These findings are consistent with the suggestions of numerous authors (Davis & 

Blanksby, 1976; Elliott & Foster, 1984; Elliott et al., 1986) that bowling over a straight front 

limb allows the bowler to use it for both leverage and a fixed pivot, acting to aid the 

maintenance of angular momentum. The relationship between run-up velocity and front 

knee angle at BR approached significance for the AM group (r = 0.518, p = 0.058), while 

the relationship was statistically significant for the HP group (r = 0.749, p = 0.001). The 

results also suggest that flexing the front knee following FFI aids in conserving linear 

momentum, as a closer inspection of the relationship between maximum front knee angle 

and run-up velocity at BR, showed a significant correlation for both the AM (r = 0.551, p= 

0.041) and HP (r = 0.695, p= 0.004) groups. This supports the notion that a flexor-

extender knee action during the delivery phase is ideal, as it not only dissipates ground 

reaction forces but also facilitates the conservation of both linear and angular momentum. 

However, similar to the findings of Portus and colleagues (2004) only 10% of the sample 

used this ‗optimal‘ knee flexor-extender technique following FFI (Figure 5.1).  
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Figure 5.1 Front knee action classifications of sample population (Portus et al, 2004).  

 

While there were no differences between the groups for any kinematic variables typically 

used in bowling technique classification (shoulder alignment at BFI, hip shoulder 

separation angle at BFI, minimum shoulder alignment and counter rotation), or significant 

correlations with ball release velocity, some interesting inter-correlations were observed. 

For the AM group, a more front-on action was associated with higher joint linear velocities. 

Moderate correlations were identified between maximum bowling shoulder joint centre 

linear velocity and both shoulder alignment at BFI (r = 0.652, p < 0.01) and minimum 

shoulder alignment (r = 0.581, p < 0.01). Additionally, all four kinematic factors were 

associated with maximum bowling wrist joint centre linear velocity. Interestingly, no 

technique classification factors were associated with any joint centre linear velocity for the 

HP group. However, there were associations observed between these factors and 

maximum angular velocities. Not surprisingly, a more side-on action was associated with 

higher levels of forward rotation of the pelvis (forward movement of the right hip joint 

centre). This action was also associated with higher maximum internal rotation of the 

upper arm; however this could be due to the HP group comprising a greater number of 

bowlers who used a ‗mixed‘ bowling technique (Figure 5.2), as upper arm internal rotation 

moments were associated with shoulder counter rotation, which is a criterion variable in 

classifying a ‗mixed‘ action bowler. A more front-on action was associated with a higher 

elbow extension angular velocity. Although they did not report extension velocity, Roca, 
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Elliott, Alderson and Foster (2006) concluded bowlers who bowl with a more front-on 

action displayed higher elbow extension angles. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Technique classifications of sample population (Refer to page 12 for technique 

classification criteria) 

 

Velocity/Temporal 

 

Only maximum shoulder and wrist joint linear velocities were significantly higher for the HP 

group when compared with the AM group. The HP group were also able to achieve higher 

linear and angular velocities of the majority of other joints and segments, although again 

these were not statistically different. Additionally, there was a trend for the AM group to be 

able to produce higher peak elbow extension and pronation angular velocities. This has 

been shown previously in javelin research using participants of varying skill level (Bartlett 

et al., 1996b), as well as between gender investigations (Mero, Komi, Korjus, Navarro & 

Gregor, 1994; Chu, Fleisig, Simpson & Andrews, 2009). Similarly, lower elbow pronation 

angular velocities have also been previously reported for elite handball throwers when 

compared with low level competitors (Wagner, Buchecker, von Duvillard & Müller, 2010). 

Stockill and Bartlett (1994) showed that their sample of senior international cricket bowlers 

were able to achieve higher joint centre linear velocities when compared with a sample of 

international juniors and when the occurrence of these peak linear velocities were 
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normalised for the duration of the delivery stride, no significant temporal differences were 

observed. This result is similar to the findings of the current study, where no significant 

differences were observed between the groups for the percentage time taken to achieve 

peak linear and angular velocities during the phase encompassing BFI to BR. However, 

both groups did display a proximal-to-distal temporal sequencing effect (Figure 5.3). This 

has previously been shown to occur in other over-head, velocity based activities such as 

handball (Joris, Edwards van Muyen, van Ingen Schenau & Kemper, 1985; Wagner et al., 

2010) and javelin (Mero et al., 1994; Best, Barlett & Morriss, 1993; Whiting, Gregor & 

Halushka, 1991). 

 

 

Figure 5.3 The proximal-to-distal sequencing of peak linear velocities of the hip (50-55%), shoulder 

(75-80%), elbow (90%), wrist (98%) and ball (100%) 

 

Kinetics 

 

The higher concentric power of the left hip and bowling wrist, as well as a higher peak 

flexion moment at the bowling wrist suggests that the participants in the HP group were 

able to use a higher percentage of their maximal joint moment or were physically stronger 

than the participants in the AM group. This is likely to be due to many of the participants in 

the HP group belonging to a high performance squad, who have access to more strength 

and conditioning programs than the amateurs. The knee extension moments during the 

delivery were comparable to isokinetic measures of peak knee concentric extension torque 
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reported by Loram et al. (2005) and peak knee eccentric torque reported by Wormgoor et 

al. (2010). The significant difference between the two groups for hip positive power shows 

that the HP group were able to produce a higher extension torque and extend the hip more 

rapidly following FFI. Interestingly, the HP group produced higher wrist flexion moments 

and positive power than the AM group, even though wrist kinematics were not different 

between groups (Table 5.3). However, as the HP group were producing a larger angular 

velocity of the upper limb than the AM group, they would have been required to produce a 

higher wrist flexion moment to maintain similar wrist kinematics as the AM group, due to 

the higher inertial loading.  Even though the HP group were able to produce higher 

shoulder internal rotation moments, the AM group produced higher shoulder internal 

rotation power. This suggests the AM group may have had some individuals who 

displayed higher internal rotation angular velocity and the standard deviations of the two 

groups support this assertion (AM ± 226.7 deg.s
-1, HP ± 169.6 deg.s

-1).  

 

The peak elbow extension moment was not able to discriminate between groups and was 

not associated with ball release velocity, however a large effect size observed between the 

groups for elbow flexion moment suggests that AM and HP bowlers use different 

mechanical strategies to produce kinematic outcomes of the upper limb. A limitation of this 

measure was the large temporal range over which these maximum values were measured 

(BFI to ball release). Restricting these measurements to the forward swing of the bowling 

arm may give more meaningful results. More research is needed in the area of elbow joint 

kinetics and its relationship with joint kinematics and ball release velocity in cricket, 

especially with respect to the ―throwing‖ law and recent research that has linked elbow 

flexion and consequential elbow extension (Roca et al., 2006). The ground reaction forces 

encountered by the participants in this study were comparable with that reported in the 

literature (Foster & Elliott, 1985; Foster, John, Elliott, Ackland & Fitch, 1989; Portus et al., 

2004) with the peak medial-lateral value for the HP group being positively associated with 

ball velocity. Faster HP bowlers were therefore more stable in the medial-lateral direction 

with respect to contact with the ground. 

 

5.5 CONCLUSION 

 

The aims of this study were to compare key kinematic and kinetic variables between HP 

and AM fast bowlers and compare and contrast the key mechanical variables that are 

associated with higher BR velocities between the two groups. The HP group was able to 
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bowl significantly faster than the AM group. All differences in kinematic variables were 

non-significant with the exception of trunk lateral flexion at ball release, with the AM group 

displaying significantly more lateral flexion. The HP group were able to achieve higher joint 

linear velocities than the AM group with the velocity of the non-bowling elbow being 

positively correlated to BR velocity. The HP group were also able to achieve higher 

segment angular velocities, with the exception of elbow extension and pronation, although 

no differences were found to be statistically significant. Both groups displayed a similar 

pattern of proximal to distal sequencing of peak linear and angular velocities. The HP 

group were also able to produce larger moments and powers than the AM group with 

significantly higher left hip positive power, bowling wrist flexion moment and bowling wrist 

flexion power. A negative correlation between ball release velocity and peak medial-lateral 

ground reaction force for the HP group suggested that balance over the front foot is 

important in developing ball velocity.  
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CHAPTER 6 

 

MECHANICAL CORRELATES OF BALL VELOCITY IN CRICKET FAST BOWLING: 

WITHIN GROUP CONTRASTS ACROSS DELIVERIES OF VARYING EFFORT 

 

This paper was prepared for submission to the Journal of Science and Medicine in Sport 

 

Abstract: Cricket fast bowlers are expected to maintain a consistent bowling intensity 

throughout a day‘s play. Much previous research has instructed bowlers to bowl at 

maximal effort, something that does not occur frequently during a match and which may 

not represent a bowlers‘ typical bowling action. It is proposed that investigating volitional 

strategies used by cricket fast bowlers to increase ball release velocity, mechanical 

parameters linked to ball velocity generation may be identified. Therefore the aim of this 

study was to compare kinematic, temporal and kinetic data for 15 amateur and 15 high 

performance fast bowlers who bowled under normal, slow and fast conditions. Data was 

collected in the laboratory environment with a 12 camera Vicon MX motion analysis 

system operating at 250 Hz. Participants were required to bowl five sets of six deliveries, 

with each set consisting of four ‗match intensity‘ deliveries, one ‗maximal effort‘ delivery 

and one slower delivery. Overall, there were increases in run-up velocity, peak joint linear 

and segment angular velocities and higher kinetics for the ‗maximal effort‘ delivery when 

compared with the normal speed deliveries. Participants tended to increase maximum 

front knee flexion in the slow velocity condition. Additionally, there were trends to suggest 

that when participants bowl at ‗maximal effort‘, they may alter technique parameters that 

have previously been linked to lower back injury risk. 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Understanding how bowling mechanics differ between various levels of effort may 

potentially be helpful in determining the key variables that contribute to resulting ball 

release velocity. A common theme in the cricket bowling literature is to collect data with 

participants instructed to bowl at maximal effort (Elliott, Hardcastle, Burnett & Foster, 

1992; Ferdinands, Marshall, Round & Broughan, 2003; Ferdinands, Marshall & Kersting, 

2010; Glazier, Paradisis & Cooper, 2000; Hanley, Lloyd & Bissas, 2005; Wallis, Elliott & 

Koh, 2002; Roca, Elliott, Alderson & Foster, 2006). Very few studies have instructed 

participants to bowl at their individual match intensity (Phillips, Portus, Davids, Brown & 

Renshaw, 2010a; Phillips, Portus, Davids, Brown & Renshaw, 2010b). It is currently 

unknown what effect, if any, having participant‘s bowl at varying intensities will have on 

their usual bowling technique and the respective mechanical strategies for developing ball 

velocity.  

 

Brees (1989), using 2D cinematography combined with a target designed by Stretch and 

Goslin (1987), experimentally manipulated the run-ups of seven collegiate bowlers to 

investigate the effects of run-up velocity on ball release velocity and accuracy. Bowlers 

were asked to bowl with speed and accuracy using slow, medium and fast run-ups. 

Unsurprisingly, the results showed a positive relationship between run up velocity and ball 

release velocity. However, this research design required the bowlers to adjust their run-

ups in a manner that may have disrupted their normal temporal patterning and was not 

representative of what occurs under match conditions, leaving doubts concerning the 

generalisability of their results.  

 

It may be more beneficial to have participants bowl at both their perceived match intensity 

and maximal effort to investigate whether or not there are any natural changes across 

intended bowling intensity. It would then be possible to investigate ball release velocity-

technique relationships including, but not limited to, the question that Brees (1989) set out 

to answer, using a more ecologically valid approach. While investigating changes that 

occur between a bowler‘s match intensity and maximal effort deliveries is of great interest, 

comparing a bowler‘s slower variation is also of importance. The goal of a slower ball 

variation is to deceive the batsman by delivering the ball at a reduced velocity without 

cueing the batsmen with a change in technique, as has been suggested to occur in 

baseball pitching (Escamilla, Fleisig, Barrentine, Zheng & Andrews, 1998). The 
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measurement of the kinematics of a slower variation may shed light on what segments are 

important in the manipulation of release velocity. The purpose of this study was to 

compare kinematic, temporal and kinetic data for amateur (AM) and high performance 

(HP) fast bowlers, in normal, slow and fast velocity conditions. It is hypothesised that 

compared with a normal delivery, bowlers will generate higher joint and segment velocities 

as well as joint moments when bowling at maximum velocity. 

 

6.2 METHODS 

 

Participants 

 

Thirty male pace-bowlers were recruited as participants in this study. Participants were 

designated to be in either a HP or AM group. The HP group consisted of 15 specialist 

bowlers (age 21.0 ± 2.0 years; height 188.4 ± 6.5 cm and mass 80.8 ± 6.6 kg), who were 

competing at first grade level within the Western Australian Cricket Association (WACA) 

competition. The AM group consisted of 15 participants (age 19.7 ± 2.2 years; height 

184.5 ± 7.4 cm and mass 79.1 ± 11.3 kg), who had never competed above third grade 

level within the WACA competition (or its equivalent) but were specialist bowlers at their 

respective level. Ethics approval was granted and written informed consent was obtained 

from each participant prior to the commencement of the study, in accordance with the 

requirements of The University of Western Australia Human Research Ethics Committee 

(Appendix A).  

 

Camera and laboratory set-up 

 

All data collection was performed inside a 40 m x 20 m laboratory with a large roller door 

that opened to allow participants to use their full run-up and follow-through.  Markers were 

tracked using a 12-camera (MX-3+) Vicon MX motion analysis system (Oxford Metrics, 

Oxford, UK) operating at 250 Hz. Ground reaction forces (GRF) were sampled at 2000 Hz 

from a 0.9 m x 0.9 m AMTI force plate (BP900900; AMTI, Watertown, MA, USA) 

embedded flush with the laboratory floor. The popping crease was marked across the 

midline of the plate (refer to Figure 3.2). 
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Data Collection and Procedures 

 

Sixty-eight spherical (12 mm in diameter) reflective markers were affixed to each 

participant‘s head, pelvis, torso as well as the upper and lower limbs (refer to Figure 3.4). 

The marker set consisted of both dynamic and static markers, similar to the model used by 

Chin, Elliott, Alderson, Lloyd and Foster (2009). The set consisted of numerous single 

markers, as well as ‗clusters‘ of semi-malleable plastic or rigid moulded lightweight 

aluminium with three markers attached, which has been shown to reduce measurement 

error associated with skin movement (Cappozzo, Catani, Della Croce & Leardini, 1995). 

Anatomical landmark positions were determined from a participant specific calibration trial 

with the participant standing in an anatomical position. Joint centres were estimated using 

the methods outlined in Chapter 3. Four additional markers were placed bilaterally on the 

ball, which allowed an accurate ball centre to be calculated, as well as establish a ball 

coordinate system (refer to section 3.3.5). 

 

Following the calibration trials, each participant performed their typical bowling spell warm-

up, which intended to replicate (physiological) match conditions as closely as possible. 

This warm-up also allowed for familiarisation with the laboratory environment, as well as 

the determination of the position of the run-up. At the completion of the warm-up, each 

participant bowled five sets of six deliveries (five overs). Studies have shown that there is 

no evidence of reduced bowling velocity over bowling spells up to 12-overs (Burnett, Elliott 

& Marshall, 1995; Portus, Sinclair, Burke, Moore & Farhart, 2000). Within each over, 

participants were required to bowl four normal deliveries (NB), which were to be their 

stock-delivery at match-intensity; one ‗effort‘ ball (FB), which was to be bowled as fast as 

they could; and one ‗slower‘ ball (SB), which was to be a change-up ball they would 

regularly bowl. The order of deliveries was allocated using block randomisation, for each 

over bowled. 

 

Two dimensional data from each of 12 cameras were captured for each marker using 

Vicon Workstation software (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) and 3D marker trajectories 

reconstructed. These marker trajectories were labelled and any subsequent broken or 

missing trajectories corrected using cubic spline interpolation. All marker and GRF data 

were then filtered at 20 Hz using a dual-pass 2nd order low-pass Butterworth filter, 

determined by visual inspection and the residual analysis approach of Winter (1990) using 

a custom MATLAB program (Mathworks Inc.; Natick, MA). Data were modelled as outlined 
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in section 3.2 by employing the customised UWA model in the Vicon Workstation pipeline 

(Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK). Anthropometric measurements were recorded from each 

participant‘s calibration trial, while kinematic measurements were calculated from the 

dynamic bowling trials, from the period of back foot impact (BFI) to ball release (BR). Ball 

kinematics were calculated at the point of BR. The mean of the normal (n=20), fast (n=5) 

and slow (N=5) deliveries were used for statistical comparison. 

 

Two one-way repeated measures (HP and AM) analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Sidak 

post-hoc tests were performed to determine differences between the NB and SB as well 

as between the NB and FB bowling conditions, for each of the groups with an alpha set at 

0.05. 

 

6.3 RESULTS 

 

Spatial 

 

A main effect of ball release velocity across bowling condition was deemed to be 

significant (p<0.001; Table 6.1). Pairwise comparisons revealed that both groups were 

able to volitionally bowl significantly slower or faster depending on task requirement. 

Neither group significantly adjusted stride lengths although the AM group tended to 

decrease stride length from the NB to FB condition. Conversely, the opposite trend 

(increased stride length) across bowling speed conditions was observed for the HP group. 

Both groups significantly increased run-up velocity at BFI to bowl a faster delivery and 

were able to maintain more of the run-up velocity through to BR, when bowling a slower 

ball compared with their match intensity delivery. 
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Table 6.1 Spatial bowling variables of both groups across the three bowling velocity conditions. Values are means (± sd) for selected parameters   

 Amateur High Performance 

Variable SB NB FB p-value SB NB FB p-value 

Ball release velocity (m.s
-1

) 24.8 (2.1)
 

27.7 (1.5) 29.2 (1.7) <.001* 
a,b 

27.3  (2.4)
 

31.1 (1.5) 32.4 (1.6) <.001* 
a,b

 

Ball rotation (revs.s
-1

) 22.7(4.5) 32.2 (11.3) 33.5 (12.1) .001* 
a
 29.5  (12.8) 36.2 (10.3) 37.7 (13.2) .096 

Stride length (mm) 
1327.3 

(206.5)
 

1280.3 

(186.9) 

1264.9 

(130.0) 
.390 

1385.5  

(149.9) 

1384.4 

(152.0) 

1399.1 

(151.9) 
.180 

Stride length (% of height) 71.7 (9.9) 69.1 (8.8) 68.5 (7.2) .392 73.5  (7.2) 73.5 (7.4) 74.3 (7.4) .187 

Centre of mass velocity (BFI) (m.s
-1

) 4.5 (0.7) 4.5 (0.6) 4.7 (0.7) <.001*
 b
 5.0  (0.6) 5.1 (0.6) 5.2 (0.7) <.001*

 b
 

Centre of mass velocity (BR) (m.s
-1

) 2.4 (0.7) 2.3 (0.6) 2.4 (0.6) .012* 
a,b

 2.8 (0.5) 2.6 (0.4) 2.7 (0.4) .005*
 a
 

SB = slow ball, NB = normal ball and FB = fast ball; * Significant main effect (p<0.05), 
a
 SB – NB & 

b 
FB – NB 
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Kinematics 

 

There were no changes in back knee flexion-extension kinematics across conditions for 

either group (Table 6.2). Additionally, the flexion angle of the front knee did not change 

across conditions for either group at front foot impact (FFI). However, both groups 

significantly increased their maximum front knee flexion following FFI (AM 3.6°; HP 3.1°) 

when bowling a slower delivery. The front knee flexion-extension angles of both groups at 

BR did not change across conditions. Neither shoulder alignment nor pelvis-shoulder 

separation angle at back foot impact (BFI) changed across bowling velocity condition for 

either group. The AM group significantly reduced their minimum shoulder alignment and 

increased their shoulder counter rotation when bowling at maximal effort, whereas no 

change was observed for the HP group. The trunk lateral flexion of both groups relative to 

the pelvis at BR did not change across conditions. Both groups significantly decreased 

their shoulder abduction at BR (AM 3.6°; HP 2.5°) when bowling at maximal effort. 

 

Velocity / Temporal 

 

The maximum linear velocity of all selected joint centres changed significantly across 

conditions (Table 6.3). The AM group significantly increased their right hip, shoulder, 

elbow and wrist linear velocities when bowling the FB, whereas they decreased the 

velocity of their right elbow and wrist for the SB condition. The HP group were able to 

significantly increase the linear velocities of all measured joint centres in the FB compared 

with NB condition. All joint linear velocities were significantly lower during the SB condition, 

with the exception of the left elbow joint which did not change in linear velocity. 

 

The AM group displayed increased forward pelvic rotation velocity in the FB condition 

(626.2 ± 132.8°.sec-1) when compared with NB (593.1 ± 129.2°.sec-1), while significant 

increases in thorax forward rotation (NB 552.9 ± 125.9°.sec-1; FB 600.7 ± 156.6°.sec-1) and 

elbow extension (NB -501.9 ± 354.5°.sec-1; FB -591.7 ± 436.4°.sec-1) angular velocities to 

deliver the FB  were also observed. The HP group increased both their pelvic (NB 681.8 ± 

81.9°.sec-1; FB 720.2 ± 90.7°.sec-1) and thorax (NB 612.2 ± 141.5°.sec-1; FB 635.6 ± 

141.0°.sec-1)  forward rotation angular velocities for the FB, while decreasing the value of 

the same variables for the SB condition. No timing differences were found between the NB 

delivery and either the SB or FB deliveries for either the HP or AM group. 
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Table 6.2  Kinematic bowling variables of both groups across the three bowling velocity conditions. Values are means (± sd) for selected parameters 

 Amateur High Performance 

Kinematic Variables (°) SB NB FB p-value SB NB FB p-value 

Right knee flexion-extension (@ BFI) 41.8 (11.3) 41.7 (10.7) 42.6(12.0) .776 47.4  (11.8) 46.8 (11.5) 46.9 (11.1) .632 

Max right knee flexion (BFI – FFI) 68.4  (7.3) 68.4 (7.5) 69.6 (7.4) .328 70.3  (9.2) 70.3 (10.4) 70.7 (10.8) .864 

Right knee flexion range 
26.6  

(12.2) 

26.7  

(11.2) 

27.0  

(11.8) 
.937 22.9  (12.8) 23.5 (13.6) 23.8 (13.9) .690 

Left knee flexion-extension (@ FFI) 16.2  (7.4) 16.2 (6.2) 16.4 (6.3) .968 16.4  (6.3) 16.4 (7.0) 16.4 (7.5) .997 

Max left knee flexion (FFI – BR) 
48.7  

(13.5)
 

45.1  

(13.0) 

45.8  

(14.6) 
.023* 

a
 38.7  (13.5) 35.6 (13.4) 35.1 (11.7) .011*

 a
 

Left knee flexion angle (@ BR) 
44.9  

(19.7) 

42.1  

(19.1) 

42.8  

(21.2) 
.069 30.0  (22.8) 26.4 (22.3) 26.3 (21.6) .063 

Shoulder alignment (@ BFI) 
222.6  

(16.8) 

223.7 

(17.1) 

222.4 

(17.9) 
.364 

234.2   

(23.3) 

231.6 

(13.4) 

230.5 

(13.0) 
.697 

Pelvis-shoulder separation angle (@ BFI) 
11.9  

(12.0) 

13.2  

(11.7) 

13.1  

(15.2) 
.418 10.0  (17.6) 12.7 (11.9) 13.0 (12.0) .331 

Minimum shoulder alignment (BFI – FFI) 
204.9  

(10.7) 

204.5 

(11.1) 

202.4 

(11.6) 
.008*

 b
 211.5  (22.3) 208.3 (8.1) 206.8 (8.8) .572 

Shoulder counter rotation 
17.7  

(10.7) 

19.2  

(11.5) 

20.0  

(12.0) 
.011*

 a
 22.7  (11.9) 23.3 (11.6) 23.7 (11.8) .320 

Trunk lateral flexion (@ BR) -37.9  (8.1) -38.5 (6.7) -39.5 (8.9) .093 -28.8  (8.3) -28.8 (8.1) -29.4 (7.6) .757 

Shoulder abduction (@ BR) 
106.4  

(11.5) 

105.8 

(12.1) 

102.2 

(12.6) 
<.001*

 b
 111.8  (9.1) 109.5 (9.2) 107.0 (9.5) <.001*

 b
 

SB = slow ball, NB = normal ball and FB = fast ball; * Significant main effect (p<0.05), 
a
 SB – NB & 

b 
FB – NB
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Table 6.3  Velocity/Temporal bowling variables of both groups across the three bowling velocity conditions. Values are means (± sd) for selected 

parameters 

 Amateur High Performance 

Maximum Velocity SB NB FB p-value SB NB FB p-value 

Linear (m.s
-1

)         

Right hip 5.6 (1.0) 5.7 (0.9) 6.0 (1.0) <.001*
 b
 6.0 (0.6) 6.1 (0.6) 6.3 (0.6) <.001*

a,b
 

% Phase 48.6 (11.6) 50.4 (10.2) 49.7 (9.6) .617 53.2 (9.1) 53.3 (8.4) 52.9 (8.9) .785 

Right shoulder 7.4 (0.9) 7.6 (0.8) 7.8 (0.8) <.001*
 b
 8.7 (0.6) 9.0 (0.6) 9.2 (0.7) <.001*

a,b
 

% Phase 77.9 (5.0) 77.0 (4.7) 76.3 (4.9) .295 79.7 (2.8) 80.1 (2.7) 80.0 (2.2) .796 

Left Elbow 8.3 (1.1) 8.2 (1.0) 8.4 (1.0) .462 8.8 (0.8) 8.9 (0.8) 9.1 0(0.9) .001*
 b
 

% Phase 26.2 (15.7) 27.6 (15.1) 28.0 (18.1) .831 27.9 (11.3) 29.2 (11.9) 28.1 (12.2) .589 

Right elbow 12.3 (1.1) 12.8 (1.0) 13.2 (1.1) <.001*
a,b

 13.5 (0.6) 13.9 (0.6) 14.2 (0.6) <.001*
a,b

 

% Phase 90.7 (2.3) 89.5 (3.7) 89.6 (2.6) .222 90.7 (3.5) 89.3 (3.3) 90.4 (3.2) .215 

Right wrist 18.4 (1.4) 19.1 (1.2) 19.8 (1.2) <.001*
a,b

 20.3 (1.0) 21.1 (1.2) 21.8 (1.2) <.001*
a,b

 

% Phase 98.4 (2.8) 98.5 (2.2) 98.8 (2.3) .710 99.2 (2.2) 98.5 (2.7) 100.1 (2.2) .107 

Angular (°.s
-1

)         

Pelvis forward rotation 537.9 (100.3) 593.1 (129.2) 626.2 (132.8) <.001*
a,b

 625.0 (80.6) 681.8 (81.9) 720.2 (90.7) <.001*
a,b

 

% Phase 71.0 (7.2) 69.5 (8.3) 68.6 (8.0) .084 75.9 (4.2) 74.9 (3.7) 75.4 (3.8) .297 

Thorax forward rotation 527.8 (140.3) 552.9 (125.9) 600.7 (156.6) <.001*
 b
 557.9 (143.9) 612.2 (141.5) 635.6 (141.0) <.001*

a,b
 

% Phase 75.6 (6.3) 74.8 (5.8) 74.2 (6.3) .305 78.2 (5.4) 77.6 (3.7) 78.4 (3.9) .615 

Right shoulder internal 

rotation 
450.1 (224.6) 448.6 (226.7) 486.3 (253.1) .339 436.0 (181.8) 479.5 (169.6) 541.8 (172.7) .026 

% Phase 74.2 (16.8) 75.9 (16.7) 74.9 (17.6) .815 72.5 (12.8) 70.7 (10.2) 72.0 (10.1) .657 

Right elbow extension -474.7 (318.2) -501.9 (354.5) -591.7 (436.4) .024*
 b
 -277.0 (131.4) -347.6 (128.8) -370.1 (127.9) .008*

 a
 

% Phase 58.9 (35.7) 59.3 (34.0) 58.8 (34.9) .946 36.4 (30.3) 40.9 (31.2) 40.7 (35.3) .528 

Right elbow pronation 
1212.8 

(460.5) 

1337.1 

(541.1) 

1466.8 

(614.6) 
.048* 

1050.9 

(336.4) 

1244.2 

(436.9) 

1292.1 

(421.5) 
.042* 

% Phase 93.8 (6.2) 95.1 (5.1) 95.4 (5.2) .348 93.8 (6.4) 92.8 (8.7) 93.4 (7.7) .409 

Right wrist flexion 
1039.4 

(539.2) 
982.3 (424.7) 

1120.7 

(505.6) 
.479 

1048.9 

(391.3) 

1190.6 

(316.9) 

1200.2 

(302.7) 
.035* 

% Phase 96.7 (2.3) 95.2 (3.3) 90.2 (14.4) .111 91.0 (21.3) 93.9 (5.2) 96.7 (2.0) .407 

SB = slow ball, NB = normal ball and FB = fast ball; * Significant main effect (p<0.05), 
a
 SB – NB & 

b 
FB – NB 
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Kinetics 

 

Although there was an overall difference for left knee (p = 0.031) and hip positive power (p 

= 0.030) for the AM group, post-hoc tests did not reveal any differences between the NB 

and other bowling velocity conditions (Table 6.4). Again, there was an overall difference 

for left hip negative power (p = 0.011) and shoulder IR moment (p = 0.005) for the HP 

group, although post-hoc tests did not reveal further main effects. Both groups reported a 

lower peak wrist flexion moment for the SB (AM 47.8 ± 15.6 Nm; HP 62.8 ± 22.3 Nm) 

when compared with the NB (AM 64.5 ± 16.1 Nm; HP 87.2 ± 24.7 Nm). Similarly, both 

groups achieved an increase in anterior-posterior (AM 2.3 ± 0.6 BW; HP 3.0 ± 0.5 BW) 

and vertical (AM 3.8 ± 1.0 BW; HP 4.7 ± 0.7 BW) GRF‘s while bowling at maximal effort, 

while these forces reduced in the SB condition (AP: AM 2.0 ± 0.6 BW, HP 2.7 ± 0.4 BW; 

Vert: AM 3.4 ± 0.9 BW, HP 4.2 ± 0.5 BW), when compared to the NB condition (AP: AM 

2.1 ± 0.6 BW, HP 2.8 ± 0.5 BW; Vert: AM 3.5 ± 0.9 BW, HP 4.5 ± 0.6 BW) 

 

6.4 DISCUSSION 

 

During a match, cricket fast bowlers generally bowl at an intensity that is below their 

maximal effort (FB condition) in an endeavour to sustain a relatively consistent 

performance over multiple spells during a day‘s play. The majority of bowling performance 

research has attempted to investigate contributions to BR velocity while instructing the 

participant to bowl with maximal effort. However, it has been suggested that by doing so, 

the participant may alter the manner in which the ball is typically delivered (NB condition), 

and that this alteration may not genuinely reflect the players‘ general bowling technique 

(Bartlett et al., 1996). The kinematic, temporal and kinetic data presented in this study can 

be useful in quantifying the changes that occur across varying bowling intensity conditions. 

Additionally, as both the high performance and amateur groups were able to significantly 

increase velocity in the FB condition, the results from this study may be useful in 

elucidating important mechanical variables associated with increasing BR velocity. 
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Table 6.4 Kinetic bowling variables of both groups across the three bowling velocity conditions. Values are means (± sd) for selected parameters. All 

flexion moments are reported as positive. 

 Amateur High Performance 

Variable (Kinetics - peak) SB NB FB p-value SB NB FB p-value 

Left knee extension moment (N.m) 
-214.1 

(75.4) 

-205.7 

(63.0) 

-216.5 

(71.0) 
.183 

-249.6 

(181.2) 

-226.7 

(156.8) 

-286.9 

(234.5) 
.376 

Left knee negative power (W) 
3641.4 

(2128.4) 

3362.5 

(1832.8) 

3461.5 

(1978.5) 
-.284 

4783.3 

(3734.5) 

3872.5 

(3011.4) 

4355.0 

(3486.6) 
-.202 

Left knee positive power (W) 
673.7 

(739.8) 

739.0 

(849.1) 

986.7 

(950.9) 
.031* 

1184.6 

(652.3) 

1263.1 

(733.7) 

1596.7 

(1587.1) 
.429 

Left hip extension moment (N.m) 
-419.3 

(130.9) 

-410.1 

(121.3) 

-394.1 

(146.6) 
.213 

-496.8 

(167.3) 

-500.6 

(164.0) 

-566.5 

(338.3) 
.508 

Left hip negative power (W) 
2362.4 

(1309.8) 

2267.0 

(1096.8) 

2380.3 

(1495.3) 
-.592 

2781.2 

(1113.2) 

3016.9 

(1044.7) 

3479.8 

(1307.4) 
-.011* 

Left hip positive power (W) 
2010.2 

(808.1) 

1908.2 

(787.2) 

2262.6 

(1106.4) 
.030* 

3065.3 

(1554.6) 

3165.0 

(1391.2) 

3631.7 

(2195.7) 
.111 

Right wrist flexion moment (N.m) 47.8 (15.6) 64.5 (16.1) 66.8 (22.4) .003*
 a
 62.8 (22.3) 87.2 (24.7) 93.4 (24.4) .003*

 a
 

Right wrist positive power (W) 
665.2 

(629.5) 

851.2 

(509.7) 

1110.2 

(1092.0) 
.180 

823.2 

(473.7) 

1656.5 

(949.8) 

1694.7 

(885.8) 
.001*

 a
 

Right shoulder IR moment (N.m) 58.0 (13.0) 71.4 (16.6) 72.1 (21.4) .013*
 a
 68.2 (19.1) 91.0 (26.1) 100.2 (37.2) .005* 

Right shoulder IR power (W) 
514.5 

(408.6) 

659.7 

(564.8) 

520.5 

(195.7) 
.393 

459.5 

(215.7) 

591.6 

(263.5) 

503.0 

(226.7) 
.116 

GRF ML (N.m)^ 0.1  (0.1) 0.1 (0.1) 0.1 (0.1) .106 0.1 (0.1) 0.1 (0.1) 0.1 (0.1) .666 

GRF AP (N.m)^ 2.0 (0.6) 2.1 (0.6) 2.3 (0.6) <.001*
a,b

 2.7 (0.4) 2.8 (0.5) 3.0 (0.5) <.001*
a,b

 

GRF Vert (N.m)^ 3.4 (0.9) 3.5 (0.9) 3.8 (1.0) <.001*
a,b

 4.2 (0.5) 4.5 (0.6) 4.7 (0.7) <.001*
a,b

 

SB = slow ball, NB = normal ball and FB = fast ball; * Significant main effect (p<0.05), 
a
 SB – NB & 

b 
FB – NB 

^ Expressed as body weights 
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Spatial 

 

As expected, both groups were able to bowl significantly slower in the slow delivery 

condition. Interestingly, the HP group‘s SB was only 0.4 m.s-1 slower than AM group‘s NB. 

Therefore, to succeed in a high performance environment, it may be that a minimum 

velocity threshold exists, unless other aspects of performance not assessed in this study, 

such as accuracy, are enhanced. This was indirectly shown by the moderate, although 

non-significant, correlation between BR velocity and accuracy error in ‗Mechanical 

correlates of ball velocity in cricket fast bowling: A comparison of high-performance and 

amateur competitors‘ (Chapter 5). Both groups were also able to bowl significantly faster in 

the FB condition. The maximal effort release velocities reached by the HP group in the FB 

condition are similar to that reported by numerous authors (Elliott, Foster & Gray, 1986; 

Elliott et al., 1992; Burnett et al., 1995; Glazier et al., 2000; Portus et al., 2000; Ferdinands 

et al., 2010), all of whom instructed participants to bowl at maximal velocity.  

 

The stride length of the participants did not change significantly, although the AM group 

tended to decrease their stride length with an increase in BR velocity, while the HP group 

tended to increase stride length across conditions. The stride lengths displayed in this 

study were similar to that of Elliott and colleagues (1986), Elliott and Foster (1984), and 

Mason, Weissensteiner and Spence (1989). However stride lengths, when calculated as a 

percentage of height (AM = 70%, HP = 73%) were considerably smaller than that reported 

in numerous other studies (Elliott et al., 1992, 86%; Elliott, Davis, Khangure, Hardcastle & 

Foster, 1993, 83-88%; Burnett et al., 1995, 85%). One of the criticisms of the work 

conducted by Brees (1989) was that the experimental manipulation of the participant‘s run-

ups disrupts their temporal patterning. Regardless of the experimental methodology 

differences, the results of this study are coincident with that of Brees (1989), with the 

participant‘s decreasing or increasing their run-up velocity depending on the required 

delivery intensity. Interestingly, both groups reduced their centre of mass velocity less 

(through to BR) while bowling the SB (AM 2.1 m.s-1, HP 2.2 m.s-1) when compared with the 

NB (AM 2.2 m.s-1, HP 2.5 m.s-1) and FB (AM 2.3 m.s-1, HP 2.5 m.s-1) velocity conditions. It 

may be possible that the increased maximum knee flexion displayed in the slower ball 

delivery allowed the body to conserve forward linear momentum as was suggested in 

‗Mechanical correlates of ball velocity in cricket fast bowling: A comparison of high-

performance and amateur competitors‘ (Chapter 5). 
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Kinematics 

 

The back knee angle at BFI, the maximum back knee angle between BFI and FFI, as well 

as the back knee flexion range did not change across ball velocity conditions for either 

group. These results suggest that the back knee does not play a role in generating ball 

velocity but rather is a consequence of a combination of a bowler‘s body mass, jump 

height and length, a suggestion that cannot be determined from the results of this study. 

Contrary to the results of this study, Phillips and colleagues (2010a) reported significant 

correlations between back knee flexion-extension angle and BR velocity for groups of 

different age and skill level.  

 

There were no changes across conditions for front knee angle at FFI or BR for either 

group in the current study. Both groups had significantly larger maximum front knee flexion 

angles between FFI and BR for the SB condition. It is possible that bowlers increase front 

knee flexion in an attempt to slow the body‘s centre of mass. Although the performance 

implications were not discussed, Escamilla and colleagues (1998) reported that during 

baseball pitching, the mean front leg knee flexion was significantly larger during a change-

up pitch that was delivered approximately 15% slower than a fast ball pitch. However, 

based on the correlation with run-up velocity mentioned earlier, increasing maximum knee 

flexion acts to increase the linear momentum of the body through ball release. It is 

therefore likely that the increase in linear momentum gained by greater flexion at the knee 

is far outweighed by the loss of angular momentum of the upper body gained from bowling 

over a straight front knee (Ferdinands et al., 2010).   

 

Neither the shoulder alignment nor the pelvis-shoulder separation angle at BFI changed 

across conditions for either group.  The HP group also displayed no changes in minimum 

shoulder alignment or counter rotation across ball velocity conditions. The AM group had a 

significantly lower minimum shoulder alignment for the FB and a significantly lower counter 

rotation range during the slower delivery. Trunk lateral flexion at BR did not change across 

conditions for either group; however an increased trunk lateral flexion trend was noted with 

increasing levels of BR velocity.  The role of trunk and pelvis rotations and their role in the 

generation of ball velocity were not able to be answered in the present research. More 

work is required to evaluate the relationship between these variables and BR velocity, 

such as that of Middleton, Chauhan, Alderson and Elliott (2008), who examined the 

velocity dependence of these trunk variables. It should be stated that both these variables 
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at different times have been linked to lower back injury (Foster, John, Elliott, Ackland & 

Fitch, 1989; Burnett et al., 1995; Ranson, Kerslake, Burnett, Batt & Abdi, 2005).  

 

In the FB condition, both groups displayed a significantly reduced shoulder abduction 

angle at BR, with a 3.6° reduction for the AM group and a 2.5° reduction for the HP group 

when compared with the NB velocity condition. In effect, this reduction acts to align the 

shoulder horizontal adduction to an angle closer to 90°, an angle considered to maximise 

wrist linear velocity in baseball pitching (Matsuo, Matsumoto, Mochizuki, Takada & Saito, 

2002) and may therefore be an attempt by the bowler to maximise BR velocity. During 

baseball pitching (Matsuo, Fleisig, Zheng & Andrews, 2006), a relationship has been 

reported between trunk lateral flexion and shoulder abduction, where trunk lateral flexion 

increases with BR velocity and shoulder abduction decreases. It may be plausible that 

during throwing and bowling activities trunk and upper arm joint coupling occurs, which 

acts to reduce the execution variability in endpoint BR position and in turn optimise ball 

release accuracy and velocity.  

 

Velocity / Temporal 

 

Both groups increased all selected joint linear velocities during the FB when compared 

with the NB, with the exception of the left elbow joint of the AM group, where no change 

was observed (Table 6.3). The results of Escamilla and colleagues (1998) show that the 

change-up pitch, considered to be an ‗off-speed‘ pitch, had lower maximum angular 

velocities of the pelvis, upper torso, elbow and shoulder when compared with the fastball. 

Additionally, eight out of the nine angular velocity parameters reported by Matsuo, 

Escamilla, Fleisig, Barrentine & Andrews (2001) were higher for the high velocity group 

when compared with the low velocity group. In the current study, the HP group tended to 

reduce joint and segment velocities to bowl a slower ball whereas the AM group seemed 

to rely on the reduced velocity of the bowling arm exclusively. It may be that the perceptual 

skill of the batsman is not sensitive enough to pick up the subtle differences across all 

segments of the HP group. The contrast between the reduced velocity of the bowling arm 

and the rest of the body of the AM group may assist skilled batsman to identify cues 

related to ball velocity changes.   

 

As with the joint linear velocities, both groups achieved significantly higher pelvis and 

thorax forward rotation angular velocities in the fast condition as compared with the normal 
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velocity delivery (Table 6.3). The HP group also reduced the magnitude of these variables 

in the slow condition whereas the AM group reduced the pelvis forward rotation angular 

velocity only. The only other variable that changed across delivery velocity conditions was 

an increased elbow extension velocity in the FB condition for the AM group, and a 

decreased extension velocity in the SB condition for the HP group. There were no other 

significant differences for any other segment angular velocities compared with the normal 

condition. Therefore, it appears that bowlers primarily increase pelvis and trunk rotations in 

an attempt to increase BR velocity and given that the human body is a linked system, 

these rotations allowed for greater joint linear velocities of the upper limb to be achieved. 

Given the high variability of the elbow joint displayed by cricket fast bowlers (Table 5.3), it 

is difficult to make any conclusions from these data concerning the role that elbow 

extension has on BR velocity.  

 

Portus, Mason, Rath & Rosemond (2003) found that bowlers with more than 15° elbow 

extension were able to bowl faster than those with less than 15° extension. The results of 

Roca and colleagues (2006) also suggested that bowlers who had higher levels of elbow 

flexion and subsequent elbow extension were able to bowl at greater velocities. A link 

between a more front-on action and elbow extension was also reported. Interestingly, it 

was found that a more front-on action was also associated with higher elbow extension 

angular velocity in ‗Mechanical correlates of ball velocity in cricket fast bowling: A 

comparison of high-performance and amateur competitors‘ (Chapter 5). Ferdinands and 

Kersting (2007) have previously suggested that using the angular velocity of the elbow 

joint may be a better measure in determining an illegal bowling action that is defined as 

more than 15°of extension at the elbow (from upper arm horizontal to ball release).  

Although these indirect associations and conclusions are important, more direct relational 

methods are needed to determine the actual influence of elbow joint kinematics – including 

angular velocities – on BR velocity. Simulations, similar to that performed by Ferdinands, 

Kersting and Marshall (2008), Ferdinands and Kersting (2008) and the forward kinematic 

model developed by Mills (2007), may give more accurate predictions of the influence of 

elbow joint kinematics on BR velocity.  

 

Given there were no changes of temporal patterning between conditions for either group, 

(Table 6.3) and there were no temporal differences between groups (Table 5.3), it is 

difficult to determine what role, if any, temporal patterning has on the development of BR 

velocity. The coordinative patterns and transitions in cricket fast bowling (Table 2.5) may 
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be well developed in bowlers, both at AM and HP levels, with only slight variations 

existing. The concept of coordination and variability in cricket fast bowlers will be 

expanded upon in ‗Performance variability among high performance and amateur cricket 

fast bowlers‘ (Chapter 7). 

 

Kinetics 

 

As there were no differences in lower limb kinetic measures (Table 6.4) across conditions 

for either group, it is likely that the musculature of the upper  trunk and upper limbs are 

responsible for generating the power that would be required to increase the linear 

velocities of the joints in the FB condition (Ferdinands et al., 2003). Although trunk kinetics 

were not calculated for the purpose of this study, Ferdinands and colleagues (2003) 

suggested that the lower trunk is used as reactive support to slow the flexion and rotation 

of the upper trunk (thorax).  The lower bowling wrist flexion moment in the SB compared 

with NB can be explained by the common use of the ‗off-cutter‘ delivery for the slower ball, 

which is bowled similar to an off-break delivery by spin-bowlers, using adduction of the 

wrist to impart side spin on the ball (Chin et al., 2009).  

 

The medial-lateral ground reaction forces did not change across conditions for either 

group. Therefore bowling at maximal effort does not seem to affect the bowler‘s balance at 

the crease. This finding, along with the moderately strong negative correlation between BR 

velocity and medial-lateral GRF for the high performance bowlers in ‗Mechanical 

correlates of ball velocity in cricket fast bowling: A comparison of high-performance and 

amateur competitors‘ (Chapter 5), suggests that bowlers who are more balanced over their 

front leg are able to release the ball at higher velocities, irrespective of effort. The anterior-

posterior and vertical GRF‘s increased for both groups while bowling at maximal effort 

when compared to their match intensity delivery. The magnitudes were similar to those 

reported by numerous authors (Elliott & Foster, 1984; Elliott et al., 1986; Saunders & 

Coleman, 1991; Elliott et al., 1993) though considerably lower than that reported by other 

researchers (Portus, Mason, Elliott, Pfitzner & Done, 2004; Phillips et al., 2010a). Given 

that participant mass did not change during data collection, this increase can be attributed 

to an increased centre of mass acceleration at the point of FFI (Table 6.1). Additionally, 

given that run-up velocity did not significantly decrease in the SB, the lower peak GRFs 

reported can be attributed to the greater knee flexion following FFI (Table 6.2). 
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Figure 6.1 An example of a participant‘s greater knee flexion and consequent lower peak GRF in 

the SB compared with the NB 

 

6.5 CONCLUSION 

 

This study aimed to compare spatial, kinematic, temporal and kinetic data for AM and HP 

fast bowlers, who bowled under normal, slow and fast conditions. Both groups were able 

to volitionally bowl with slower or faster ball velocities depending on the task requirement. 

Both groups also increased run-up velocity, as measured at BFI, in the maximal effort 

task. During the slower task, both groups increased maximum front knee flexion in an 

effort to decrease the angular momentum of the upper body, although this was not directly 

measured. There was a trend for decreased minimum shoulder alignment, increased 

shoulder counter rotation and increased trunk lateral flexion for the AM in the maximal 

effort task – variables which have previously been linked to lower back injury. The lack of 

significance in the data may be a result of the sample having multiple technique types 

(front-on, side-on, semi-open & mixed) and future research should concentrate on the 

velocity dependence of variables commonly linked with lower back injury using a sample 

of bowlers with front-on, side-on, semi-open and mixed techniques independently. Both 

groups significantly decreased shoulder abduction in the maximal effort task. There was 

an overall trend for peak joint linear and segment angular velocities to increase across the 

ball velocity conditions. The timing of peak joint and segment velocities did not change for 

either group across conditions, and a proximal-to-distal sequencing was evident 

irrespective of changes in the ball velocity. Only wrist kinetics were significantly different 

across ball velocity conditions. It is possible that the large group standard deviations were 
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the cause of the insignificant differences in other kinetics, as there was a trend for 

increased moment and power production across tasks.   
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CHAPTER 7 

 

PERFORMANCE VARIABILITY AMONG AMATEUR AND HIGH PERFORMANCE 

CRICKET FAST BOWLERS 

 

This paper was prepared for submission to the Journal Sports Biomechanics 

 

Abstract: It has been recently advocated that intra-segment variability is beneficial to 

athletes and can improve outcome performance. This has had good coverage in the 

baseball literature, but there is a paucity of literature with reference to cricket bowling. The 

aims of this study were to compare the execution and outcome variability of bowlers of 

varying skill levels and assess the relationship between execution and outcome variability 

for these bowlers. The standard deviations of spatial, kinematic, temporal and kinetic 

variables for 20 ‗match intensity‘ deliveries of 12 amateur and 12 high performance 

bowlers were used to assess inherent variability of the bowling technique. Irrespective of 

skill level, more accurate bowlers were also more consistently accurate, having lower 

accuracy error variation. Faster bowlers were found to have more consistent run-up 

velocities and knee flexion angles at front foot impact. Negative correlations were found 

between ball release velocity and variation of timing of peak linear and angular velocities 

for amateur bowlers suggesting that less skilled bowlers should practice to reduce this 

variation to increase ball release velocity. GRF variability did not distinguish between 

groups. A negative correlation between ball release velocity and variation of anterior-

posterior GRF for the amateur group again supports the need for a consistent run-up 

velocity and approach to the crease, for an increased ball velocity outcome. 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

The role of execution variability in achieving an outcome in sport and the segmental 

coordination needed to produce this outcome is a question that has been of interest for 

many years. Variability within segment coordination has long been considered to be 

‗noise‘, as it was assumed that expert performers are able to replicate movements 

consistently and repeatedly (Bartlett, Wheat & Robins, 2007). However, a review paper by 

Bartlett and colleagues (2007) recently advocated that intra-segment variability (execution 

variability) is beneficial to athletes, both in terms of increased final performance (outcome 

variability) as well as reducing the risk of injury.  

 

Numerous studies have reported mean data in examining the mechanics of the fast bowler 

in cricket (Elliott, Foster & Gray, 1986; Glazier, Paradisis & Cooper, 2000; Hanley, Lloyd & 

Bissas, 2005; Loram et al., 2005; Portus, Mason, Elliott, Pfitzner & Done, 2004; Salter, 

Sinclair & Portus, 2007; Stockill & Bartlett, 1994) and the pitcher in baseball (Elliott, Grove 

& Gibson, 1988; Escamilla, Fleisig, Barrentine, Zheng & Andrews, 1998; Matsuo, 

Escamilla, Fleisig, Barrentine, & Andrews, 2001) to gain an understanding of what 

influences resulting ball release velocity in these sports. However, researchers have 

recently focussed on the relationship between with-in pitcher mechanical variability and 

ball release velocity (Fleisig, Chu, Weber & Andrews, 2009; Stodden, Fleisig, McLean & 

Andrews, 2005). Fleisig, et al. (2009) compared the intra-individual variability of baseball 

pitching mechanics across youth, high school, college, Minor League and Major League 

levels. These authors reported a significant decrease in execution variability for six of the 

11 kinematic parameters investigated (front foot placement, front knee flexion, maximum 

upper torso angular velocity, maximum elbow flexion, maximum shoulder external rotation 

and trunk forward tilt) across performance level. No variability differences were found for 

temporal or kinetic parameters. The authors speculated that this decrease in variability 

was a result of a higher level of experience and physical development. Therefore, in an 

attempt to account for the experience and development variables of the higher 

performance levels (College, Minor League, Major League) and ascertain the true 

performance level-variability relationship, these three groups must be analysed 

independent from the other two younger groups. By doing so, this study showed that only 

maximum upper torso angular velocity and maximum elbow flexion of the 11 kinematic 

parameters, showed a decreased in variability with an increase in performance level. 
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Whether this is then enough to conclude that a relationship between kinematic variability 

and performance level exists in baseball pitching is questionable.  

 

Stodden et al. (2005) similarly reported that execution variability in three kinematic, three 

kinetic and two temporal parameters were correlated with ball release velocity in baseball 

pitching and Escamilla et al. (2007) reported that the kinematic and kinetic variability for a 

pitcher throughout a game was low, compared with the high kinematic and kinetic 

variability between pitchers. Although not an initial aim of the study, Matsuo and 

colleagues (2001) found that while the standard deviations of temporal parameters were 

consistent between low- and high-velocity pitching groups, these standard deviations were 

higher for the earlier compared with the later parts of the pitch. They concluded that leg 

and trunk movements varied the most, while upper limb movements were the most 

consistent. The authors speculated that the key to increasing ball release velocity may be 

to modify the earlier part of the pitching movement, especially the legs and trunk. 

 

Therefore it may be conceivable that for open skills like baseball hitting and cricket batting, 

high execution variability is necessary to adapt to external factors such as the changing 

trajectory of the ball. Conversely, for the closed skills of baseball pitching and cricket fast 

bowling, lower execution variability may be desired for a consistent end result, but in doing 

so, pitchers and bowlers may place their joints under repetitive loading situations that 

increase the likelihood of sustaining an overuse injury (James, Dufek & Bates, 2000). The 

extent of research examining segmental variability in baseball pitching far outweighs that 

of cricket fast bowling. This paucity of research is surprising given the worldwide popularity 

of cricket, as well as the consistency of outcome performance that is required to be 

successful in the sport.   

 

Phillips, Portus, Davids, Brown and Renshaw (2010) conducted the first variability study 

examining cricket fast bowlers. Twenty Australian nationally contracted senior and junior 

pace squad fast bowlers participated in the study, with the main aim to quantify execution 

(technique) and outcome (ball speed, accuracy) variability among the two groups. No 

variability differences were found for any measured variable, except for maximum braking 

force at back foot contact. Results showed that the national group had higher absolute 

accuracy and ball velocity measures than the junior group. No differences were found in 

the accuracy variability between the two groups suggesting that the national group was 

consistently more accurate whereas the junior group was consistently less accurate. The 
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authors suggest that this may have been due to a lack of sensitivity in the scoring system 

used to measure accuracy. They concluded that the national group were able to find a 

number of movement solutions to achieve consistent outcome measures. With-in group 

correlations found that faster ball release velocity was associated with greater variability in 

trunk lateral flexion at ball release in the junior group and greater variability in maximum 

front knee flexion in the national group. Additionally, greater accuracy was correlated to 

lower variability in run-up velocity approaching back foot contact and lower variability in 

maximum angular velocity of the non-bowling arm in the national group.   

 

While building on the work of Phillips and colleagues (2010), the purpose of this study is to 

compare the execution and outcome variability of groups of different skill levels. 

Additionally, the relationship between execution and outcome variability will be assessed 

for bowlers across varying skill levels.  

 

7.2 METHODS 

 

Participants 

 

Twenty four male pace-bowlers were recruited as participants in either a high performance 

(HP) or amateur (AM) bowling group. The HP group consisted of 12 specialist bowlers 

(age 21.1± 2.1 years, height 188.1 ± 5.6 cm and mass 79.0 ± 5.7 kg), who were competing 

at a first grade level within the Western Australian Cricket Association (WACA) 

competition. The AM group consisted of 12 participants (age 19.4± 2.1 years, height 183.0 

± 6.0 cm and mass 79.5 ± 11.8 kg), who had never competed above third grade level 

within the WACA competition (or its equivalent) but were specialist bowlers at their 

respective level. Ethics approval was granted and written informed consent was obtained 

from each participant prior to the commencement of the study, in accordance with the 

requirements of The University of Western Australia Human Research Ethics Committee 

(Appendix A).  

 

Camera and laboratory set-up 

 

All data collection was performed inside a 40 m x 20 m laboratory that opened to allow 

participants to use their full run-up and follow-through.  Markers were tracked using a 12-

camera (MX-3+) Vicon MX motion analysis system (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) operating 
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at 250 Hz. To measure raw ground reaction forces (GRF), a 0.9 m x 0.9 m AMTI force 

plate (BP900900; AMTI, Watertown, MA, USA) sampling at 2000 Hz was embedded flush 

with the laboratory floor and was located such that the popping crease was marked across 

the midline of the plate. A mini-DV camcorder (MD225; Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was 

used to record where the ball struck a target net (Figure 7.1), which was placed in line with 

the stumps at the batter‘s end, and sampled at a frame rate of 50 Hz. 

 

 

Figure 7.1 Target net with stumps and aiming cross 

 

Data Collection and Procedures 

 

Sixty-eight spherical (12 mm in diameter) reflective markers were affixed to each 

participant‘s head, pelvis, torso as well as the upper and lower limbs (refer to Figure 3.4). 

The marker set consisted of both dynamic and static markers, similar to the model used by 

Chin, Elliott, Alderson, Lloyd and Foster (2009). The set consisted of numerous single 

markers, as well as ‗clusters‘ of semi-malleable plastic or rigid moulded lightweight 

aluminium with three markers attached, which has been shown to reduce measurement 

error associated with skin movement (Cappozzo, Catani, Della Croce & Leardini, 1995). 

Anatomical landmark positions were determined from a participant specific calibration trial 

with the participant standing in an anatomical position. Joint centres were estimated using 
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the methods outlined in Chapter 3. Four additional markers were placed bilaterally on the 

ball, which allowed an accurate ball centre to be calculated, as well as establish a ball CS 

(refer to section 3.3.5). 

 

Following the calibration trials, each participant performed their typical bowling spell warm-

up, which intended to replicate (physiological) match conditions as closely as possible. 

This warm-up also allowed for familiarisation with the laboratory environment, as well as 

the determination of the start position for the run-up. At the completion of the warm-up, 

each participant was instructed to bowl five sets of four deliveries at ‘match intensity‘. 

 

Two dimensional data from each of 12 cameras were captured for each marker using 

Vicon Workstation software (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) and 3D marker trajectories 

reconstructed. These marker trajectories were labelled and any subsequent broken or 

missing trajectories corrected using cubic spline interpolation. All marker and GRF data 

were then filtered at 20 Hz using a dual-pass 2nd order low-pass Butterworth filter, 

determined by visual inspection and the residual analysis approach of Winter (1990) using 

a custom MATLAB program (Mathworks Inc.; Natick, MA). Data were modelled as outlined 

in section 3.2 by employing the customised UWA model in the Vicon Workstation pipeline 

(Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK). Kinematic measurements were taken from each participant‘s 

dynamic trials, from back foot impact (BFI) to ball release. Ball release (BR) velocity was 

measured as the linear velocity of the ball CSs origin when the ball broke contact with the 

bowling hand. Ball accuracy error was measured using Siliconcoach Pro software 

(Siliconcoach, Dunedin, New Zealand) and was determined by the absolute 2D distance 

away from the centre of a marked ‗X‘ that the ball struck the target net (Figure 7.1). The 

net was repositioned after every trial. This software also allowed the de-interlacing of video 

frames, so that the video was analysed at 50 Hz, which reduced the chance of missing the 

instant of ball contact with the net. 

 

Group means of each participant‘s standard deviation of 20 trials, as determined by a 

Level 2 cricket coach, were used for analyses. Independent sample t-tests were performed 

to determine if the variability of the two groups was statistically different. Pearson product-

moment correlations were used to determine the relationship between execution variability 

(kinematics) and outcome variability (ball release velocity and accuracy) with an alpha 

level of 0.05 adopted. Effect sizes (ES) were calculated to reflect functional differences 

between groups. An effect size of ≤0.3 was considered small, 0.5 medium and ≥ 0.8 large. 
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Coefficients of multiple determination (CMD or r2 value) were calculated to measure the 

variation between joint angle waveforms for individual bowlers, the output of which refers 

to the percentage variance accounted for within the data (Kabada et al., 1989; Besier, 

Sturnieks, Alderson & Lloyd, 2003; Chin et al., 2009). The mean of each group‘s CMD 

values were used in an independent samples t-test to determine if any differences in 

repeatability existed between groups for continuous variables.  

 

7.3 RESULTS 

 

The results of this study will be reported in five distinct sections pertaining to spatial, 

kinematic, velocity, temporal and GRF parameters. 

 

Spatial 

 

The HP group was able to bowl significantly faster than the AM group with a similar 

accuracy score (Table 7.1). Both release velocity and accuracy error variability did not 

differ between groups.  The variation in global ball position at ball release did not differ 

between groups in the anterior-posterior and vertical directions, but was significantly 

different in the medial-lateral (perpendicular to pitch) direction (AM 32.73 ± 8.76 mm; HP 

23.82 ± 4.45 mm, p = 0.006). Although there was a moderate-strong effect size for stride 

length variability (ES = 0.7), the two groups were not statistically different. There was no 

difference between groups for run-up velocity variability at both BFI and ball release. 

Accuracy error variability was positively correlated to actual accuracy error for both groups 

(AM r = 0.585; HP r = 0.737). 

 

With respect to outcome variability, the variation in ball position relative to the front foot in 

the anterior-posterior and vertical directions of the two groups at BR were similar (Table 

7.1). Global ball position in the medial-lateral direction (AM = 32.73 mm ± 8.76, HP = 

23.82 mm ± 4.45, p = 0.006) was able to discriminate between groups, as evidenced by 

the significant difference and large effect size (ES = 1.2). The lack of correlations between 

ball position variation and accuracy error suggests that ball release position variation does 

not affect accuracy. Interestingly, the medial-lateral ball release position was strongly 

correlated to elbow joint flexion angle variability at BR (r = 0.706, p = 0.01) and peak 

medial-lateral GRF variation in the AM group. This was not the case with the HP group, 

with medial-lateral BR position being significantly correlated to the timing of peak linear  



Table 7.1 High performance (HP) and amateur (AM) group mean velocity standard deviations (± sd) for selected spatial/kinematic execution and 

outcome variables. Pearson correlation values (r) between spatial/kinematic variables and ball velocity (V) and accuracy (A) are also reported 

 AM 
r 

HP 
r 

p-value ES 
V A V A 

Outcome parameters         

Ball release velocity (m.s
-1

) 27.67 (1.59)  .075 31.24 (1.27)  .066 < 0.001 2.2 

Ball accuracy error (cm) 49.16 (8.4) .075  44.87 (12.4) .066  0.332 0.4 

Outcome variability parameters         

Ball release velocity(m.s
-1

) 0.84 (0.25) .212 .037 0.93 (0.27) -.155 .075 0.398 0.3 

Ball accuracy error (cm) 25.5 (5.2) -.082 .585* 22.5 (5.5) .239 .737* 0.178 0.5 

AP ball position relative to front foot (mm) 49.17 (8.38) -.067 .029 48.77 (7.92) .153 -.151 0.855 0.0 

ML ball position relative to front foot (mm) 32.73 (8.76) .432 .173 23.82 (4.45) -.376 .029 0.006* 1.2 

Vert ball position relative to front foot (mm) 17.51 (3.97) .133 .185 17.28 (3.41) .241 -.458 0.885 0.1 

Execution variability parameters         

Stride length (mm) 38.80 (7.39) -.387 .107 49.10 (20.12) .170 -.100 0.110 0.7 

Centre of mass velocity 

(@ BFI) (m.s
-1

) 
0.15 (0.04) -.310 .013 0.17 (0.08) -.688* -.370 0.367 0.4 

Centre of mass velocity (@ BR) (m.s
-1

) 0.15 (0.03) -.060 -.313 0.15 (0.05) -.058 -.291 0.836 0.1 

* Significant difference/correlation (p<0.01) 

1
4
0
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velocities of the shoulder (r = 0.604, p = 0.038) and wrist joint centres (r = 0.680, p = 

0.015) and peak angular velocity of the pelvis (r = 0.827, p = 0.001). 

 

Kinematic 

 

There were no statistical differences between the groups for any kinematic variable (Table 

7.2). No differences were identified for the execution variability of back or front knee 

flexion, thorax rotation and lateral flexion, or any upper limb measure. With the exception 

of front knee angle, there were no correlations between execution kinematic variability and 

either BR velocity or accuracy. There was a significant negative correlation (r = -.575) 

found between the variation in front knee angle at front foot impact (FFI) and BR velocity 

for the AM group.   

 

Velocity 

 

There were no statistical differences between the groups for any linear or angular velocity 

execution variability (Table 7.3). The moderate effect size for right elbow joint centre linear 

velocity (ES = 0.7) suggests that there is some functional difference between the two 

groups for this variable. No significant correlations were evident between velocity variation 

and BR velocity or accuracy for the AM group. Conversely for the HP group, upper arm 

internal rotation angular velocity variation was negatively correlated to ball release velocity 

(r = -.702). Additionally, execution variation in elbow extension angular velocity was 

positively correlated to ball accuracy (r = .593). 

 

Temporal 

 

There were no statistical differences between the groups for any temporal variable (Table 

7.4). Effect sizes did not reveal any substantial functional differences between groups. No 

temporal variables were correlated to either BR velocity or accuracy for the HP group. 

Significant negative correlations were found between BR velocity and the execution 

variation of right shoulder (r = -.678) and wrist (r = -.585) joint centre linear velocity, as well 

as variation in thorax angular velocity (r = -.615) for the AM group. 
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Table 7.2 High performance (HP) and amateur (AM) group mean velocity standard deviations (± sd) for selected kinematic execution variables. Pearson 

correlation values (r) between kinematic variables and ball velocity (V) and accuracy (A) are also reported 

Variable (°) AM 
r 

HP 
r 

p-value ES 
V A V A 

Right knee flexion-extension (@ BFI) 3.54 (2.13) -.403 -.029 3.73 (1.59) -.304 -.078 .823 0.1 

Max right knee flexion (BFI – FFI) 3.07 (0.72) -.334 .150 3.34 (0.92) .185 .014 .452 0.3 

Left knee flexion-extension (@ FFI) 2.95 (1.33) -.575* .015 2.42 (0.87) -.326 -.184 .263 0.5 

Max left knee flexion (FFI – BR) 5.94 (2.29) -.225 -.193 5.45 (1.94) .094 -.081 .584 0.2 

Left knee flexion angle (@ BR) 5.56 (1.63) .345 .207 6.47 (3.51) .124 .118 .422 0.3 

Shoulder alignment (@ BFI) 3.77 (1.55) .191 -.294 3.66 (2.37) -.235 -.251 .900 0.1 

Pelvis-shoulder separation angle (@ BFI) 3.49 (1.95) .469 .073 3.27 (2.16) -.133 -.226 .793 0.1 

Minimum shoulder alignment (BFI – FFI) 2.46 (0.45) .194 -.092 2.38 (1.78) -.238 -.326 .890 0.1 

Trunk lateral flexion (@ BR) 3.27 (1.69) .291 .333 3.31 (1.51) -.318 -.311 .947 0.0 

Shoulder abduction (@ BR) 2.21 (0.62) .162 .080 2.73 (0.75) -.145 -.555 .079 0.7 

Elbow flexion (@ UAH) 2.23 (1.05) .284 .369 1.82 (0.74) .108 .111 .284 0.4 

Elbow flexion (@ BR) 1.82 (0.57) -.085 .301 2.24 (0.99) .194 .043 .213 0.5 

Wrist angle (@ BR) 3.67 (2.47) -.097 -.029 6.65 (6.27) .329 .030 .140 0.6 

Minimum wrist angle UAH – BR) 3.15 (2.09) .046 -.162 5.52 (5.79) .103 -.070 .196 0.5 

* Significant difference/correlation (p<0.01) 
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Table 7.3 High performance (HP) and amateur (AM) group mean velocity standard deviations (± sd) for selected velocity execution variables. Pearson 

correlation values (r) between velocity variables and ball velocity (V) and accuracy (A) are also reported 

Maximum Velocity AM 
r 

HP 
r 

p-value ES 
V A V A 

Linear (m.s
-1

)         

Right hip 0.17 (0.05) -.208 .082 0.16 (0.04) .161 -.450 0.485 0.3 

Right shoulder 0.17 (0.04) .130 .155 0.18 (0.05) .182 -.281 0.864 0.1 

Right elbow 0.33 (0.16) .334 .294 0.24 (0.06) .128 -.242 0.105 0.7 

Right wrist 0.36 (0.11) -.117 .159 0.40 (0.18) .450 .083 0.508 0.3 

Left elbow 0.28 (0.25) -.364 .456 0.19 (0.07) -.180 .097 0.228 0.5 

Angular (°.s
-1

)         

Pelvis 47.21 (18.93) .075 .285 55.07 (17.34) -.073 .571 0.301 0.4 

Thorax 44.59 (51.43) .384 .031 46.55 (29.56) -.284 -.320 0.910 0.0 

Shoulder internal rotation 118.74 (64.80) .456 .023 189.65 (168.27) -.702* .025 0.187 0.5 

Right elbow extension 108.04 (41.83) -.055 -.554 141.80 (162.62) .268 .593* 0.493 0.3 

Right elbow pronation 280.93 (122.58) .223 -.050 275.80 (191.84) .407 .442 0.939 0.0 

Right wrist flexion 172.43 (130.46) .109 .093 219.57 (259.29) .388 .354 0.579 0.2 

* Significant difference/correlation (p<0.01) 
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Table 7.4 High performance (HP) and amateur (AM) group mean velocity standard deviations (± sd) for selected temporal execution variables. Pearson 

correlation values (r) between temporal variables and ball velocity (V) and accuracy (A) are also reported  

% Phase (BFI – BR) AM 
r 

HP 
r 

p-value ES 
V A V A 

Right hip 4.16 (2.83) -.113 -.159 4.46 (2.87) -.315 -.228 0.797 0.1 

Right shoulder 2.36 (2.11) -.678* .154 2.57 (1.68) -.263 -.261 0.797 0.1 

Right elbow 2.56 (1.18) .054 .035 2.41 (1.46) -.325 -.324 0.794 0.5 

Right wrist 1.86 (1.17) -.585* .215 2.58 (1.64) -.039 .293 0.226 0.1 

Left elbow 4.35 (1.69) -.271 .019 5.42 (1.78) .099 .146 0.188 0.4 

Pelvis 3.95 (2.23) .181 .381 3.24 (2.21) -.042 .201 0.467 0.3 

Thorax 2.61 (2.08) -.615* .084 3.07 (2.42) -.221 -.351 0.630 0.2 

Shoulder internal rotation 10.85 (7.74) -.280 -.293 9.88 (6.33) -.543 -.350 0.739 0.1 

Right elbow extension 14.49 (10.62) .156 .367 15.39 (8.58) -.211 .165 0.821 0.1 

Right wrist flexion 3.87 (3.30) .381 .136 1.89 (0.77) -.099 -.032 0.119 0.7 

* Significant difference/correlation (p<0.01) 
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GRF 

 

Table 7.5 shows the GRF variability data for both groups.  There were no statistical 

differences between the groups in all three planes; however a large effect size was evident 

in the medial-lateral direction and a moderate effect size in the vertical direction (ES = 

0.6). Additionally, a negative correlation (r = -.611, p < 0.01) was found between anterior-

posterior GRF and ball release velocity in the AM group. 

 

Table 7.5 High performance (HP) and amateur (AM) group mean velocity standard deviations (± 

sd) for selected GRF variables. Pearson correlation values (r) between GRF variables and ball 

velocity (V) and accuracy (A) are also reported 

Variable AM 
r 

HP 
r 

p-value ES 
V A V A 

Medial-lateral 

GRF (N.m) 
0.03 (0.01) .499 .271 0.05 (0.02) .239 -.102 0.028 1.1 

Anterior-posterior 

GRF (N.m) 
0.17 (0.05) 

-

.611* 
-.074 0.20 (0.08) .226 .309 0.340 0.4 

Vertical GRF 

(N.m) 
0.25 (0.09) .173 .288 0.32 (0.1) .294 .376 0.087 0.6 

* Significant difference/correlation (p<0.01), ^ Expressed as body weights 

 

Continuous data 

 

Time series data was also assessed to determine if any execution variability differences 

existed between the two groups for continuous data. No differences were found between 

groups with reference to the repeatability of joint movement of either back knee flexion-

extension angle between BFI and FFI (AM = 0.749, HP = 0.735, p = 0.849), shoulder 

rotation between BFI and release (AM = 0.953, HP = 0.956, p = 0.835), front knee flexion-

extension angle between FFI and release (AM = 0.882, HP = 0.806, p = 0.194), and elbow 

flexion-extension angle between upper arm horizontal and release (AM = 0.690, HP = 

0.665, p = 0.817). 

 

7.4 DISCUSSION 

 

As expected, the HP group were able to bowl significantly faster than the AM group. The 

fact that the two groups were not different in accuracy was unexpected. Phillips et al. 
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(2010) reported that the sample of national bowlers in their research were significantly 

more accurate than their junior counterparts.  

 

The two groups were not significantly different in the outcome variability in BR velocity and 

ball accuracy. However, Phillips and colleagues (2010) found a significant difference 

between the national and junior level bowlers with reference to variation of BR velocity. 

The similarity between the two groups studied by Phillips et al. (2010) for ball accuracy 

variability is supported by the non-significance found in this study (Table 7.2). The results 

of the current study and that of Phillips and colleagues (2010) suggest that consistency of 

ball accuracy cannot be used to discriminate between high and low level, or senior and 

junior, fast bowlers. Phillips and colleagues (2010) also suggested that the non-

significance may be the result of lack of sensitivity in their point grid scale scoring system. 

However, the absolute error method used in the current study is far more sensitive and still 

reported no significant differences between groups. The significant positive correlation in 

the current study between absolute ball accuracy error and accuracy error outcome 

variability for both groups suggests that the more accurate bowlers are also more 

consistent.  

 

It has previously been reported that high performance bowlers are less laterally flexed 

than their amateur counterparts at BR (‗Mechanical correlates of ball velocity in cricket fast 

bowling: A comparison of high-performance and amateur competitors‘ (Chapter 5)). This 

may be a possible explanation for the differences in correlations between the technique 

variables and medial-lateral BR position variability. As amateur bowlers are likely to be 

more laterally flexed, their arm will likely also be in a more vertical position given that the 

shoulder abduction angles of HP and AM bowlers at BR are similar. This would mean that 

given the elbow joint flexion-extension axis is aligned parallel to the pitch; the variation in 

elbow joint flexion-extension angle at BR would have a greater influence on medial-lateral 

ball position. In contrast, as the HP bowlers are likely to be less laterally flexed, pelvis, 

trunk and arm rotations could have the greatest influence as the arm is lower and in a less 

vertical position. Furthermore, as compensatory relationships among release parameters 

have previously been shown to reduce the variability of performance (Kudo, Tsutsui, 

Ishikura, Ito & Yamamoto, 2000), it is plausible the compensatory relationship between the 

trunk, upper arm and forearm is not as highly developed in the AM group as the HP group. 
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Variation in stride length was not statistically different between the two groups and was not 

related to ball release speed or accuracy. Stride length variability has previously not 

discriminated between groups of different ability in baseball pitching (Fleisig, et al., 2009). 

The main cause of stride length variation seems to come from variation in knee flexion-

extension angle at FFI for the AM group, as a significant correlation is evident (r = 0.825, p 

= 0.001). Although stride length variation was not related to any outcome variable in this 

study, the correlation between stride length variation and knee flexion angle variation at 

FFI has potential coaching implications for consistent front foot placement. Front foot no-

balling has long been regarded as a consequence of the run-up but may in fact be more 

closely linked to the variability of the angle of the knee at FFI. The variation in run-up 

velocity at BFI and BR was not able to discriminate between groups of varying skill levels 

(Table 7.1). The significant negative correlation between BR velocity and run-up velocity at 

BFI in the HP group suggests that faster bowlers landing on the back foot do so at a more 

consistent velocity than slower bowlers. This adds some insight into ball velocity 

generation as HP bowlers not only run-in fast - as shown in ‗Mechanical correlates of ball 

velocity in cricket fast bowling: Within group contrasts across deliveries of varying effort‘ 

(Chapter 6) and by numerous authors (Davis and Blanksby, 1976; Elliott, et al., 1986; 

Salter et al., 2007) - but do so at a consistent velocity. 

 

The lack of significant differences in kinematic variability between amateur and high 

performance fast bowlers is in agreement with the results of Phillips et al. (2010), who also 

reported similarities in bowling techniques of national senior bowlers and their junior 

counterparts. Additionally, when controlling for development and expertise, the results 

from baseball pitching of Fleisig and colleagues (2009) showed only two of the 11 

kinematic execution variability measures investigated recorded significant differences 

between groups. In the current study, no kinematic variation was related to either BR 

velocity or accuracy, with the exception of the variation of front knee flexion-extension at 

BR in the AM group (r = 0.575, p = 0.05). Therefore, faster amateur bowlers displayed 

more consistency in front knee flexion-extension angle at BR.   

 

Variation in peak joint linear and segment angular velocities could not differentiate groups. 

Therefore, HP bowlers do not bowl with higher joint or segment velocity consistency 

compared with bowlers of a lower skill level. This is not surprising given that peak joint and 

segment velocities have previously been shown to be associated with increased BR 

velocity in both high performance and amateur fast bowlers (‗Mechanical correlates of ball 
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velocity in cricket fast bowling: Within group contrasts across deliveries of varying effort‘ 

(Chapter 6)). Interestingly, more consistent peak internal rotation velocity of the shoulder 

was associated with higher BR velocity for the HP group. It seems that the upper limb 

plays a large role in ball accuracy and consistency and although only elbow joint extension 

velocity variation was associated with ball accuracy, variation in ball accuracy was 

associated with variation in peak elbow extension velocity (r = 0.727, p = 0.007), peak 

elbow pronation velocity (r = 0.712, p = 0.009) and peak wrist joint flexion velocity (r = 

0.650, p = 0.022). This suggests that accuracy is logically dependent on bowling upper 

limb kinematics. 

 

Cricket fast bowlers display a temporal proximal to distal sequencing of peak joint linear 

and segment angular velocities (‗Mechanical correlates of ball velocity in cricket fast 

bowling: A comparison of high-performance and amateur competitors‘ (Chapter 5)), in 

order to maximise end point velocity. This has been shown to occur in other similar athletic 

movements such as handball (Wagner, Buchecker, von Duvillard & Müller 2010), javelin 

(Mero, Komi, Korjus, Navarro & Gregor, 1994) and baseball pitching (Escamilla et al., 

1998; Stodden, Fleisig, McLean, Lyman & Andrews, 2001). Matsuo et al. (2001) also 

reported that differences in timing during temporal sequencing, measured as the delay 

between peak angular velocities of segments, discriminated between high- and low-

velocity pitchers. The timing variation of peak joint linear and segment linear velocities was 

not statistically different between the two groups in the current study and it therefore 

appears that here is an inherent coordinative pattern that exists for bowlers to execute the 

task effectively, irrespective of skill level.  

 

Matsuo and colleagues (2001) also noted that the standard deviations of the temporal 

parameters of the earlier parts of the pitch were higher than the later parts, suggesting that 

leg and trunk execution mechanics were different between pitchers, while arm mechanics 

varied but to a lesser extent. The same seems to apply to cricket bowling with the earlier 

parts of the action – specifically the left elbow and hip (‗Mechanical correlates of ball 

velocity in cricket fast bowling: A comparison of high-performance and amateur 

competitors‘ (Chapter 5)) – being more varied among bowlers than the bowling shoulder, 

elbow and wrist (Table 7.4). However, the largest standard deviations for the angular 

temporal velocities were seen at the shoulder and elbow. This could stem from the varied 

overall bowling techniques used by the participants, as a more front-on action has 

previously been linked to increased elbow extension (Roca, Elliott, Alderson & Foster, 
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2006). The negative correlations between BR velocity and three of the temporal 

parameters suggest that consistent temporal patterning is the key for AM bowlers in 

building release velocity. Conversely, the lack of any correlation in the HP group suggests 

that some execution variability does not adversely affect performance at the high 

performance level.  

 

GRF variability did not distinguish between groups.  The large effect size for medial-lateral 

GRF showed that the HP was functionally more variable than the AM group. Again, the 

negative correlation between BR velocity and variation of anterior-posterior GRF suggests 

that the AM bowlers, who can bowl with more consistent braking forces, are able to bowl 

faster.  

 

Given that very few discrete data were statistically different between the two groups, it is 

not surprising that no significant differences were found in the continuous data. 

Continuous data of selected joint angles over selected phases may be used to track what 

the joint is doing over a period of interest. The CMD values used to assess these 

continuous waveforms suggest that the participants in the AM group were able to replicate 

movements as consistently as their counterparts in the HP group.  

 

7.5 CONCLUSION 

 

The purpose of this study was to compare the execution and outcome variability of groups 

of different skill levels. Additionally, the relationship between execution and outcome 

variability was assessed for bowlers of varying skill levels. The standard deviations of 

spatial, kinematic, temporal and kinetic variables for 20 deliveries per participant were 

used to quantify variability. Results indicated that the most accurate bowlers were also the 

most internally consistent (execution variability) irrespective of skill level. Amateur bowlers 

were significantly more variable in medial-lateral ball position at release when compared 

with HP bowlers. Bowlers should be encouraged to concentrate on the consistency of their 

run-up, as faster high performance bowlers displayed a more consistent run-up velocity at 

BFI and the faster lower level bowlers exhibited decreased variation in their braking forces, 

as measured by the anterior-posterior GRFs. Further extending this premise is that less 

skilled bowlers should also concentrate on having a consistent front knee angle at front 

foot impact. There was a tendency for variation in the elbow extension velocity to 

adversely affect ball accuracy. Temporal parameters suggested that less skilled bowlers 
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should focus on the consistency of joint kinematics, and in particular joint linear and 

segment angular velocities, in order to increase ball release velocity.   
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CHAPTER 8 

 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEGMENT ANTHROPOMETRICS AND JOINT 

KINEMATICS ON BALL RELEASE VELOCITY: A FORWARD KINEMATIC 

APPROACH 

 

This paper was prepared for submission to the Journal of Biomechanics 

 

Abstract: This study sought to describe the relationships between joint kinematics and 

segment anthropometrics with ball release velocity in cricket fast bowlers, and to assess 

the sensitivity of ball release velocity to systematic manipulations of empirical kinematic 

profiles. A 12-camera Vicon motion analysis system operating at 250 Hz recorded the 

bowling actions of 12 high performance fast bowlers. Empirical segment and joint 

kinematics were entered into a cricket bowling specific ‗Forward Kinematic Model‘ and 

underwent set angle, angular offset and amplification manipulations. A combination of 20° 

flexion and 20° abduction at the elbow was shown to maximise ball velocity within the 

experimental limits. Angular offset manipulation had relatively small effects on resultant 

ball release velocity with a 20° extension of the knee having the greatest impact on ball 

velocity (+5.6%). Joint angular amplification had the most influence on ball velocity with an 

increase of 29.9% for knee joint amplification and 41.7% for shoulder horizontal adduction 

amplification. Amplification of elbow joint flexion-extension indicated that contrary to 

previous research, elbow extension range of motion and angular velocity at the time of ball 

release were negatively related to ball velocity. Support was shown for the use of a model 

that accounts for the non-linear relationship between execution and outcome variables in 

assessing the relationships between kinematics and ball release velocity in cricket fast 

bowlers. 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

As the name implies, a fast bowler‘s goal is to dismiss the opposing batsman by delivering 

the ball at high velocity. The development of ball release (BR) velocity has been the focus 

of many studies with correlations and linear regressions being commonly used to 

approximate relationships between kinematics and BR velocity (Glazier, Paradisis & 

Cooper, 2000; Salter, Sinclair & Portus, 2007; Phillips, Portus, Davids, Brown & Renshaw, 

2010). The use of linear statistics in previous research can only be viewed as an 

approximation, as the relationships between rotational executional variables and outcome 

variables are inherently non-linear (Craig, 1989). A more accurate method to investigate 

these relationships is necessary, as it is likely that a linear increase in the majority of 

measures will not lead to a requisite linear increase in BR velocity. Therefore a model that 

accounts for the non-linearity of the relationships is required. 

 

The position of the endpoint of a multi-joint kinematic chain is a direct function of the 

location and orientation of the initial point within the chain, the dimensions of the segments 

within the chain and the intermediate joint angles between the initial segment and the 

endpoint of the chain (Figure 8.1; Zatsiorsky, 1998). The linear velocity of the endpoint can 

then be obtained through numerical differentiation of these variables. Such a model, 

termed in this study a ‗Forward Kinematic Model‘ (FKM), is well suited to assessing the 

relationships between individual or composite execution variables and BR velocity, as the 

non-linearity of the system is modelled appropriately. Furthermore, the use of an FKM will 

allow the effects of alterations of a bowler‘s joint kinematics on BR velocity to be 

determined. From a purely experimental focus, joint angles can be set at a constant value 

over an entire trial. However for more subject-specific alterations, empirical joint angle 

waveforms can be altered in a number of ways, including shifting the joint angle profile 

along the y-axis to elicit a spatial angle offset as well as amplifying the profile to elicit 

range of motion and angular velocity changes.   

 

The only forward simulation model that has been used for cricket bowling was developed 

by Ferdinands, Kersting and Marshall (2008) and is an example of a forward dynamic 

model. The model adopted by Ferdinands and colleagues (2008) used kinetic inputs from 

an inverse solution model developed by Ferdinands, Marshall, Round & Broughan (2002) 

whereby joint torques were manipulated to elicit kinematic effects. They found that altering 

hip and shoulder torques changed shoulder-hip separation angle, lateral flexion of the 
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trunk, and shoulder counter-rotation. Clear implications for injury reduction and coaching 

were shown, however the implications of this approach for performance enhancement has 

not been established for cricket as it has in other sports such as golf (Sprigings & Neal, 

2000).  

 

 

Figure 8.1 Forward kinematic diagram of a 10-link cricket bowler depicting the initial point within the 

initial segment (I1), segments within the chain (I1 – I10), global angle of the initial segment 

(θ1), intermediate joint angles between the initial segment and the endpoint of the chain 

(θ2 – θ10) and end point within the terminal segment (I10) 

 

The first aim of this study was to describe the relationships between joint kinematics and 

segment anthropometrics on BR velocity. Finally, the sensitivity of BR velocity to 

systematic manipulations of selected empirical kinematic profiles will be assessed. 
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8.2 METHODS 

 

Participants 

 

Twelve right handed male fast bowlers were recruited as participants in this study (age 

21.1 ± 2.1 years, height 188.1 ± 5.6 cm and mass 79.0 ± 5.7 kg). Participants were 

required to be competing at a first grade level within the Western Australian Cricket 

Association (WACA) competition. Ethics approval was granted and written informed 

consent was obtained from each participant prior to the commencement of the study, in 

accordance with the requirements of The University of Western Australia Human 

Research Ethics Committee (Appendix A).  

 

Data Collection 

 

All data collection was performed inside a 40 m x 20 m laboratory that opened to an oval 

to allow participants to use their full run-up and follow-through.  Markers were sampled at 

250 Hz using a 12-camera (MX-3+) Vicon MX motion analysis system (Oxford Metrics, 

Oxford, UK). Data were collected using the methods described in ‗Performance variability 

among amateur and high performance cricket fast bowlers‘ (Chapter 7). 

 

Forward Kinematic Model (FKM) 

 

The FKM developed in this study is based on the model developed by Mills (2007) and 

was amended to model the bowler as a 10-link kinematic chain with the stance foot as the 

initial segment and the origin of the hand as the terminal point. This model is described 

through 

 

 1

1

( , , )
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G G i G

ball i i zyx
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(Eq. 1) 

 

where N is the number of segments (N = 10 for the present study), ball

G P
 is the position of 

the ball in the global coordinate system 
G

, 1

GP
 is the position of the initial segment in 

the chain (front foot) defined in 
G

, i

i P
 is the position of the distal endpoint of segment i 
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defined within segment i‘s anatomical coordinate system iA
with origin located at the 

proximal endpoint of the segment (i.e., the joint between segment i and segment i-1), and 

),,(zyx

G

i R  is the rotation matrix defining the orientation of segment I, which was 

composed via sequential rotations about the z-, x- and y-axes of segment i by the angles 

and, (corresponding to rotations about the medial-lateral, anterior-posterior and 

vertical axes). and, were explicitly defined for the front foot; for the remaining 

segments, and,  were defined through  

 

 ),,(),,(),,( 1
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(Eq. 2) 

 

where 
),,(

1
zyx

i
i Q  is the rotation matrix composed from the joint angles describing 

the orientation of segment i with respect to segment i-1, which was composed via 

sequential rotations about the z-, x- and y-axes of segment i by the angles and,

(corresponding to rotations about the medial-lateral, anterior-posterior and vertical axes). 

Displacement data calculated from equation 1 were differentiated to obtain angular and 

linear velocities. 

 

The FKM was used to systematically manipulate the segment dimensions and joint 

angular waveforms from front foot impact to BR. The input parameters were defined in 

three categories, anthropometric parameters, angular displacement parameters and 

angular amplification parameters. With consideration to the results of previous research, 

as well as the biomechanical principles, the parameters that were manipulated as well as 

the manipulation amplitudes are listed in Table 8.1.  
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Table 8.1 Manipulation category, variable and magnitude that were entered into the FKM. Step size 

refers to the increment that manipulations were undertaken 

Manipulation Type Manipulated Variable Magnitude Step size 

Anthropometric / 

Set Range 

Radial length 80% to 100%   2% 

Elbow flexion/extension  

& abduction 

FE: -20° to 20° 

AB: 0° to 20°  

2° 

2° 

Wrist flexion/extension -90° to 90°  2° 

    

Offset 

Knee flexion/extension  -20° to 20°  2° 

Trunk lateral flexion -10° to 10°  2° 

Trunk rotation -20° to 20°  2° 

Elbow flexion/extension -20° to 20°  2° 

Wrist flexion/extension -20° to 20° 2° 

    

Amplification factor 

Knee flexion/extension 0 to 2 0.1 

Thorax rotation 0 to 2 0.1 

Shoulder internal/external rotation 0 to 2 0.1 

Shoulder horizontal adduction 0 to 2 0.1 

Elbow flexion/extension 0 to 2 0.1 

Wrist flexion/extension 0 to 2 0.1 

 

Validation of the FKM was performed by evaluating anterior-posterior, medial-lateral, 

vertical and resultant ball velocity produced by the FKM in comparison to the empirical 

data.  To increase and decrease the length of the radius (elbow joint centre to wrist joint 

centre), the wrist joint centre ( i

i P
) was moved along the y-axis of the forearm‘s anatomical 

CS from 80% to 120% of the participant‘s empirical length, in steps of 2%. The set angle 

of wrist flexion-extension ranged from -90° to 90° in steps of 10°. The combined set angle 

of elbow flexion-extension and abduction ranged from -20° to 20° and 0° to -20° 

respectively, in steps of 2°. Joint angular offsets were constructed by shifting joint angle 

waveforms vertically ±20° in steps of 2°, with the exception of trunk lateral flexion which 

was shifted vertically ±10° in steps of 1°.  

 

To apply joint angular amplification a three stage process was undertaken. Firstly, the 

linear trend was subtracted from the waveform data so that the first and last data points 

were equal. Secondly, the waveform was shifted vertically so that the first and last data 
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points were equal to zero. Finally the waveform was multiplied by a factor of between zero 

and two in steps of 0.1 (Figure 8.2). This process was then reversed to add the constant 

that was subtracted and the linear trend was introduced back into the waveform. Kinematic 

amplifications were used to elicit BR velocity changes by increasing (amplification factor 

>1) or decreasing (amplification factor <1) joint range of motion (ROM) and angular 

velocity. 

 

Bland-Altman plots were used to validate the FKM data by comparing the mean ball 

velocity of the empirical and FKM data against the difference between the two. Model 

fitting was performed by using SPSS‘s regression curve estimation function, with an 

increase in R2 of 0.01 required to accept a higher, over a lower, order model.   

 

 

Figure 8.2 A representation of the result on elbow joint angle after an amplification manipulation for 

an entire trial from front foot impact (FFI) to ball release (BR). Amplification factors range 

from 0.0 to 2.0 in increments of 0.1 
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8.3 RESULTS 

 

All participants completed the data collection protocol with a mean anterior-posterior (A-P) 

BR velocity of 22.38 m.s-1 (± 0.7 m.s-1), a medial-lateral (M-L) BR velocity of 1.9 m.s-1 (± 

1.1 m.s-1), a vertical BR velocity of 4.1 m.s-1 (± 1.3 m.s-1) and a resultant BR velocity of 

22.98 m.s-1 (± 0.9 m.s-1).  

 

FKM Validity 

 

The difference between empirical ball velocity (VelE) and FKM calculated ball velocity 

(VelF), i.e. the overall error associated with the FKM, was -1.71-5 m.s-1 in the A-P direction 

(95% CI = -3.26-4 to 2.91-4 m.s-1), 1.01-5 m.s-1 in the M-L direction (95% CI = -3.52-4 to 3.72-

4 m.s-1), 5.1-6 m.s-1 in the vertical direction (95% CI = -4.61-4 to 4.51-4 m.s-1) and 1.5-5 m.s-1 

for resultant ball velocity (95% CI = -3.09-4 to 3.09-4 m.s-1) (Figure 8.3).   
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Figure 8.3 Bland-Altman plots for anterior-posterior, medial-lateral, vertical and resultant ball velocity for each participant. The difference between 

empirical (VelE) and FKM (VelF) ball velocities are plotted as a function of mean ball velocities of the two measures
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Anthropometry / Set angles 

 

Radial length was revealed to have a positive linear relationship (r2 = 1.000, SEE = < 

0.001) with BR velocity (Figure 8.4). The mean increase in ball velocity was 0.8% for every 

2% increase in radial length.  

 

 

Figure 8.4 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for manipulations of between 80% and 120% 

of empirical radial length in steps of 2% 

 

Set wrist angle was revealed to have a cubic relationship (r2 = 1.000, SEE = .000) with ball 

velocity (Figure 8.5). All set angles caused a detriment in ball release velocity ranging from 

5% (80° hyperextension) to 15 % (90° flexion). 
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Figure 8.5 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for experimentally set wrist flexion-extension 

angles of between 90° extension and 90° flexion in steps of 10° 

 

A non-linear relationship was revealed between set elbow flexion-extension and abduction 

whereby an optimal combination of 20° elbow flexion and 20° abduction was shown to 

maximise BR velocity (Figure 8.6). Similarly, a combination of 20° elbow hyperextension 

and 0° abduction recorded the lowest BR velocity. 
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Figure 8.6 3D surface graph of group mean anterior-posterior (A), vertical (B), medial-lateral (C) and resultant (D) ball release velocities plotted as a 

function of elbow flexion-extension and abduction. Shades of red depict higher ball velocities while shades of blue depict lower ball velocities
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Kinematic Offsets 

 

Knee flexion-extension was revealed to have a negative quadratic relationship (r2 = 1.000, 

SEE = < 0.001) with BR velocity (Figure 8.7). A manipulation of 20° extension increased 

BR velocity by a mean of 5.6% (± 9.1%) whereas a manipulation of 20° flexion decreased 

velocity by a mean of 3.9% (± 6.8%). 

 

 

Figure 8.7 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for manipulations of between 20° extension 

and 20° flexion of empirical knee angle waveforms in steps of 2° 

 

Trunk lateral flexion was revealed to have a quadratic relationship (r2 = 1.000, SEE = < 

0.001) with ball velocity (Figure 8.8). A manipulation of ±10° decreased ball release 

velocity by a mean of 0.3% (± 0.9%).  
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 Figure 8.8 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for manipulations of between -10° and 10°   

lateral flexion of empirical trunk lateral waveforms in steps of 1° 

 

Trunk rotation was revealed to have a quadratic relationship (r2 = 1.000, SEE = < 0.001) 

with BR velocity (Figure 8.9). A manipulation of -20° decreased BR velocity by a mean of 

1.0% (± 2.1%) whereas a manipulation of +20° decreased velocity by a mean of 0.5% (± 

2.1%). 

 

  

Figure 8.9 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for manipulations of between -20° and 20° 

trunk rotation of empirical trunk rotation waveforms in steps of 2° 
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Elbow flexion-extension was revealed to have a positive quadratic relationship (r2 = 1.000, 

SEE = < 0.001) with ball velocity (Figure 8.10). A manipulation of 20° extension decreased 

BR velocity by a mean of 5.8% (± 3.7%) whereas a manipulation of 20° flexion increased 

velocity by a mean of 3.5% (± 3.8%). 

 

 

Figure 8.10 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for manipulations of between 20° extension 

and 20° flexion of empirical elbow angle waveforms in steps of 2° 

 

Wrist flexion-extension was revealed to have a negative quadratic relationship (r2 = 1.000, 

SEE = < 0.001) with ball velocity (Figure 8.11). A manipulation of 20° extension increased 

BR velocity by a mean of 1.9% (± 2.9%), whereas a manipulation of 20° flexion decreased 

velocity by a mean of 2.9% (± 3.1%). 
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Figure 8.11 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for manipulations of between 20° extension 

and 20° flexion of empirical wrist angle waveforms in steps of 2° 

 

Kinematic Amplification 

 

Knee flexion-extension was revealed to have a positive linear relationship (r2 = 1.000, SEE 

= < 0.001) with ball velocity (Figure 8.12). A manipulation factor of zero decreased BR 

velocity by a mean of 28.5% (± 13.8%), whereas a manipulation factor of two increased 

velocity by a mean of 29.9% (± 14.2%). The mean increase in ball velocity was 2.9% for 

every 0.1 increase in amplification factor. 
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 Figure 8.12 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for an amplification factor of between 0 and 2 

of empirical knee flexion-extension angle waveforms in steps of 0.1 

 

Thorax rotation was revealed to have a negative linear relationship (r2 = 1.000, SEE = < 

0.001) with BR velocity (Figure 8.13). A manipulation factor of zero increased BR velocity 

by a mean of 3.1% (± 2.6%), whereas a manipulation factor of two decreased velocity by a 

mean of 2.9% (± 2.4%). The mean increase in ball velocity was 0.3% for every 0.1 

increase in amplification factor. 

 

 

Figure 8.13 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for an amplification factor of between 0 and 2 

of empirical thorax rotation angle waveforms in steps of 0.1  
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Shoulder horizontal adduction was revealed to have a positive quadratic relationship (r2 = 

1.000, SEE = < 0.001) with BR velocity (Figure 8.14). A manipulation factor of zero 

decreased BR velocity by a mean of 31.5% (± 9.1%), whereas a manipulation factor of two 

increased velocity by a mean of 41.7% (± 11.4%). 

 

 

Figure 8.14 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for an amplification factor of between 0 and 2 

of empirical shoulder horizontal adduction angle waveforms in steps of 0.1  

 

Shoulder internal-external rotation was revealed to have a positive quadratic relationship 

(r2 = 1.000, SEE = < 0.001) with BR velocity (Figure 8.15). A manipulation factor of zero 

decreased BR velocity by a mean of 3.2% (± 4.9%), whereas a manipulation factor of two 

increased velocity by a mean of 5.8% (± 5.2%). 
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Figure 8.15 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for an amplification factor of between 0 and 2 

of empirical shoulder internal-external rotation angle waveforms in steps of 0.1 

 

Elbow flexion-extension was revealed to have a positive linear relationship (r2 = 1.000, 

SEE = < 0.001) with ball velocity (Figure 8.16). A manipulation factor of zero decreased 

BR velocity by a mean of 8.6% (± 6.9%), whereas a manipulation factor of two increased 

velocity by a mean of 8.8% (± 7.1%). The mean increase in BR velocity was 0.9% for 

every 0.1 increase in amplification factor. 

 

 

Figure 8.16 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for an amplification factor of between 0 and 2 

of empirical elbow flexion-extension angle waveforms in steps of 0.1 
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Wrist flexion-extension was revealed to have a positive linear relationship (r2 = 1.000, SEE 

= < 0.001) with ball velocity (Figure 8.17). A manipulation factor of zero decreased BR 

velocity by a mean of 6.5% (± 6.8%), whereas a manipulation factor of two increased 

velocity by a mean of 6.7% (± 6.9%). The mean increase in ball velocity was 0.7% for 

every 0.1 increase in amplification factor. 

 

 

Figure 8.17 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for an amplification factor of between 0 and 2 

of empirical wrist flexion-extension angle waveforms in steps of 0.1  
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Figures 8.18 and 8.19 summarise the BR velocity percentage change that were revealed 

for the upper boundaries of both the angular offset and amplification manipulations. 

 

 

 Figure 8.18 Summary of BR velocity percentage change for an angular offset manipulation of +20° 

 

 

Figure 8.19 Summary of BR velocity percentage change for an amplification factor manipulation of 

two 
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8.4 DISCUSSION 

 

Previous studies that have investigated the associations between mechanical factors of 

technique and BR velocity have used correlations to quantify this relationship. It was 

suggested that these statistical techniques may only be used as an approximation as the 

relationships between rotational execution variables and outcome variables are inherently 

non-linear (Craig, 1989). Using an FKM to assess the relationship between rotational 

execution variables and BR velocity, as an outcome variable, accounts for the potential 

non-linearity of the system. The results of this study support the assertion that many 

factors do not have a linear relationship with BR velocity. 

 

Anthropometry/Set angles and Kinematic Offsets 

 

A non-linear relationship between elbow flexion-extension, elbow abduction and BR 

velocity was revealed, with peak AP and resultant ball velocity occurring with a 

combination of 20° elbow flexion and 20° abduction. Results indicated that the loss of 

linear velocity of the wrist that occurs as a function of reduced lever length is outweighed 

by the gain in velocity brought about by the increased internal rotation ability of the 

shoulder joint. Marshall and Ferdinands (2003) came to a similar conclusion using internal 

rotation velocities of 2000°/s and 5700°/s, values significantly higher than that reported in 

‗Mechanical correlates of ball velocity in cricket fast bowling: A comparison of high-

performance and amateur competitors‘ (Chapter 5). These results suggest that bowlers 

with upper limb abnormalities such as elbow joint fixed flexion deformities, hyperextension 

or abduction (‗carry angle‘) offsets may have a distinct advantage in developing BR 

velocity. This finding is further supported by the elbow flexion kinematic offset results 

where a 20° elbow extension reduced BR velocity and a 20° elbow flexion acted to 

increase ball velocity. Additionally, the results of Roca, Elliott, Alderson & Foster (2006) 

support the notion that bowling with a flexed elbow may be advantageous, as BR velocity 

was shown to be significantly greater for bowlers who flexed more than 8.2° and extended 

more than 5.9° during the delivery phase of the bowling action.  

 

An increase in the length of the radius was revealed to have a positive linear relationship 

with BR velocity, whereby a 20% lengthening or shortening of the radius resulted in a 

respective increase or decrease in BR velocity of 8%. It has been suggested that senior 

international pace bowlers attain higher BR velocities than junior international pace 
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bowlers due to higher angular velocities of the humerus of the bowling arm, coupled with a 

longer upper limb length (Stockill & Bartlett, 1994). Similarly, Glazier et al. (2000) 

suggested that the dominant anthropometrical factor that contributed to BR velocity for the 

sample in their study was radial length. These authors also suggested that for the upper 

arm angular velocities reported in their study, a 0.1 m increase in radial length would 

equate to a 3.3 m.s-1 increase in BR velocity. Therefore a 20% increase in total upper limb 

length for their participants would have equated to a 5.7% increase in BR velocity, which 

was less than the change seen in the current study. It is therefore not only theoretically but 

also experimentally supported that a longer bowling limb/radius will provide an advantage 

in generating BR velocity. However, a qualification of this finding is that an increase in 

radial length will increase the moment of inertia of the forearm (total upper limb) and 

higher joint torques would need to be produced to generate the same angular velocity. 

 

Fixing the wrist flexion-extension angle was revealed to have a third order polynomial 

relationship with BR velocity, with all fixed wrist angles resulting in reduced BR velocities. 

The standard deviations of set angles from 40-90° hyperextension suggest that BR 

velocity gains can be achieved within this range but would depend on the posture of the 

entire upper limb, particularly shoulder and elbow flexion-extension positions.  

 

Manipulating the wrist angle by applying flexion-extension offsets had only a minor effect 

(2%) on ball velocity. This finding supports previous scientific commentary suggesting that 

the contribution of wrist kinematics to BR velocity are minimal (Bartlett, Stockill, Elliott & 

Burnett, 1996) and not worthy of the attention they are given by coaches (Elliott & Foster, 

1989). 

 

Knee flexion-extension offset had a second order polynomial relationship with BR velocity. 

A 20° extension offset resulted in a 5.6% increase in BR velocity and a 20° flexion offset 

resulted in a 3.9% decrease in BR velocity. This supports the numerous studies that have 

suggested that having an extended knee from front foot impact (FFI) to BR is  

advantageous as the bowler can use the fixed lower limb as a lever (Davis & Blanksby, 

1976a; Elliott & Foster, 1984; Elliott, Foster & Gray, 1986), increasing the distance 

between the foot and the ball. 
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Both trunk lateral flexion and rotation offset were revealed to have a second order 

polynomial relationship with BR velocity. An offset of ±10° lateral flexion, as well as 

either a 20° increase or decrease of trunk rotation angle reduced BR velocity. 

However, all manipulations only reduced empirical BR velocity by ≤1%. Therefore the 

role of trunk lateral flexion and rotation is trivial in the development of BR velocity. 

This is supported by the findings of ‗Mechanical correlates of ball velocity in cricket 

fast bowling: Within group contrasts across deliveries of varying effort ‘ (Chapter 6), 

where no changes in lateral flexion angle at BR were found across bowling velocity 

conditions. The relatively large standard deviations at the extremes of the 

manipulations suggest that increased BR velocity was achieved with an increase or 

decrease in trunk lateral flexion and rotation angle for some participants. This result, 

coupled with the empirical joint angles producing the highest mean BR velocity, 

supports the notion that there is a synergistic relationship between the trunk and 

shoulder (Mechanical correlates of ball velocity in cricket fast bowling: Within group 

contrasts across deliveries of varying effort (Chapter 6)) in maximising BR velocity 

and reducing the variation in BR position (Performance variability among amateur and 

high performance cricket fast bowlers (Chapter 7)). 

 

Kinematic Amplification 

 

All joint kinematic amplifications, except for the shoulder, were revealed to have a linear 

relationship with BR velocity. The magnitudes of percentage change in BR velocity 

highlights the importance of joint angular velocity in developing BR velocity. It was 

suggested in ‗Mechanical correlates of ball velocity in cricket fast bowling: A comparison of 

high-performance and amateur competitors‘ (Chapter 5) that the higher BR velocities 

achieved by high performance bowlers compared with their amateur counterparts could be 

attributed to the higher joint linear and segment angular velocities produced. 

 

An amplification factor of two applied to knee joint flexion-extension resulted in a BR 

velocity increase of 28.5%. It seems that as the group were extending the knee joint up to 

ball release, the larger ROM and angular velocity created an increase in BR velocity. As 

indicated in previous literature (Davis & Blanksby, 1976a; Elliott & Foster, 1984; Elliott et 

al., 1986), as well as the current study, the angle of the front knee at BR is associated with 

increased BR velocity, where a 20° extension offset resulted in a 5.6% increase in BR 

velocity. Given that the gain in BR velocity was 28.5% for an amplification of empirical 
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knee flexion-extension, the angular extension velocity prior to BR seems to be more 

important than the discrete angle at BR. This adds weight to the proposal that the ‗flexor-

extender‘ knee action (Portus, Mason, Elliott, Pfitzner & Done, 2004) is the ideal front knee 

action, where the initial flexion may aid in reducing impact forces and the extension prior to 

BR will increase BR velocity (Bartlett et al., 1996) by introducing a stretch-shorten cycle of 

the quadriceps and increasing the height of release (Portus et al., 2004). 

 

As with the thorax rotation offset, the amplification of thorax rotation caused a minor 

change in BR velocity (+3.1% to -2.9%). The reduced BR velocity, at an amplification 

factor of two was presumably caused by the very low angular velocity of the thorax 

immediately prior to BR, whereas the amplification factor of zero resulted in a constant 

rotational angular velocity up to release. It has previously been speculated that the elastic 

energy stored in the trunk musculature during counter-rotation of the thorax in cricket 

bowling can aid in increasing the subsequent forward thorax rotation and BR velocity 

(Bartlett et al., 1996). However, the results of this study suggest that to increase BR 

velocity, the thorax forward rotation must be maintained through BR, analogous to the 

rotation of an international bowler outlined in a study by Portus et al. (2004). Additionally, 

although the rotational angular velocity at BR was not reported, bowlers significantly 

increase peak forward thorax rotation angular velocity while bowling at maximal effort, 

when compared with their ‗match intensity‘ effort (Mechanical correlates of ball velocity in 

cricket fast bowling: Within group contrasts across deliveries of varying effort (Chapter 6)).  

 

There may also be a link between the aforementioned thorax rotation and shoulder 

horizontal adduction, as it can also be speculated that elastic energy stored in the 

shoulder musculature during forward rotation of the thorax could aid in increasing the 

subsequent upper arm rotation about the shoulder and BR velocity. This suggestion is 

based on the 41.7% increase in BR velocity that resulted from an amplification of shoulder 

horizontal adduction and has been anecdotally cited in the coaching literature (Tyson, 

1976). Rotation of the upper limb has been reported to have the largest influence on BR 

velocity with contributions of up to 50% (Davis & Blanksby, 1976b; Elliott et al., 1986). 

Interestingly, Glazier et al. (2000) found a poor relationship between the angular velocity of 

the bowling humerus and BR velocity (r = 0.358, p > 0.05). This could be a direct 

consequence of using a between-subject design and highlights the need for subject-

specific modelling techniques. 
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Increased shoulder internal rotation angular velocity prior to BR increased resultant ball 

velocity by 5.8%. This result is directly influenced by the posture of the forearm with 

greater elbow flexion and/or abduction angles increasing the linear velocity of the wrist 

(Marshall & Ferdinands, 2003), as was indicated by the earlier joint angular offset 

manipulations of the elbow. Both the elbow flexion offset and shoulder internal rotation 

amplification provided relatively small gains in BR velocity in isolation. However 

theoretically, an increase in elbow flexion would allow for increased shoulder internal 

rotation velocity, which may lead to results similar to that of Marshall and Ferdinands 

(2003) and have the potential to provide more substantial gains in BR velocity. It is 

envisaged that future FKM investigations will include analyses combining these two 

manipulations. 

 

The fair delivery law (Marylebone Cricket Club, 2008) in cricket was presumably 

introduced to stop bowlers, who extended the elbow joint during the delivery phase, from 

gaining an unfair advantage in the form of increased ball velocity. Based on investigating 

the arm kinematics of cricket bowlers (Portus, Mason, Rath & Rosemond, 2003; 

Ferdinands et al., 2002; Ferdinands & Kersting, 2004), the International Cricket Council 

implemented a standardised protocol for testing the elbow kinematics of bowlers, who 

were suspected of transgressing this law, with a 15° extension threshold implemented 

(International Cricket Council, 2010). The results of numerous studies have supported this 

threshold. Roca et al. (2006) reported that BR velocity was significantly greater for bowlers 

who flexed more than 8.2° and extended more than 5.9° during the delivery phase of the 

bowling action. Additionally, Portus et al. (2003) also found a significant increase in ball 

release velocity for bowlers who extended by more than 15°, when compared with bowlers 

who extended less than 15°. However, it has been suggested that while there seems to be 

a relationship between elbow extension angular displacement and ball release velocity, 

the cause-effect relationship may also be reversed in some instances (Roca et al., 2006). 

That is, bowlers who bowl at higher velocities may have increased elbow extension due to 

inertial loading of the forearm/hand/ball and higher angular velocity of the upper arm 

segment.  

 

In a study of 83 bowlers, Ferdinands and Kersting (2007) found that elbow joint angular 

displacement could not differentiate between participants, who had been previously 

suspected of ‗throwing‘. The authors suggested that using the velocity of elbow extension 

at BR would be a conceptually more valid measure in identifying bowlers that use this 
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velocity component of throwing to their advantage. However, the results of this study 

indicate that an amplification of elbow joint flexion, not extension, ROM and velocity prior 

to BR increased ball velocity by 8.6%. The results from the current research also indicate 

that an amplification of elbow extension velocity immediately prior to BR can have a 

detrimental effect on BR velocity (Appendix E). This finding further suggests that elbow 

extension may not be the direction of movement that should concern cricket 

administrators. This suggestion is also mechanically sound, as the orientation of the 

humerus, and therefore the elbow flexion-extension axis, will determine which direction of 

movement will directly contribute to the linear velocity of the ball. Future studies may 

consider investigating the action of the humerus in cricket bowling, particularly its 

orientation at and just prior to BR.  

 

Finally, the importance of wrist flexion velocity prior to ball release was shown, with a 

mean reduction in BR velocity of 6.5% and a mean increase of 6.7% for an amplification of 

zero and two, respectively. Davis and Blanksby (1976a) reported that the six fastest 

bowlers in their study flexed their wrists at a greater angular velocity than the six slowest. 

The results of the current study, as well as those of Davis and Blanksby (1976a) support 

the subjective observations of Lindwall (1957), who advocated that the fastest bowlers 

fully extend the hand and then rapidly flex the fingers and wrist.  Further support for this 

position is provided by the significantly larger bowling wrist flexion moments and positive 

power displayed by the HP group compared with the AM group in ‗Mechanical correlates 

of ball velocity in cricket fast bowling: A comparison of high-performance and amateur 

competitors‘ (Chapter 5). Conversely, Hanley, Lloyd and Bissas (2005) did not find any 

relationship between either angular displacement or velocity of the wrist and BR velocity. 

However the use of two-dimensional analysis for this measure may have been a limiting 

factor in the non-significant findings. 

 

Limitations 

 

This study was subject to a number of limitations. Unfortunately, small changes to the 

position of the ball while in the bowling hand, and its associated velocity component, could 

not be modelled. Therefore the velocity of the ball at release reported in this study does 

not contain this component and may in part contribute to the lower ball velocities of the 

current sample than previously reported literature. However, it is important to note that the 

relationships detected would not be adversely affected by reasonable changes in ball 
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velocity. In addition, for the majority of measures, only resultant BR velocity was measured 

without consideration for the direction of travel of the ball. Further work in the area will 

include measures of tri-planar BR velocity and trajectory. The changes in joint kinetics 

were not quantified with respect to empirical and manipulated joint kinematics. Using 

inverse dynamics, the necessary kinetics required to elicit those kinematic changes could 

be approximated. 

 

8.5 CONCLUSION 

 

The cricket bowling technique uses many joint rotations to impart linear velocity on the 

ball. A cricket bowling specific FKM was developed to describe the relationships between 

joint kinematics and segment anthropometry on BR velocity. Additionally, the sensitivity of 

BR velocity to systematic manipulations of empirical kinematic profiles was assessed. A 

lengthening of the radius, a hyperextended wrist joint and a combination of elbow flexion 

and abduction all resulted in an increased BR velocity, suggesting that these variables 

could be important in talent identification of potential fast bowlers. Joint angular offsets of 

the knee, trunk, elbow and wrist were revealed to have quadratic relationships with BR 

velocity. However, gains/reductions in BR velocity were relatively small, particularly for the 

trunk. The importance of the ROM and angular velocity of segments were identified by the 

large gains in BR velocity with empirical waveform amplification. Increased rates of knee 

extension and shoulder horizontal adduction, which could be considered the best measure 

of upper limb rotation given the trunk is laterally flexed (‗Mechanical correlates of ball 

velocity in cricket fast bowling: A comparison of high-performance and amateur 

competitors‘ (Chapter 5)), resulted in large BR velocity gains. An increased rate of wrist 

flexion increased BR velocity slightly. Most interestingly, increased elbow extension ROM 

and velocity resulted in reduced BR velocity whereas increased elbow flexion ROM and 

velocity resulted in reduced BR velocity. It is suggested that the influence of elbow flexion-

extension on BR velocity is depended upon the posture of the humerus and it is further 

proposed that more research needs to be conducted that examines the multi-faceted 

interaction between the upper limb and BR velocity in light of the 15° elbow extension 

tolerance threshold set by the International Cricket Council with regard to illegal bowling 

actions. 
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CHAPTER 9 

 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE 

RESEARCH 

 

9.1 SUMMARY 

 

Thesis aims 

 

This thesis examined the biomechanical influences on ball release velocity in cricket fast 

bowlers of varying skill level and across varying bowling intensities. It also investigated the 

relationships between biomechanical influences and ball release velocity using a forward 

kinematic simulation. The research structure aimed to address the following issues yet to 

be addressed in the current research environment: 

 

Relationships between bowler mechanical variables and ball release velocity have been 

previously reported, however the use of linear statistics to quantify these relationships 

(between execution variables and outcome variables) is questionable and we must view 

previous findings as approximations of this relationship only. Indeed, a more appropriate 

non-linear approach to the investigation of these relationships is required as a linear 

increase in specific measures may not be followed by a requisite increase in linear ball 

release velocity. This approach will facilitate identification of variables which must be 

manipulated (and by what magnitude) to provide a better understanding of fast bowling 

joint kinematics. The outputs of this type of approach will provide a greater depth of 

analysis than that which is currently reported by the traditional descriptive research, and 

will allow for deeper insight surrounding the technique-ball release velocity relationship. 

 

The research problem was addressed using five interrelated and coherent studies. This 

chapter will summarise the findings of each of these studies with respect to the 

hypotheses developed in Chapter 1, make conclusions based on the results of each of 

these studies and make recommendations for future research. 
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Chapter 4: The non-orthogonal joint coordinate system: A consistent method 

for reporting elbow kinematics and kinetics  

  

The aims of study one were to quantify the difference in joint moments when reporting in 

orthogonal segment coordinate systems and non-orthogonal joint coordinate systems and 

to quantify the difference in joint moments when large axis rotations occur. One male 

participant performed a range of bicep curls as well as dynamic tasks with joint moments 

reported in orthogonal segment and non-orthogonal joint coordinate systems. 

 

Hypothesis 1a: Axis misalignment will lead to more cross-talk being introduced when 

represented in an orthogonal axis CS compared with a non-orthogonal CS 

 

Cross-talk was evident in moment data when a change in axis alignment occurred due to 

forearm pronation and/or elbow flexion/extension when reporting in a segment coordinate 

system for both controlled and dynamic tasks. The profile for the forearm coordinate 

system was similar in the neutral flexion-extension task but was different in the pronated 

flexion-extension task when compared with the output of the Grood and Suntay defined 

joint coordinate system. It was revealed that the Grood and Suntay defined joint 

coordinate system abduction/adduction moment profile and the upper arm coordinate 

system pronation/supination moment profiles were equal. The dynamic tasks showed 

similar trends. 

 

Hypothesis 1a – accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 1b: Elbow joint moments represented in a joint coordinate system will display more 

repeatability across motor tasks when compared with representation in an orthogonal CS 

 

The Grood and Suntay defined joint coordinate system was less variable in reporting joint 

moments across tasks that have the same principle plane of motion, i.e. flexion/extension 

moments in the flexion/extension tasks and pronation/supination moments in the 

pronation/supination tasks. Additionally, the Grood and Suntay defined joint coordinate 

system had the highest r2 value, as well as the lowest average difference when compared 

with the other coordinate systems.  

 

Hypothesis 1b – accepted. 
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Chapter 5: Mechanical correlates of ball velocity in cricket fast bowling: A 

comparison of high-performance and amateur competitors 

 

The aims of this study were to compare key kinematic and kinetic mechanical variables 

between high performance and amateur fast bowlers and to compare and contrast the key 

mechanical variables that are associated with ball release velocity. The bowling 

techniques of 15 amateur and 15 high performance male fast bowlers were recorded 

across a five over spell.  

 

Hypothesis 2a: High performance bowlers will release the ball at a significantly higher 

velocity than their amateur counterparts 

 

The high performance group was able to bowl significantly faster than the amateur group.  

 

Hypothesis 2a – accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 2b: For both groups, ball release velocity will be positively correlated with: 

i. Run-up velocity 

ii. Peak linear velocity of the elbow joint 

iii. Peak linear velocity of the wrist joint 

iv. Peak left knee extension moment  

and negatively correlated with 

v. Left knee flexion angle at ball release 

 

No significant relationships were identified between the above variables and ball release 

velocity for the amateur bowlers, while for the high performance group only the peak linear 

velocities of the elbow and wrist joints were significantly correlated with ball release 

velocity. 

 

Hypothesis 2b (iii) and 2b (iv) – partially accepted. 

Hypotheses 2b (i), 2b (ii) and 2b (v) – rejected.  

 

Hypothesis 2c: Compared with amateur bowlers, high performance bowlers will generate 

higher linear velocities at the following joints:  

i. Right hip 

ii. Right shoulder 

iii. Left elbow 
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iv. Right elbow 

v. Right wrist 

 

The high performance bowlers were able to generate significantly higher linear velocities 

of the right shoulder, right elbow and right wrist. 

 

Hypotheses 2c (ii), 2c (iv) and 2c (v) – accepted. 

Hypotheses 2c (i) and 2c (iii) – rejected.  

 

Hypothesis 2d: Compared with amateur bowlers, high performance bowlers will generate 

higher angular velocities of the following segments:  

i. Pelvis 

ii. Thorax 

iii. Upper arm 

iv. Forearm 

v. Hand  

 

The high performance bowlers were not able to generate higher angular velocities of any 

analysed segment. 

 

Hypotheses 2d (i) to 2d (v) – rejected. 

 

Hypothesis 2e: Compared with amateur bowlers, high performance bowlers will generate 

higher peak joint moments of the: 

i. Left knee 

ii. Left hip 

iii. Right shoulder  

iv. Right wrist 

 

The high performance bowlers were able to generate higher peak joint moments of the 

right wrist only. 

 

Hypothesis 2e (iv) – accepted. 

Hypotheses 2e (i) to 2e (iii) – rejected. 
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Chapter 6: Mechanical correlates of ball velocity in cricket fast bowling: 

Within group contrasts across deliveries of varying effort 

 

The aim of this study was to compare key kinematic and kinetic mechanical variables for 

amateur and high performance fast bowlers bowling a series of slow, match intensity and 

maximal effort deliveries. Differences in mechanical correlates with changes in bowling 

speeds were also assessed. The bowling techniques of 15 amateur and 15 high 

performance male fast bowlers were recorded across a five over spell. 

 

Hypothesis 3a: The following variables will be greater for participants‟ maximal effort 

deliveries when compared with their standard match intensity deliveries: 

i. Ball release velocity 

ii. Run-up velocity 

iii. Hip-shoulder separation angle at BFI 

iv. Peak right shoulder internal rotation moment 

v. Peak right wrist flexion moment 

 

Both the high performance and the amateur groups displayed significantly faster mean ball 

velocity and run-up velocity for their maximal effort deliveries when compared with their 

normal match intensity deliveries. There were no differences in hip-shoulder separation 

angle, peak right shoulder internal rotation moments or peak right wrist moments across 

the two delivery intensities (conditions) for either group. 

 

Hypotheses 3a (i) and 3a (ii) – accepted. 

Hypotheses 3a (iii) to 3a (v) – rejected. 

 

Hypothesis 3b: The following variables will be lower for participants‟ slower deliveries 

when compared with their match intensity deliveries: 

i. Ball release velocity 

ii. Peak right shoulder internal rotation moment 

iii. Peak right wrist flexion moment 

iv. Peak vertical GRF 

 and higher: 

v. Maximum left knee flexion 

vi. Left knee flexion at ball release 
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Both groups reduced ball release velocity, right wrist moments and vertical GRF when 

bowling a slower delivery compared with their match intensity delivery. The amateur group 

reduced also exhibited smaller right shoulder internal rotation moments. Additionally, both 

groups increased maximum left knee flexion angle but left knee flexion angle at the 

instance of ball release remained unchanged. 

 

Hypotheses 3b (i) (iii), (iv) and (v) – accepted. 

Hypothesis 3b (ii) – partially accepted. 

Hypothesis 3b (vi) – rejected. 

 

Hypothesis 3c: The peak linear velocities of the following joints will be greater for 

participants‟ maximal effort delivery when compared with their match intensity deliveries: 

i. Right hip 

ii. Right shoulder 

iii. Left elbow 

iv. Right elbow 

v. Right wrist 

 

Both groups displayed significantly higher peak joint linear velocities for the right hip, 

shoulder elbow and wrist. Only the high performance group displayed an increase in linear 

velocity of the left elbow joint. 

 

Hypotheses 3c (i), (ii), (iv) and (v) – accepted. 

Hypothesis 3c (iii) – partially accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 3d: The peak angular velocities of the following segments will be greater for 

participants‟ maximal effort delivery when compared with their match intensity deliveries: 

i. Pelvis 

ii. Thorax 

iii. Upper arm 

iv. Forearm 

v. Hand  
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An increase in angular velocity of the pelvis and thorax were observed for both groups. 

Only the amateur group increased the angular velocity of the forearm. There was no 

change in the angular velocity of the upper arm and hand for either group.  

 

Hypotheses 3d (i) and (ii) – accepted. 

Hypothesis 3c (iv) – partially accepted. 

Hypotheses 3d (iii) and (v) – rejected. 

 

Hypothesis 3e: The timing of at least one peak joint linear velocity will differ between a 

normal and maximal effort delivery. 

 

The timing of all peak joint linear velocities did not change between a match intensity and 

maximal effort delivery. 

 

Hypothesis 3e – rejected. 

 

Hypothesis 3f: The timing of at least one peak segment angular velocity will differ 

between a normal and maximal effort delivery. 

 

The timing of all peak segment angular velocities did not change between a match 

intensity and maximal effort delivery. 

 

Hypothesis 3f – rejected. 
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Chapter 7: Performance variability among amateur and high performance 

cricket fast bowlers 

 

The aims of this study were to compare the execution and outcome variability of groups of 

different skill levels and assess the relationship between execution and outcome variability 

for bowlers of different skill levels. The execution (kinematics and kinetics) and outcome 

(ball release velocity & ball accuracy error) variability of 15 amateur and 15 high 

performance male fast bowlers were recorded for 20 ‗match intensity‘ bowling deliveries.  

 

Hypothesis 4a: Amateur bowlers will be significantly more variable than high performance 

bowlers in: 

i. Ball release velocity 

ii. Ball accuracy 

iii. Run-up velocity 

iv. Left knee flexion at ball release 

v. Timing of peak joint linear and segment angular velocities 

 

No differences were found between groups for the reported variation of the above 

mechanical variables. 

 

Hypotheses 4a (i) to (v) – rejected. 

 

Hypothesis 4b: There will be no positive correlations between ball release velocity and 

variation of mechanical variables for either the high performance of amateur group. 

 

There were no positive correlations between ball velocity and variation in any mechanical 

variable. 

 

Hypothesis 4b – accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 4c: Ball release velocity will be negatively correlated with variation in: 

i. Run-up velocity 

ii. Left knee flexion at ball release 

iii. Timing of peak joint linear and segment angular velocities 
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Ball release velocity was negatively correlated to variation in run-up velocity for the high 

performance group only. There was no correlation between ball release velocity and 

variation of left knee flexion angle at ball release. Ball velocity was not correlated to 

variation in timing of any joint linear of segment angular velocities for the high performance 

group, but was negatively correlated to the variation in timing of the right shoulder and 

wrist peak linear velocities and peak angular velocity of the thorax for the amateur group. 

 

Hypothesis 4c (i) and (iii) – partially accepted. 

Hypothesis 4c (ii) – rejected.   

 

Hypothesis 4d: There will be no negative correlations between ball accuracy error and 

variation of mechanical variables for either group 

 

There were no negative correlations between ball accuracy error and variation in any 

mechanical variable. 

 

Hypothesis 4b – accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 4e: Ball accuracy error will be positively correlated with variation in: 

i. Ball accuracy error 

ii. Medial-lateral ball position at ball release 

iii. Trunk lateral flexion at ball release 

iv. Shoulder abduction at ball release 

 

Ball accuracy error was positively correlated to variation in ball accuracy error for both 

groups but was not correlated to variation in any other mechanical variable. 

 

Hypothesis 4e (i) – accepted. 

Hypotheses 4e (ii) to (iv) – rejected. 
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Chapter 8: The relationship between segment anthropometrics and joint 

kinematics on ball release velocity: A forward kinematic 

approach 

 

The aims of this study were to use a cricket bowling specific forward kinematic model to 

describe the relationships between joint kinematics and segment anthropometry on ball 

release velocity. The sensitivity of ball release velocity to systematic manipulations of 

empirical kinematic profiles was also addressed. The bowling techniques of 12 high 

performance male fast bowlers were recorded for 20 ‗match intensity‘ bowling deliveries. 

Empirical kinematic profiles were entered into a forward kinematic model and underwent 

systematic anthropometrical, fixed joint angular offset and joint angular amplification 

manipulations. 

 

Hypothesis 5a: There will be a positive linear relationship between ball release velocity 

and: 

i. Radial length 

ii. Knee flexion-extension amplification 

iii. Thorax rotation amplification 

iv. Shoulder horizontal adduction amplification 

v. Shoulder internal rotation amplification 

vi. Elbow flexion-extension amplification 

vii. Wrist flexion-extension amplification 

 

There was a linear relationship between ball release velocity and radial length and all 

amplification manipulations except for the shoulder. 

 

Hypotheses 5a (i), (ii), (iii), (vi) and (vii) – accepted. 

Hypotheses 5a (iv) and (v) – rejected. 

 

Hypothesis 5b: There will be a non-linear relationship between ball release velocity and: 

i. Elbow flexion-extension and abduction set angle 

ii. Wrist flexion-extension set angle 

iii. Knee flexion-extension offset 

iv. Trunk lateral flexion offset 

v. Trunk rotation offset 
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vi. Elbow flexion-extension offset 

vii. Wrist flexion-extension offset 

 

Both set angle and all offset manipulations were revealed to have a non-linear relationship 

with ball release velocity. 

 

Hypotheses 5b (i) to (vii) – accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 5c: There will be a negative relationship between elbow abduction and flexion 

or hyperextension and ball release velocity 

 

There was a positive relationship between combined elbow flexion and abduction and ball 

release velocity, whereas there was a negative relationship between combines elbow 

hyperextension and abduction and ball release velocity. 

 

Hypothesis 5c – partially accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 5d: There will be a positive relationship between ball release velocity and 

joint angular offset of: 

i. Trunk rotation 

ii. Wrist flexion-extension 

and negative relationship with: 

iii. Knee flexion-extension 

iv. Trunk lateral flexion 

v. Elbow flexion-extension 

 

There was a positive relationship between ball release velocity and angular offset of elbow 

flexion-extension, whereas there was a negative relationship between ball velocity and 

angular offsets in knee flexion-extension and wrist flexion-extension. Empirical trunk lateral 

flexion and rotation values resulted in the highest ball release velocities. 

 

Hypothesis 5d (iii) – accepted. 

Hypotheses 5d (i), (ii), (iv) and (v) – rejected. 
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Hypothesis 5e: There will be a positive relationship between ball release velocity and 

amplification factor for all mechanical variables analysed. 

 

With the exception of thorax rotation, there was a positive relationship between ball 

release velocity and amplification factor 

 

Hypothesis 5e – partially accepted. 

 

9.2 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

The five experimental studies in this thesis shared a common aim of improving the 

understanding of the development of ball release velocity in cricket fast bowlers. Previous 

research examining fast bowling kinetics had been limited to the trunk and upper arm 

(Ferdinands, Marshall, Round & Broughan, 2002; Ferdinands, Marshall, Round & 

Broughan, 2003), therefore, Chapter 5 set out to compare the full body kinematics and 

kinetics of amateur and high performance fast bowlers. However, unlike standards for the 

reporting of joint kinematics (Wu et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2005), no standards existed for the 

reporting of upper limb joint kinetics, making it difficult to synthesise, interpret and report 

kinematic and kinetic data expressed in different coordinate systems.  

 

The initial study, described in Chapter 4, investigated the effects of coordinate system 

definition and secondary axis rotation on elbow moments during a bicep curl, pronation-

supination, throwing and bowling tasks. The key finding from this study was that joint 

kinetics reported in a JCS (Grood and Suntay, 1983) minimised cross-talk with changes in 

axis alignments between proximal and distal segments and was more consistent in the 

reporting of joint moments for tasks that were assumed to have similar principle axes of 

motion. Given the importance of accurately estimating and correctly reporting joint kinetics 

in sport and clinical research, the standardisation for the reporting of joint kinetics in a JCS 

analogous to that described by Grood and Suntay (1983) is recommended. The replication 

of this study using a larger sample size is necessary to increase the generalisability of the 

results. Additionally, more research is required to assess whether this method is adequate 

for reporting shoulder joint kinetics, due to the recommended use of a Y-X-Y Euler rotation 

sequence for reporting shoulder kinematics where high levels of shoulder abduction are 

present (Wu et al., 2005).  
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The purpose of Chapter 5 was to compare the full body kinematics and kinetics of amateur 

and high performance cricket fast bowlers. The best discriminators between groups were 

ball release velocity and peak joint linear velocities. The non-significance found between 

groups for peak segment angular velocities was confounding, as theoretically, the joint 

linear velocities are a direct consequence of the peak segment angular velocities. It may 

be that the large standard deviations of the peak segment angular velocities influenced the 

statistical findings. Additionally, the large standard deviations may have resulted from the 

relatively long phase during which the results were recorded (from back foot impact to ball 

release), coupled with the varying bowling strategies used by the participants. It is 

suggested that future investigations concentrate on the variables of interest during the 

phase that reflects the functional use of the segment of interest (i.e. upper limb angular 

velocities during the forward swing).  

 

The lack of between group differences of the high performance and amateur bowlers, 

combined with the lack of significant correlations between mechanical variables and ball 

release velocity, provides support for the position of Salter, Sinclair and Portus (2007) that 

between group methodologies cannot control for anthropometric, physical, and 

physiological differences between individuals and groups.  

 

This was the first analysis of cricket fast bowling to incorporate both lower and upper limb 

joint kinetics and examine the relationship between joint kinetics and bowling performance. 

Future research investigating the joint kinetics of cricket fast or spin bowling is encouraged 

to further the understanding of its links with ball release velocity generation, to guide 

coaches in the development of strength and conditioning programs and technique 

modification.     

 

The aim of Chapter 6 was to compare the key kinematic and kinetic mechanical variables 

for amateur and high performance fast bowlers across ball velocity conditions. If changes 

occurred in bowling kinematics and kinetics across ball velocity conditions and additional 

mechanical variables correlated to ball release velocity are identified, this may lead to a 

better understanding of the important biomechanical determinants of ball release velocity. 

Consistent with the results of Chapter 5, the majority of investigated kinematic variables 

were not associated with changes in ball release velocity. Interestingly, when bowling at 

maximal velocity, both groups decreased their shoulder abduction angle at ball release 

when compared with their match velocity. The maximum joint linear velocity results from 
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this study confirmed and expanded on those reported in Chapter 5, with the peak linear 

velocity of all analysed joints being significantly associated with an increase in ball release 

velocity. Additionally, there were significant main effects for the majority of segment 

angular velocity changes across bowling conditions. The lack of significant pairwise 

differences was assumed to have been influenced in the same way that these variables 

were affected in Chapter 5. An unexpected finding was that temporal sequencing of peak 

velocities did not change for a maximal velocity delivery when compared with a normal 

match velocity delivery.  Finally, a broader range of associations between ball release 

velocity and kinetic measures were identified. Again, there were a lack of significant 

pairwise differences between the match velocity and maximal velocity deliveries; however 

a trend was identified for larger kinetic magnitudes to be produced for all joints during a 

maximal velocity delivery. The vast majority of previous research in the area has instructed 

participants to bowl at maximal velocity without consideration to the effect that this 

instruction may have on bowling technique. This study is the first to compare bowling 

kinematics and kinetics across different bowling velocities. Numerous mechanical 

variables were associated with increased ball release velocity, that were not identified as 

statistically significant using the between group approach of Chapter 5. The conclusions 

again support the use of repeated measure designs in investigating the mechanical 

influences of ball release velocity in cricket fast bowling. 

 

The research questions formulated in Chapter 7 were guided by the results of Chapters 5 

and 6, and the input variable necessities of Chapter 8. Given that the large standard 

deviations between participants in Chapters 5 and 6 were a potential influence on 

statistical outcomes and a repeated measure design for future research was advocated, it 

was intuitive that the variability of the fast bowling technique must be quantified in Chapter 

7. A comparison of the execution and outcome variability between groups of different skill 

levels was made and the relationship between execution and outcome variability was 

assessed for bowlers of varying skill levels. The magnitude in the variation of key 

mechanical data was also be used to guide the limits of manipulations in the Forward 

Kinematic Model developed in Chapter 8. Apart from the quantification of within participant 

variation, key findings from this study included the homogenous nature of variation that 

exists for both execution and outcome variables, regardless of skill level. Only variation in 

medial-lateral ball position, relative to the front foot at ball release, was able to discriminate 

between the high performance and amateur group. The increased variation of medial-

lateral ball position of the amateur group was reported to be related to elbow flexion-
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extension angle variability at ball release and it was inferred that this was a consequence 

of both trunk lateral flexion and shoulder abduction posture at ball release. This supports 

the assertion made in Chapter 6 that there is joint coupling, or a synergistic relationship, 

between the trunk and upper limb during the bowling action. It was suggested the 

compensatory relationship between the trunk, upper arm and forearm is not as highly 

developed in amateur bowlers when compared with high performance bowlers for 

minimising variation in performance (Kudo, Tsutsui, Ishikura, Ito & Yamamoto, 2000). The 

significant negative correlations of variation in timing of peak right shoulder, right wrist and 

thorax rotation velocity and ball release velocity suggests that amateur bowlers constrain 

degrees of freedom in an attempt to maximise ball velocity at the expense of end effector 

consistency. Future research should consider the suitability of other methods for 

investigating execution variables and variability of end effector position, such as the 

minimal jerk model proposed by Flash & Hogan (1985).   

 

Finally, in light of the results from Chapters 5-7, the aims of Chapter 8 were to introduce a 

novel approach for examining the relationships between joint kinematics and segment 

anthropometry on ball release velocity and assessing the sensitivity of ball release velocity 

to systematic manipulations of empirical kinematic profiles. This method was considered to 

be more appropriate in assessing the relationships between rotational execution variables 

and a linear outcome variable (ball release velocity) as such relationships are inherently 

non-linear (Craig, 1989). Due to the relatively small with-in participant variations found in 

Chapter 7 and the exploratory nature of this study, angular offsets were manipulated ± 20° 

in increments of 2° (± 10° in increments of 1° for trunk lateral flexion) to reflect between 

subject variation reported in Chapter 5. It was considered appropriate to extend the range 

of manipulations beyond an individual‘s between-trial variation, even for future practical 

subject specific modelling, as it was assumed that even though some manipulations may 

be outside mean bowling limits, individuals can still achieve postures outside these limits 

to gain velocity benefits. Subjective technique modifications made by coaches often 

change a bowler‘s kinematics beyond their mean limits. Subject-specific modelling of a 

bowler‘s technique would allow reasonable limits to be set with respect to sample 

populations. 

 

The results substantiated that non-linear relationships are observed between joint angular 

offsets and resultant ball release velocity. It is hypothesised that the relationships between 

joint angular offsets and the components of ball release velocity will be even more non-
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linear. This finding indicates that the use linear statistics to infer relationships between joint 

kinematics and ball release velocity are inappropriate. However, as some linear 

relationships were found between radial length and the majority of amplification 

manipulations and ball release velocity, the use of linear statistics may be acceptable in 

some instances. Nevertheless, the results of the previous chapters in this thesis still 

highlight the need for subject-specific analyses to be undertaken. The contributions of both 

a more extended knee and higher angular extension of the knee support the majority of 

literature about its importance in developing ball release velocity. Given that the trunk is 

laterally flexed and the shoulder abducted at ball release, trunk rotation was shown to 

have a minor effect on ball release velocity, contrary to importance placed on it by 

coaches. For the first time, the substantial influence of elbow morphology and the bowling 

shoulder horizontal adduction range of motion and angular velocity were identified      

 

There is considerable potential for practical expansion of the Forward Kinematic Model 

developed and used in this study. It is envisaged that the influence of synergistic 

relationships between execution variables on ball release velocity will be explored in future 

work, such as the coupling of trunk lateral flexion and shoulder abduction. The possible 

combinations of manipulations that could be undertaken is substantial, however, the 

results of the experimental chapters in this thesis, in unison with further investigation into 

the synergistic relationships that exist in cricket fast bowling, may be used to guide 

appropriate sets of parameters and their respective limits. Practical applications in talent 

identification were discussed, with changes in ball release velocity resulting from 

manipulations of elbow anthropometry. Additionally, the importance of increased joint 

range of motion and angular velocity was highlighted. Substantial increases in ball release 

velocity were associated with an increase in knee flexion-extension and shoulder 

horizontal adduction range of motion and angular velocity. Again, these conclusions can 

be applied to real world settings in identifying the important joint rotations for the 

development of ball release velocity, which can guide coaches in the development of 

technique remediation and strength and conditioning programs, as the kinetics required to 

generate these movement patterns can be calculated. 

 

A key finding from Chapter 8 pertains to the fair delivery law in cricket. Currently, bowlers 

are not allowed to extend at the elbow joint by more than 15° from the period where the 

upper arm is parallel with the ground in the delivery swing, until ball release. This is based 

on very limited scientific research and is intended to stop bowlers from gaining an unfair 
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advantage by allowing elbow extension to assist in the development of ball release 

velocity. Mean group results revealed that with an increased range of motion and angular 

velocity of a flexion movement immediately prior to ball release, an increase in ball release 

velocity was simulated. Additionally, this research shows that with an increased range of 

motion and angular velocity of an extension movement immediately prior to ball release, a 

decrease in ball velocity resulted. It must be clarified that this relationship exists only when 

the orientation of the humerus allows elbow flexion to be towards the intended target 

(batsman). 

 

Empirical kinematic profiles of spin bowlers need to be modelled to assess the relationship 

between manipulated elbow flexion-extension angles and ball release velocity, especially 

for the ‗doosra‘ delivery. This delivery type has been shown to be bowled with increased 

elbow extension with the back of the forearm and hand facing the direction of travel of the 

ball (Chin, Elliott, Alderson, Lloyd & Foster, 2009), with the orientation of the humerus 

causing elbow extension to occur in the direction of the batsman. To this end, future 

research is necessary to quantify the orientation of the flexion-extension axis of the elbow 

during the delivery phase for all types of cricket bowlers. Then comparisons between what 

is currently considered to be bowling illegally, i.e. > 15° elbow extension, and overhand 

throwing can be made. From these results, two conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, any 

increase in range of motion and angular velocity prior to ball release will result in a linear 

change in ball release velocity. There is no lower or upper limit where ball velocity 

drastically changes, for the amplification factors used in this study. This questions not only 

the International Cricket Council‘s imposed 15° tolerance threshold but a static threshold 

of any magnitude. Secondly, the causal effect on increased ball release velocity is 

multifaceted and includes, but is not limited to, the direction of movement of the elbow joint 

angle immediately prior to ball release (flexion or extension) and the orientation of the 

humerus – and therefore elbow joint flexion-extension axis – during the delivery phase.  
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Development of ball release speed: A forward kinematic approach  

 — Consent Form — 

 
I ___________________________ have read the information provided and any questions 
I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction.  I agree to participate in this activity, 
realising that I may withdraw at any time without reason and without prejudice. 
I understand that all information provided is treated as strictly confidential and will not be 
released by the investigator unless required to by law.   I have been advised as to what 
data is being collected, what the purpose is, and what will be done with the data upon 
completion of the research. 
I agree that research data gathered for the study may be published provided my name or 
other identifying information is not used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_________________                    __________________ 
 Participant                                             Date 
 
The Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of Western Australia requires 
that all participants are informed that, if they have any complaint regarding the manner, in 
which a research project is conducted, it may be given to the researcher or, alternatively to 
the Secretary, Human Research Ethics Committee, Registrar‟s Office, University of 
Western Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009 (telephone number 6488-
3703). All study participants will be provided with a copy of the Information Sheet and 
Consent Form for their personal records.  

School of Human Movement and Exercise Science 

The University of Western Australia 

35 Stirling Highway, Crawley WA 6009 

 

Mr Peter Mills              P: 6488 3843           E: peter.mills@uwa.edu.au 

Dr Jacque Alderson    P: 6488 8781           E: jalders@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 

Prof. Bruce Elliott        P: 6488 2374           E:  Bruce.Elliott@uwa.edu.au 

Mr Kane Middleton      P: 6488 1385           E: kane.middleton@grs.uwa.edu.au 

 

Mr Peter Mills, Dr Jacque Alderson,  
Prof. Bruce Elliott and Mr Kane Middleton 
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Development of ball release speed: A forward kinematic approach 

— Subject Information Sheet — 

Purpose  

 The overall theme of this study is to investigate the biomechanical 

mechanisms underlying ball release speed in cricket pace bowlers. Many researchers 

have attempted to investigate this previously but have used inadequate tools to do so. 

This study will use appropriate statistics to accurately determine the body segment 

contributors to ball release speed. 

Procedures 

  When you arrive at the laboratory, you and another participant will be met 

by a member of the research team. You will be shown around the lab and given any extra 

information about the lab that is necessary. You will then be asked to dress in appropriate 

attire (short running shorts or bike/swimming shorts/ are preferred). Small markers will be 

placed on predetermined positions on your body. Calibration of the markers will then need 

to be performed. You will be subject to standing still and moving into different positions for 

this. Please note that this process is tedious but is essential for the testing process. You 

will then have time to get use to the laboratory conditions and markers while you warm-up. 

Once you are comfortable bowling with the markers on and are warmed-up, testing will 

commence. 

  For the testing, you will be required to bowl five overs at maximum effort. 

You and the other participant will bowl interchangeably. While you are not bowling, you will 

be required to participate in fielding drills to replicate match conditions 

Risks 

There are no foreseen psychological risks to the participants. It is envisaged that 

any discomfort or soreness that may arise will be minor and short-term in nature. Low 

School of Human Movement and Exercise Science 

The University of Western Australia 

35 Stirling Highway, Crawley WA 6009 

 

Mr Peter Mills              P: 6488 3843           E: peter.mills@uwa.edu.au 

Dr Jacque Alderson    P: 6488 8781           E: jalders@cyllene.uwa.edu.au 

Prof. Bruce Elliott        P: 6488 2374           E:  Bruce.Elliott@uwa.edu.au 

Mr Kane Middleton      P: 6488 1385           E: kane.middleton@grs.uwa.edu.au 

 

Mr Peter Mills, Dr Jacque Alderson,  
Prof. Bruce Elliott and Mr Kane Middleton 
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allergenic double-sided tape will be used to affix markers onto your skin. This tape can 

cause minor skin irritation on some people. Physically, you will be allowed to warm-up as 

you would for a match so that the potential for injury is negligible. Therefore any injury 

occurrence will be purely accidental and all care will be taken to avoid this occurrence. 

 

Benefits 

It is envisaged that the outcome of this research will result in a more accurate 

understanding of the biomechanical mechanisms underlying ball release speed in cricket 

pace bowlers. This could potentially result in more personalized strength training programs 

for performance enhancement. You will have access to all data that is collected from you 

upon request. You may wish to use this data as you wish (e.g. technique modification in 

consultation with your coach) 

Confidentiality  

All data, video and images will be stored in a secure location at the School of 

Human Movement and Exercise Science (UWA), Crawley, Western Australia. No names 

will be present in any reported results. I.D. markers will be used in place of names. 

Subject Rights 

Participation in this research is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from the 

study at any time without prejudice. You can withdraw for any reason and you do not need 

to justify your decision. If you withdraw from the study and you are an employee or student 

at the University of Western Australia (UWA) this will not prejudice your status and rights 

as employee or student of UWA.  

If you do withdraw we may wish to retain the data that we have recorded from you 

but only if you agree, otherwise your records will be destroyed. 

Your participation in this study does not prejudice any right to compensation that 

you may have under statute of common law.  

If you have any questions concerning the research at any time please feel free to 

ask the researcher who has contacted you about your concerns. Further information 

regarding this study may be obtained from investigator names and contact phone 

numbers. 
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Appendix D – SPSS Curve Estimates 
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Figure A.1 Radial length 

 

 

Figure A.2 Set wrist angle  
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Figure A.3 Elbow flexion-extension offset 

 

 

Figure A.4 Knee flexion-extension offset 
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Figure A.5 Trunk lateral flexion offset 

 

 

Figure A.6 Trunk rotation 
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Figure A.7 Wrist flexion-extension offset 

 

 

Figure A.8 Elbow flexion-extension amplification 
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Figure A.9 Knee flexion-extension amplification 

 

 

 

Figure A.10 Shoulder horizontal adduction amplification 
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Figure A.11 Shoulder internal-external rotation amplification 

 

 

Figure A.12 Wrist flexion-extension amplification 
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Figure A.13 Thorax rotation amplification 
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Appendix E – Elbow flexion-extension amplification for flexor-extender  
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Figure A.14 Mean change in ball release velocity (%) for an amplification factor of between 0 and 2 

of one participant‘s empirical elbow flexion-extension angle waveforms in steps of 0.1. 

His elbow flexion-extension angle from FFI to BR is also shown (red line). 
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